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The steamer Castine returned last week
from Rockland, where she had repairs made to
her boiler and is at the railroad wharf.
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The regular meeting of the Improvement
Society will be held at the office of Dunton &
Morse next Monday evening at 7 o’clock.
Robert Worth, the three years old son of

spend Thanksgiving.

The Leonard & Barrows shoe factory closed
yesterday for the Thanksgiving recess, and
rfISd SenatorBhip.
will resume work next Monday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Johnson, was operated
,j State?
Miss Ola Wood, who is teaching school in
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Harold Richards, Foster Crocker, Roland
Stevens, Houston Small, Lynwood and Harold
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J. H. Wood, eye specialist, has moved to his
office, room No. 1, Masonic Temple, and
i the office he vacates at 14 Main street will be
occupied by his son,H. A. Wood, M. D.
former

recently had occasion to compliment our
Swanville correspondent on her hand-writing,
and in a personal note she says: “My father
We

and Abner Dunton

were

second cousins.”

Messrs. B. G. Gil key, L. F. Pendleton and C.
M. Williams of lslesboro returned Saturday
from a hunting trip in the vicinity of Patten
and Lake Moxie with 12 deer, seven bucks
and five does.
was given about noon on SunStewart house on Main street,
for a threatening chimney fire. Chief Shute
was on the spot immediately and with a few
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the fire with

fire

department extinguished

chemicals.

The Maine Central has served notice that on
and after Dec. 1st storage will be charged on
all freight remaining in the freight house or
held in the cars after 72 hours, exclusive of
Sundays and legal holidays, at the rate of one
cent per 100 pounds, the minimum charge to
»
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be 25 cents.
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The famous Pathe Weekly is included in
picture program at The Colonial theatre
tonight. These reels are very popular with
the picture patrons of The Colonial.—Advt.

tne

the

The remains of Mrs. Frank Morse, who died
in Waterville last Sunday, arrived on the noon
train Tuesday and were taken to
Belmont, her
former home, for interment. They were accompanied by her husband and son, William
Morse of Belfast, who was called to Waterville.
She was ill only three days with pneumonia.

Sunday night’s storm will pass for the line
gale. While not severe here, the velocity of
the wind at White Head was estimated at 70
miles an hour and at Portland 50 miles an hour.
Methodist Ladies’ Aid society will meet
Dec. 4th, at 2.30 p. m., with Mrs. Frank Whitten, High street. All are invited, and to come
prepared to sew. Remember the sale, supper
ar.d entertainment Dec. 11th in Memorial hall.
The

At the meeting of the Governor and council last week George W. Benson, who was sentenced to

years’ imprisonment

Thomaston four years ago for assault with intent to
dll on Stella Moore of this city, was granted a
pardon, and on his release went to Castine to
dsit his mother. This pardon is generally approved, as it was felt at the time that the case
lid not call for so severe a sentence.
seven

at

The derations for the W’aldo County Hospi
;al, which is observing this week as “Offering

veek,” are arriving at the institution every
lay, and every gift, great or small, is highly
ippreciated. Checks for $25 and $50 were re-

The North Church Christian Endeavor had
antiquarian social in the church parlors last
Monday evening. The girls and several of the
boys appeared in the clothes of their ancestors.
Games were played, musical selections renderan
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Carval—Churchill,
Paper: Character of John Paul Jones,
Miss Florence Hill
Reading: The Twenty-Second of December
Mrs. Howard Whitten
Bryant,

Williamson,
liamson,

—

Pearson,
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Poor’s Mills. W. A. Monroe has lost another horse. It dropped dead, while hauling
hay to the city.... Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn of Belmont spent last week with her daughter, Hattie Rolerson... .Mrs. Jennie Wentworth of
Stuckton is visiting friends here and in Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs.Wood of Kennebunkport have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sheldon.
They have bought Everett Banks’ place in
Waldo.Equity Grange met with Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Sheldon last Saturday evening. A
baked bean supper was served.... Mrs. Arthur
Higgins has a new piano... .Horace and Henry
Wentworth have gone to Burnham, deer hunting-The Cro8sboys are still pressing hay in
this vicinity.
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Frederick,
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Pavid Hunt,

Knowlton,
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The Seaside Spiritualist Society will hold services Sunday, Dec. 1st, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m
Frank R. Strout will be speaker and message
bearer. Those who wish for readings or mag-

at 72 Church
:eived from two summer visitors who did not
vish their names made public. As before an- ! street, from Nov. 29th to Dec. 9th. Sec’y.
*
jounced the hospital is open this week for in- i The Young Ladies’ Social Union of the Bap;pection and visitors to the institution will be ! tist church will have their annual Christmas
sale in the vestry Saturday afternoon, Dec.
; Kplrnmpd
14th. The sale will include fancy articles
j Tomorrow, Friday, evening the
bright littie
designed for Christmas gifts, aprons
specially
society comedy in four acts, “The Elopement of all
kinds, cooked food and home-made
[ >f Ellen,” will be
given in the Colonial Theater
candy. The patronage of the public is solicinder the auspices of the North Church Guild,
ited.
[t
has
been
under
rehearsal
for
some
and
time,
j
The November issue of The Soda Fountain,
the cast, published in The Journal last week,
an
issures
excellent performance. Lakie's New York, a magazine devoted to druggists,
jrchestra will furnish music, and in the last etc., is a full page advertisement of the American Soda Fountain Co., with a large colored
ict popular operatic.airs will be rendered
by
joloists and a full chorus. Among the soloists cut of the fountain in the City Drug Store
under the headlines: "Is your fountain as clean
ire Miss Katherine E. Brier, Miss Katherine
3. Quimby, Arthur Johnson and Charles Ham- as this? Installed by Edmund Wilson, Belfast,

The sale of reserved seats opened at
the box office yesterday morning.
nons.

A G. A. R. Night. A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
Df Veterans, entertained the G. A. R. allied
aodies last Monday evening, and the meeting
was mutually interesting and helpful.
The
principal object was to listen to the narration
personal experiences in the Civil War—unpublished history that will pass with the passing

of the veterans—now with us. Commander L.
C. Putnan spoke of the first call, of the “Three
Months Men” and related incidents of the battle of Yorktown, Williamsburg and Fort McGreggor, many of them almost too terrible to
recall. One forever impressed on the minds
Advertised Letters. The following letters of all present was a march for one mile among
of soldiers. Comrade Albert
remained unclaimed in the Belfast postoffice the dead bodies
for the week ending Nov. 26th. Ladies—Alice— Hasson told of experiences in winter quarters
Clark, Mrs. Geo. Hooks, Effie V. V. Knox, Mrs. and of the bright spots in the soldier’s life,
and sang with good effect “The Old Cobb Mill.”
Ellen Lassell, Miss Annie A. Ladd, Mrs. L. E.
Roberts. Gentlemen—Jas. W. Clark, Nellie Mrs. L. C. Putnam, president of the Circle,
spoke interestingly of the life at home in the
Canvoon, Dr. Marties, M. L. Pendleton.
dark days of the Civil War; told how eagerly
The steamer Anna Belle, on the Belfast, Is- all looked for news from the
front; of the joy
Castine
and
Brooksville
lesboro,
route, now when the soldiers came home on furloughs, and
her
makes
landings at Mclntire’s wharf (for- with what delight those loyal to the cause took
merly the Lane wharf) at the foot of Main in seeing“Copperheads”cheeringthe flag under
street. As the Anna Belle and Stockton both
special command. Comrade L. O. W'hite told
used the same slip at Lewis’ wharf it caused of his
experiences during his first night on
inconvenience at times, hence the change.
picket duty, which was very interesting. F. O.
Whiting, commander of A. E. Clark Camp, read
VTTT1TR A MS1
MfFTIVC.
Thp
VptPMTie r\f
“Fifty Years Ago,” an appropriate selection.
Waldo county will hold their monthly meeting
Mr. A. T. Gay sang with feeling and excellent
at the Grange hall, White’s Corner, Wintervoice “Just Before the Battle, Mother.” Mrs.
pirt, Dec. «, 1912. If stormy, the next fair
W. J. Gordon, chaplain, read—to the special
day. These meeting are getting to be the
watchword of the old boys and we hope to see amusement of the ladies present—“The Trainof John.” Coffee, sandwiches, etc., were
the county well represented. Winterport is a ing
served at the close of the program, and all went
town
and
extends
a
warm
always
grand, loyal
welcome. Bring along your goodies; Winter- home feeling that the evening had been one of
unusual enjoyment.
port will furnish the rest.—A. Stinson, Sec’y.
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Jones and Ansel Packard are at home from the
University of Maine for the

John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will meet
The Proposed New School Building. A
Monday evening Dec. 2nd, at 7.30 o’clock, at special meeting of the school committee was
mod appropriate to ac- the Arts and Crafts room. The hostesses will held last
Friday evening to consider plans for
the head of the list), be Miss Cochran and Mrs. Woodcock.
The the proposed new school building on school-ri recorded in the order
following program will be given:
house common, presented by Austin W. Pease
received:
Roll-Call: Names of American and British of Portland; Victor Hodgkins of Bangor;
Vessels.
liamson,
Harry S. Coombs of Lewiston; F. A. Patterliamson,
Paper: Naval History of the Revolution,
and Williams & Coombs of

I

1

cnurcn

stables of
Horace Chenery were shipped to New York
by American Express last Saturday for the
Old Glory sale at Madison Square Garden.
Among the horses were such well known
racers as John Ward, Mendolita and Stiletto,
as well as some wrell bred rolts.

g.e

SILL:

tne

ite next month.

Twenty-eight horses from

perfected performances
'pening for the most

j

in

Colonial Theater last Friday and Saturday evenings a drawing card was “The
Grandfather,” the scenario of which was written by Mrs. Lillian Jones Sweetser of this city.
It was a realistic and wholesome little story
which carried with it a lesson that should be
heeded and it won the warmest commendation
of the large audiences.

present exalted posiw- .rid has been rapid, yet
-••ugh sheer industry and
mos here fresh from her
\V;v York, at the Belasco
t->n, where at two of the
:bat city she scored addi-

torna..

entertainment

At the

is at

opportunity

the Tide fire company will have

Admission to both 15 cents,
A cordial invitation is extended to the public.
The proceeds will be applied to finishing the
building for their use,which they hope to dedi-

Wednesday
O’Neil,

next

when

ana

Tuesday,Dec. 3rd.

seat

vacant

one

supper

The annual election of the officers of Thomas
H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., will
occur at their next stated meeting, December
3rd. A full attendance is desired.

recess.

There had been 83 marriages in this city up
despondence. ..Transfers
ite.. Belfast Free Library.
to the end of last week, ten or more over the
Bells. The Good|Loser..
in the corresponding months last year
Little Folks. Maine’s j number

J

her home in Belfast.

Sandwiches and coffee will be served after the

Thanksgiving ball at Seaside Grange hall
this, Thursday, evening. Keyes’ orchestra

of Belfast.
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Hazel Barnard of the Belfast
High
school is spending Thanksgiving at her home
in Lewiston.

Sale in

ft

Orrin J. Dickey has rented the Myrick house
Northport avenue to Mr. Ephraim Thomp-

MiBs Ella E. Erskine went to her home in

Bucksport yesterday

NOVEMBER 28. 1912

son

of Bangor

The plans are for a building to
accommodate the north and south primary
schools as well as tho3e occupying the present
buildings on the common, and the estimates of
Lewiston.

from $50,000 to $80,000. No action
taken at this meeting, but at the
regular meeting of the committee last Monday evening the plan of Arthur VV. Pease of
Portland was selected and the city government will be urged to take some action in the
matter at its regular meeting December 2nd.
The plans are in Superintendent Woodbury’s
office, where they may be seen by those in- I
terested.
They call for a building with a !
frontage of 138 feet on Church street, and a
depth of 78 feet. There are two wings. 34
feet deep, on the Miller and Spring street
sides, making a total depth of 112 feet. The
main building will be three stories and the
wings two stories. There are six entrances,

cost

ranged
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Miss
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The funeral of Louise M., wife of Foster D.
Clifford of Unity, took place in the CoomDs
undertaking rooms at 10.30 a. m. Thursday,
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, officiating.
Mrs. Clifford had been ill for several years
with tuberculosis and recently came to tne
Waldo County Hospital for medical treatment.
She was born in Fairfield in 1874, the daughter
of Horatio and Louise McNalley Reed. She is
survived by her husband and one daughter,
Mrs. Hermgn Goss of Haverhill, Mass., both of
whom came to attend the funeral. The interment was in Unity, Nov. 21st.

was

in the

Friday, and
tended by her

the

family lot
funeral

numerous

at

was

Miss Zettie Smith returned to Morrill last
a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph
D. Shute.

Monday after

Miss Edith C. Wilson of Gsrdiner arrived
a few days’ visit with Belfast
relatives.

is the gueBt of Mrs. Arthur A. Blair.
Mrs. Viola J. Patterson iB in Roxbury, Mass.,
with her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Ryder.

Wednesday for

Mass., Monday

Mrs. Alice W. Forsaith went to Everett,
to spend the week with relatives.

Thanksgiving in Portland
W. H. Wiggin.

Mrs. Charles Hemenway of Searsmont is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. John Thompson, Con-

te

Mrs. Bancroft

John
elected
next

Searsmont,
largely at-

boro

are

Wednesday

the husband, John Cummings; two
daughters, Mrs. Robert B. MacKenna and Miss
Sibelle M. Cummings of New York city; and
Frank E. Elkins of Belfast, a son by a former

Phelan.

Mr. Amaziah Benson died Nov. 15th at his
Monroe, aged 83 years. He was born
in Biddeford, Me., the son of Joseph and Mary
Littlefield Benson, and was the last of a family of twelve children. He was well educated
for his time and taught school for a number of
years in this vicinity and other parts of Maine
and had been a member of the Monroe school
committee. In his younger days he was employed as a millman ard river driver, and in
later years settled on a farm in Monroe with
his parents, where the remainder of his life
was spent.
About 40 years ago he married a
cousin, Miss Sarah Benson, of Biddeford, by
whom he had two children, Ansel Benson and
Mrs. Alma Knowles of Winterport. Mr. Ben-

Mr. and Mrs. E. Q. 1 rost and Miss Hester
Mathews of Pittsfield are guests at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. FiostJ Cedar
street,

B. Hazeltine of the Yates School, Lancaster, Pa., will spend Thanksgiving witl
friends in Philadelphia.

Hartson C. Pitcher will leave tomorrow,
for Boston,
where,she will join a party
of friends and go to California for the winter.
Mrs. Samuel W. Johnson has returned from
Brooklyn, N. Y., where she had been the guest
of her brother, Hon. David
Boody, for several
weeks.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury and Misf
Grace A. Lord motored to Bangor last Saturday on business and pleasure.

Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Quimby left Wednesnoon for Portland to
spend Thanksgiving
with Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Foster.

day

Misses Hazel Doak and Belle
Keating
.~wv

uvui

a

visit

oi

reucumu
r.
nimrooK, principal or the
Islesboro High school, will spend the Thanksgiving recess in Belfast with Miss Frances A.

severa

weeks with Miss Doak’s relatives in Rockland
Mrs. B. M. Avery and daughter Alma wer<
called to Garland last Friday by the death o]
Mrs. Avery’s father-in-law, Mr. Mark

Sargent.

was

Mr. John C. Pillsbury is
recovering from his
illness and is able to be out
again. He

Avery.:

very interesting man to converse
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Keating went t<
with. He was a great reader, had a retentive Boston
Tuesday to meet and spend Thanksgiv
memory and was well posted on the current ing with Mr. and Mrs. Ira
M. Cobe of Chicagt
events of the day and the affairs of the nation.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilchrest of Belfas
He was a Republican, and ever loyal to his
will spend the winter in this
Me.”
city, occupyini ;
party. In September, although feeble, he Dr. Alden’s house on Middle street.—Rocklan!
Medley Winchester and Raymond Seavey, rode four miles to cast his vote. Several years Courier-Gazette.
both Rockland young men, were arrested in
ago he had a cancer removed from his face
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P. Brown arrived
last
Bangor last Saturday and taken to Rockland, and he had been feeble for a long time, but Saturday from their
wedding trip and will b< >
with
charged
stealing a team in that city. could read without glasses until the last. His at home after December 1st at the S.
S. L
While in custody it was said by the Bangor son
Ansel, who lived near him and was his Shute house, Park street.
police that they admitted stealing the team main support, cared for him faithfully, doing
Capt. R. W. Warren was in Rockland las
and selling it in Belfast, but it cannot be learneverything that a son could to make his last Friday, the guest of Capt. Job Ingraham. H<
ed that there was any such sale here.
days comfortable and he had also the devoted attended the inspection of Golden Rod
ChapThe W. C. T. U. held a meeting with Mrs. attention of a faithful, loving wife. The deter, O. E. S., Friday evening.
Hattie Riggs last Friday afternoon. Devotions ceased was a good citizen, a kind neighbor,
Mrs. Clarence E. Mclntire, who has beei
ever ready to help others when he could, and
were conducted by Mrs. Annie Davis and the
visiting in Portland, Rockland and Camden
following program was given at the close of leaves many friends to hold him in remem- arrived last
Saturday to spend the winter wit!
the business session: Music, "Crusade Hymns,” brance. He leaves several nieces and nephews,
her husband at The
Colonial, High street.
in
and
Union; "Thanksgiving,” Mrs Gerald Howard;
Winterport
Biddeford,to mourn the loss
Mrs. Wm. H. H. Saunders and
“National Thanksgiving,” Mrs. Minnie Coombs; of a kind uncle, and six grandchildren, who
daughtei
Bernice of Toronto,
Canada, are guests o:
music, "Some Glad Day;” "Thanksgiving,” were a great comfort to him. Much sympaMrs. John A.
Mrs.
Quimby.
Saunders is th<
Miss Frothingham; "Miss Matilda’s Thanks- thy is expressed for the wife and children in
daughter of the late Horace Noyes of Belfast
giving,” Mrs. Annie M. Frost; music, "Will It their sorrow.
Mrs. Jennie Morrow of New
Pay?” Union.
York, who spen
Hon. Albert Whittier Madigan, recently dethe summer in West
The Prohibition voters of Belfast held a very ceased at Houlton, Me,, was a noble son of an
Searsmont, and who hac
been in the hospital for medical treatment
fo:
interesting meeting at the office of J. H. old and distinguished New England family. In
his death both Church and State
some time, left
feel a
by boat Nov. 2Uh for Nev
Wood, Tuesday evening. After talks along deep loss. He was of a characterwill
that im- York.
reform lines an organization was effected, to pressed men as unusual in
depth of feeling and
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie went to Lewiston las
be known as the Prohibition club and the fol- strong sense of honor. A lawyer by profeshe
was a deep thinker, an ardent
student, Friday for a short visit and on her return wa;
lowing officers were chosen: President, G. W. sion,
a lover of truth and of beauty in art,
music,
Howard; vice president, J. H. Wood; secretary literature and nature. He was a strong
accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Miranda
supand treasurer, T. H. Fernald. The meetings porter of every movement that made for im- Skilli ngs, who will be her guest for severa 1
months.
will be held at J. H. Wood’s office, room 1, Ma- provement in city and State.
Mr. Madigan illustrated an old and respected
sonic Temple, for the present, and all true
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Brown received a tele
family. His parents were Hon. James Cottrill
Prohibitionists are heartily invited to attend.
Madigan of Damariscotta, Me., and Mary Anna gram last Friday announcing the arrival of a
Whittier of Belfast, Me. Matthew Cottrill, son to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Kagy of Warr-n
Loyal Temperance Legion. A large and his
great-grandfather, came from Kilkenny in
Ohio. Mrs.' Kagy was
enthusiastic meeting of the Loyal
formerly Miss Mabe
Temper- 1790, and took a prominent part in the early
Catholic history of Maine. His great-grana- Brown of Belfast.
ance Legion was held last Sunday afternoon al
of Cape Cod, was, like
mother,
Lydia
House,
the Methodist church. The following officer*
uciucu Hi. .oucKiin are
his mother, a convert to the Catholic faith.
spend
were elected for six months:
President, Mar- ! The father of Mr. Madigan was conspicuous ing the winter with Mrs. Bucklin’s daughter
ian Waterman; Vice Presidents, Baptist, Haze] in New England affairs; an eminent lawyer, Mrs. Levi L. Rogers, Race street. Mrs. Bucklii
he was one of the five members appointed in
and her little granddaughter,
Perkins, Congregationalist, John Durham, 1875 by Governor Dingley to revise
Margaret Louisa
the ConUniversalist, Mary Chalmers, Methodist, Wal- stitution of the State of Maine. His uncle was are visiting in Bangor.
John Madigan, U. S. N., for sevlace Pendleton; Secretary, Dorothy
Miss Efiie A. Baker,
Ingalls; Commodore
Deaconess, of Boston
eral
stationed at the Charlestown Navy
Treasurer, Willard Jenneys; Captain, Cuthbert Yard.years
who has been conducting revival
meetings ii
Wilson; Ensigns: platoon 1, Eva Dutch; plaOn his mother’s side he descended from that the East Northport
Chapel, began a series o:
toon 2, Howland Pendleton; platoon 3, Janet Thomas Whittier who came from England to
in the Brainard
schoolhouse, North'
America in the ship Confidence, in 1638. He meetings
Chalmers; platoon 4, Carl Wood; platoon 5, was the
last Tuesday evening.
great-great-grandson of Josiah Smith, port,
Adelaide B. Howard. Monitors: platoon 1, Ada who entered service in the American RevoluMiss Lucy Leavitt has returned
from a visi
Curtis; platoon 2, Frank Downs; platoon 3, tion June 19, 1776. He stood in the same rela- witn her
sister, Mrs. Perley Stanley, at Cran
to Captain Robert Lenthal Eells, who renMargaret Rogers; platoon 4, Ernest Everett; tion
dered unfailing and loyal aid to the cause of berry Isle, accompanied by Miss Lena
Wedgi
platoon 5, Herbert H. Rogers. Superintend- American independence
during the Revolution. of Bar Harbor. They visited in
Bangor foi
ents: Evangelistic, Vivian Howard; Flower
He was also a grand-nephew of Rear Admiral
several days, before
coming to Belfast.
Mission, Arlene Curtis; Sunday school, Violet Joseph Smith, U. S. N.
Albert Whittier Madigan graduated from
Mr- and Mrs- Walter C. Shaw and
Everett.
daughte:
Georgetown University, after which he studied Florence left
Wednesday for Elmwood, Mass,
New Advertisements. The Green Broth- law and entered his father’s office
to spend
He was known as a gentleman of noble preswith
Thanksgiving
relatives. The'
ers’ Company announce the opening of their
ence, rare culture, and elegant and engaging were joined in Boston by their
daughter Mar
new 5 and 10 cent store for next
Saturday manners. Of a retiring disposition, even those jorie, who is attending Simmons
College.
morning at 8 o’clock. The store will be open most closely associated with him could never
Miss Lyla Warren of
for inspection tomorrow, Friday, from 3 to 5 divine the depth of his character, or know the
Lincoinville, a Com
of
acts
kindness
and generosity he be- mercial
many
college graduate, has entered the em
and 7 to 9 p. m. It is strictly a 5 and 10 cent stowed
upon others.
ploy of Thorndike & Hix, Rockland, succeed
Mr. Madigan leaves a brother, John Bernard
store, with nothing over ten cents, and it will
will be a surprise to see the. great variety of Madigan, junior member of the law firm of ing Miss Ames, another, graduate of the sam<
Madigan & Madigan, and four sisters, two of institution, who is now with the Securit
merchandize to be sold at these prices_ whom are
religious of the Order of the Sacred Trust Co.
Carle & Jones are trying to make room to disHeart, Madam Mary Anna Madigan, and Madam
Miss Esley Bicknell of Rtckland returne. I
play their holiday line, which is larger than Winifred Kavanagh Madigan. Two married sisters are Mrs. James Louis Doherty of Springever before, and are making the
following field, Mass., and Mrs. Henry Vincent Cunning- home Saturday from a few days’ visit witl (
prices for three days only—Nov. 28th, 29th ham of Boston. Also two nephews of his de- Belfast relatives accompanied by her grand
and 30th. Every 5 cent article in their crock- ceased sister, Mrs. Clarence Herbert Pierce, mother, Mrs. E. D. Freeman, who will spem I
Leonard Augustus and James Madigan the winter in
ery store will be 2£ cents and every 10 cent namely,
Rockland, with her son, Mr
Pierce. His
and nieces also are: James
article will be 5 cents. See their advt. for a Cottrill and nephews
A1 ce Madigan, James and Louis Charles E. Bickneil.
few of the things you can buy at half price_ Doherty, and John, Winifred and Henry CunThe wedding of Miss Mary Hosmer Carte
After Thanksgiving comes Christmas and in se- ningham.
of Jac ksonville, Florida, to Clement Cates o
Rt. Rev. Bishop Walsh of Partland, Maine,
lecting presents for men and boys you are in- attended the funeral and delivered the
eulogy Richmond, Indiana, took place Tuesday, Nov
vited to call at “The Home of Good Values,” 12 before many clergymen and
religious and a 19th, at 6 o’clock at the First Presbyteriai
Main street, and look at the line of wearing ap- congregation that taxed the capacity of the church, Jacksonville. Miss
Carter has spen
church.—Boston Transcript.
and the
for men and
son

a
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severe

is gaining daily and is
recovery.

WEDDING BELLS.

...

—.—

...

Thayer-Riley.

A- very

pretty wedding

place at high

noon, Sunday, Nov. 24th, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riley in

Mrs. H. E. McDonald of this city and Mrs. 1
Hills of East Northport went to Rocklam
last Friday and represented Primrose
Chaptei
O. E. S., at the official inspection of Primros

Chapter.
Miss Nellie Rhoades,

Monroe, when their daughter,
Riley, was united in marriage to Mr. Charles
Thayer of Swanville. The single ring service
was impressively performed by Rev. Frank S.
Dolliff of Jackson, whose little five years old
daughter was ring bearer. The wedding march
was played by Miss Ruth Quimby of Brooks.
Mr. Charles Riley, brother of the bride, was
groomsman, and Miss Cora Riley, sister of th e
bride, was bridesmaid. The bride was becomingly gowned in white lace with ribbon trimmings. Her traveling gown was a pretty shade
of blue. Immediately following the ceremony
a wedding breakfast was served.
Beside the
immediate relatives 25 invited guests were
present. Mrs. Thayer was one of Monroe's

the road to

complete

Joel F.

Prescott of Northport left
Monday
week’s visit with his father in
Virginia.
His wife and son Herbert are
visiting relatives in Rockland.
for

a

Dr. and Mrs. J. Donald Clement of
Portland
Stephen C. Clement from the
of

and

University

Maine, are spending Thanksgiving

with

thtir

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement.
Miss Alice I. Whitten, who is

teaching in the
Academy at East Corinth, arrived last Saturday to spend the Thanksgiving vacation with

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. W
hitten.
M. L. Mitchell of the firm of
Mitchell &
Trussell, who has been confined to his home on

Congress street
tism,

was

able to

for tvo months
come

to

by rheumathe store this week.

Mrs. E. J. Morison has closed her heme on
Court street and with her
daughter, Miss Evelyn P. Morison, will spend the winter with her

mother,

Mrs. Susan C. Mathews, 29

Cedar

street.

Prof, and Mrs. W illiam F.
Schoppe and little
W illiam F. Jr., of Orono are
spending the
Thanksgiving recess in West Auburn with
Prof. Schoppe’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
son

Schoppe.
Mr. Ralph W. Peavey will arrive in Boston
Saturday on his way home from Dallas, Texapf
and with his mother and sister,
Evelyn M., will
come to Belfast early next week for his
winter
visit. Mrs. and Miss Peavey have been visit-

x.x.o.

S.

took

on

Marguerite Dinsmore of Buckspoit, Marian
G. Haskell of Camden and
Sally E. Dow of
Searsport are members of the Maine Club at
Smith college.

Mrs. Lewis W. Pendleton and Mrs. J. A.
Fessenden expect to leave Stamford, Conn.,
the latter part of this week for
Richmond, Va.,
and Charlestown, S. C., where
they will make
brief visits before going to Hotel
Buckingham,
St. Augustine, Florida, for the remainder of
the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Tileston Wadlin, Misses Lena
Sanborn, Laverne and Bertha Whitten, went to
Hart land

They were guests
the retiring matron.

Gov.-elect William T. Ilaines

of

Miss Luc;

was

tendered

Wednesday

to spend Thanksgiving
Mrs. Montford S. Hill.
Rev.
and Mrs. Albert E. Luce and Miss Lillian
Spinney of Dexter will also be guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Hill.
with

Rev. and

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Harte of Los
Angeles,
Calif., arrived last Saturday for a short visit
with their great aunt, Mrs. Ellen B.
Copeland,
at the Home for Aged Women. Mr. Harte is a
member of the seed firm of C. C. Morse & Co.
of Los Angeles and is on a business trip to
New England. They came to Maine purposely

j

with ample provision for escape in case of
fire. The basement is high and well lighted.
A Musical Treat. The members of the It contains an assembly room that would seat
Belfast Musical Society will begin to canvass 500 and could be used for various
purposes
the city November 30th with certificates for the and be the social center of the schools activi- parel
manyu3eful gifts
boys
musical
treat
Belfast
has
to
street
M. P. Woodcock & Son have been six months
greatest
side is the boiler
yet
hear, ties. On the Court
the Chapman concert of 1912, in which Gior- room, and there are separate toilets for the getting together a Christmas stock that surdano, the celebrated Italian tenor, called the grades on the first floor. On the first floor are passes anything they have ever shown, and
“second Caruso,” will be the attraction. He class rooms for the grades below the
7th, each holiday shoppers in making their early rounds
will not, however, be the only artist on the with a
capacity of 40 or 45 pupils, the 4th, 5th should not fail to visit their store... .The proof
program, for with him comes Miss Frances Anand 6th grades in the front. Tue rooms of the of Holeproof is in the wearing. Get a box at
derson Otis, soprano, a young professional of 7th, 8th and 9th grades, and the High school, The Dinsmore Store and you will realize that
charming personality and beautiful voice, who' are on the second floor, with separate class the manufacturers can well afford to guarantee
these stockings for six months-For many
has sung with Schumann-Heink, Nordica and
rooms, a general study room, and an extra
years Santa Claus has made headquarters at
others of world wid. reputation. She will sing, room for a special teacher to work with
pu- the D. P. Palmer Store, Masonic Temple, and
her
the
beside
famous duet from La pils who have deficiencies to make up or who this year he has outdone all previous efforts in
solos,
Boheme and Rigolette, with Giordano, whose need more attention than the regular teachers providing Christmas attractions. In addition
to the usual fine line of men’s furnishings
voice blends so beautifully with hers. An- can
-wiuiuue ana lavathere are large and attractive lines of Japanese
other star will 6e Miss Sue Winchell of Bruns- tory. The High school has two class
Chinese wares, pictures, books, leather
and
a
rooms,
wick, ’Cellist, one of £he finest Maine has study room, a commercial room, a small type goods, brass goods and novelties of all deever produced.
This trio will be assisted by writing room and a combination teachers and scriptions-You will find at The Dinsmore
Store four different styles, from $3 to $6, of
Mr. Chapman at the piano, in itself a feature. library room. The third floor is
arranged for high storm cut ladies boots. Also high cut
Belfast
had
the
of
hearin
Many
people
work
chemistry, physics and drawing, with shoes for young girls and misses at modpleasure
ing Giordano at the recent Maine Festival, and a lecture room and ample storage room. The erate prices considering [quality.
See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boyington, eye
those who missed him have heard much of his plan includes rooms for the School
Superin- specialist... .Stop your cough with Wilson’s
wonderful voice. To have him brought to tendent, teachers and master of the Grammar White Pine and Tar with Honey, Horehound
and Tolu-A.
Main street, sells the
Belfast is a treat almost too good to be true,
grades, playrooms for the smaller children, and Malden rubbers.Colburn,
Notice was received too late
but Mr. Chapman, believing that the people of all the modern conveniences. The
his
playground to add
name to the advertisement thiB week.
Maine really want to hear the wonderful voice for the primary pupils will be on the Court Fred Timm also sells these high-class rubbers.
If you buy an overcoat now from
again and fearing that he cannot be procured street side, entirely separate from the older
Harry
W. Clark & Co the Main street clothiers, you
for another festival at present has secured
pupils, who will have the Church street side.
can save from $2 to $6.
The sale will begin
his release for a brief time from the Opera
At this meeting the committee gave Super- Friday, Nov. 29th, and continue until Tuesday
Dec. 9th. There are also big bargains
Co. and Belfast is fortunate in being on the tendent Woodbury the privilege of
selling to night,
in all lines of clothing and furnishing goods,
list of Maine cities to be visited. The concert pupils any supplies not carried
by the local including some specials_Dr. E. S. Webber
will take place in the Colonial Theatre Dec. stores. In many instances the
superintendent has fully recovered from his recent operation,
21st.; prices, $.75, $1.00 and $1.50. As all has given the pupils supplies rather than have and will be pleased to meet his regular and
certificates sold in advance means a profit to them deprived of their use. Several minor prospective patrons at his office in Masonic
Temple, from 8 to 12 and from 1 to 5 o’clock
the Belfast Musical Society the society will and personal questions were discussed but not every week
day.... Benj. C. Tyler publishes a
caution
the
on.
notice.
voted
appreciate
patronage of the public.

Frost went to Waterville
Thanksgiving with her

are

Frank

-—

to

Forrest E. Cottrell and family of Rockland
spending Thanksgiving in Belfast with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury.

Mrs. James P. Blair of Peterboro, N.
H., arrived recently to make her home with her son
Rev. Arthur A. Blair.

home in

spending

Miss Julia Leary will spend the
Thtniigiving vacation with friends in Belmont, murning to her school duties Monday.

friends in Boston.

marriacrp.

is

Mr. anti Mrs.

Ray Lindgren.U. of M. ’15, arrived last evening to spend Thanksgiving with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Lindgren.

anc

Kenney A. Burgess of Phillip-Exeter Academy will spend the Thanksgiving recess witt

are

with

spend
si ster, Mrs. Inez Hall.

Bowdoin N. Pendleton of Isles-

spending Thanksgiving with Rev.

Mrs. D. B.

Conant

a

Mr. and Mrs.

friends, while the

Miss Ethel L.

Danahy of Everett, Mass., has beer
captain of the Bates football team foi

season.

H.

Mrs. J. M. Fletcher went to Old
Townjesrday to spend Thanksgiving with her sister,
Mrs. Russia Hamlin.

gress street.

many beautiful flowers attested the love and
esteem in which she was held. Those who sur-

vive her

Miss Mabel

R. Mathews returned
Monday
evening from a short visit in Boston.
Roy Talbot has returned to Boston from
Kansas City and has employment there.

George A. Leavitt returned home last Thursday from a business trip to Clinton.
Mrs. Annie Canney of Dexter is the gueBl
of Miss Maude Barker, Church street.
MissMary I. Walker of Manchester, N. H.

Mrs. Jennie Heal Cummings died Nov. 20th
New York city at the residence of her
daughter, Mrs. Robert B. MacKenna, after a
lingering illness of eighteen months, aged 76
years, 11 months and 15 days. The end came
peacefully and painlessly, with all the members of her family present. The deceased was
born in Searsmont, the daughter of John and
Deborah deal, pioneers in this State. The inlast

William P. Varney went to
Deering Wednesfor a few days’ visit.

day

Miss Isabel M. Smalley is visiting her sister
Mrs. E. S. I'hilhrook, in Sanford.

in

terment

PERSONAL.

Miss Lillian Johnson Taylor of Boston is the
guest of her sisters in Belfast.

to visit Mrs.

Copeland.

Charles A. Harriman of Bath

came

to Bel-

Friday, accompanying his brother-inlaw, Harry S. Coombs, an architect, who came
to submit plans for the proposed school building in this city. Mr, Harriman called on some
of his old friends while here and is always
welcomed in his native city.
He has been engaged in the jewelry business in Bath for
fast laBt

1

many years.
Mr. O. E. Frost was the guest last
Monday
! evening of the Rockland Y. M. C. A. at a ban| quet at which about 250 of the business and
1

;

j
1

j
1

professional men of the city were present. In
the speech-making in the interest of the Y.
M. C. A. which followed Mr. Frost urged those
present to contribute to the running expenses
of the association. About $3,500 is needed which
would enable the association to
engage a local
manager.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
;

Timothy Chase Lodge.
the degree

F.

& A. M., worked

Maine stuUniversity
big reception in Waterville last Thuisda; | dents
last evening, making one the youngest
night by AhiramEncampment, Patriarchs Mili M
ason in the history of Belfast.
tant, with many Odd Fellows and guests in at
The annual meeting of Canton Pallas will be
tendance. S. L. Berry was toastmaster, and th
held Wednesday evening, Dec. 11th, and will
speakers included Hon. Frank Redington, Di
be
special interest as the Canton will vote
Luther G. Bunker, Hon. Horace
Purington am I
for Department Commander. A banquet will
President Arthur J. Roberts of Colby college.
be served.
Mr. Frank E. Elkins arrived by boat las
Orrin J. Dickey, major of the First Battalion
Thursday morning from New York with th [
of the Second Maine Regiment, accompanied
remains of his mother, Mrs. Jennie Heal Cum
liieut. John T. Davis of his staff and Lieut.
mings, who died at her winter residence ii by
most highly esteemed young ladies, and Mr.
Arthur R. Murch of Canton Pallas, went to
Thayer one of Swanville's honest, upright that city. He went immediately to Searsmoht Camden
Monday evening for the official inMr. Elkin
young farmers. Immediately after lunch the where the interment was made.
couple left for their home in Swanville. Con- returned to New York Saturday to join 1 i ( spection of Canton Molineaux.
gratulations and best wishes are extended wife and two
The ladies of Mizpah Lodge of Rebekahs of
children, and they will go t<
them for a happy and prosperous future.
Florida for the winter.
Winterport have been working for some time
under the direction of Charles Eaton on the
The Shoe Situation.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Poor returned by Mon
drill they will give this evening and which is
Trade in footwear is in steady volume and day evening's train from visits of eight week 1 expected to be very fine. The drill will be
practically all manufacturers are operating to in Massachusetts and New York. They ex followed by the Thanksgiving dance.
capacity. Many supplementary mail orders perienced but four rainy days in all that time
Wednesday evening, Nov. 20th, Fort Knox
for winter goods are being received and spring
orders are being placed more freely than here- Mr. Poor spent a week with Mr. Charles E
Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Bucksport, represented
tofore. Trade in leather is somewhat quieter,
Knowlton at his bungalow in Rutland, Mass
by about forty-five members, visited Garfield
as usual toward the end of the year, but the
Mr. and Mrs. Poor visited their daughter, Mrs
Lodge of Winterport and conferred the first
of
is
and
strength
it
prices
fully maintained,
is expected that business will show a renewal Hugh D. McLellan, in Lexington, Mass., an< 1 degree. The selections by the orchestra and
two
weeks
of activity with the advent of the new year. spent
with their daughter, Misi
Mr. Wass of Sangerville, soloist, were very
—Dun's Review, Nov. 23d.
Alice P. Poor, in New York city.
much appreciated. A clam stew was served.
on

two

of

to gain knowledge along
Portland, Ore., St. Paul, Minneapolis
farming.”
Detroit, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Buffalt
and Kanaae City, Mo.
Seems impos
Bible, but the figures are under rathe!
MEAT DISHES OF LOW COST.
than over-estimated.
Fannie Merritt Farmer, cookery ediJust think of it; enough nourishing
the
Home
of
Woman’s
tor
Companion,
Liver
Acts First Day on Stomach, Kidneys.
food absolutely wasted in this country
writes an article entitled “Meat Dishes
and Bladder and Drives Out Uric Acid.
day to feed every man, womai
of Low Cost,” in the December number every
and child in 18 of its largest cities! Par!
If you suffer with Rheumatism, Gout, Lum- of that periodical. She presents seven of this loss is due to
ignorance and care'
bago. Sciatica, Chronic Neuralgia or Kidney recipes, two of which are reproduced be- lessness of servants, but a very largi
trouble, get on the eure- low. She says in part:
is waste for which the house
cure wagon and join the
•‘The high v,rices of food-stuffs demand portion
wife is responsible. At only 10 cent! |
cheerful, healthy people a more careful and
of
intelligent
study
meal the above loss amounts to $4,
who once were tortured
food values, if the housewife wishes to per
A. A. Howes & Co guar500.000 per day, or $1,642,500,000 pel
her
bills
for
food
where
keep
supplies
50
antee RHEUM A.
Only
year.
another she should, to proportion her income
Here’s
cents.
wonder is the “high cost o:
The
wisely. I can think of no better way of living”only
joyful man:
is so low.—H. H. Windsor, ii
‘I have been a sufferer giving to my readers at this Christmas
the December Popular Mechanics Maga
trom Rheumatism for six season than
by presenting some meat zine.
Have tried differyears.
which
will
be
a
in
help
keeping
recipes
ent doctors, with no re-

RHEUMA FOR
RHEUMATISM

lief. I

saw

your advertise

and thought I would
try RHEUMA. I was benefitted by the first
bottle. I have now taken three bottles and am
entirely free from the disease. I was so bad I
could rot sleep nights; now 1 s'eep well, and
my kidneys work perfectly.”—P. W. Miller,
Catawissa, Pa., Nov 12, 1911.
ment

From December

Magazines.

ORANGE “DUMPS.”
The orange-growers of California, says
a writer to the December Wide World
Magazine, take great pride in their products, and exercise the utmost care to
see that no imperfect fruits are sent to
market. All oranges are carefully sorted, and any that possess flaws are rejected, and later on hauled out into the
desert in wagons and there dumped to
Hundreds of loads are disposed of
rot.
in this way during the season. and
thousands of juicy
thousands
upon
oranges are thrown away. One can
imagine the delight which some of our
poor litt'e street urchins would display
if they could have the run of one of these
“dumps” for an hour or two, for most
of the fruit is quite fit to eat, although
flaws and other imperfections have
caused its rejection from the cases.
This dumping seems an unnecessarily
wasteful business, but presumably no
better means of disposing of the fruit is
_

practicable.

*

TEN MILLION OYSTER SHULLS.

Oyster-shells have of late become
quite valuable. It has been discovered
thai they are excellent to build roads
with; they are also used for fertilizers

and the manufacture of buttons. Nowadays the oysterman saves his shells and
sells them at a profit. The biggest pile
of smells in the w7orld is situated at

Hampton, Virginia,

on

Chesapeake Bay,

the greatest of oyster waters. This
miniature mountain is the product of
Frank
one season’s catch of one man,
Darling, the millionaire “King of the
Oystermen.” The pile is fifty feet
high and a hundred and fifty feet long,
and contains about two hundred thousand bushels of shells, which yielded
about five million oysters. These shells
will sell for ten thousand dollars, and
before the next season the pile will have
disappeared, to make room for another
There are many oyster shell
as iarge.
hillocks in the Chesapeake Bay region,
though none quite so large as this.
Wide World Magazine.
—

FOX-FARMING A GOLD MINE.

Some years ago one Lamb (a Canadifarmer of that name, and not a
an

quadruped cherishing an hereditary resentment), while hunting some strayed
cattle in the woods, found two silver-fox
a male and a female, in a hollow
He contrived to carry them home,
and swapped them with a neighbor for a
and a few dollars to boot. The
cow
neighbor experimented for several years
with various kinds of pens and treatment, hut finally became discouraged
and sold the foxes for eighty dollars to
another neighbor, who also was no more
successful than the late owner. This
second man gave over his experiment to
a third n an.
who lived on an island in
Cascumpec Bay. The quiet of the new
the
place,
increasing tameness of the
foxes, and the intelligence of the new !
keeper produced conditions that relieved j
Mme. Reynard's nervous apprehension
for her young’s safety, and three pups
were reared to maturity in two seasons.
This success, the result of eight years’
experimentation, gave a strong impulse
to a brand new industry. Farmers have
not many new industries to turn to nowadays, and this one began in earnest.
About six men j ossessed a knowledge of
the fine art of rearing foxes in captivity,
and jealously guarded their secret until
1910. Up to that time no live foxes
were sold except some light “silvers” |
to distant places.
The surplus animals were killed and
the pelts marketed in London. One I
dark silver pelt was sold for $3,000 at a
London auction, and in 1910-11 prices of
$2,/00 and $2,500 were obtained. Since
then as much as $3,500 has been realized,
the highest price ever paid for the pelt
of any kind of animal.
Now that the secret is out fox-farms
-are springing up in Canada in all directions, and henceforth it would seem that
the production of costly fur is only a
problem for the animal husbandman.
Perhaps the day will soon come when
books of fox, marten, otter, and mink
pedigrees will he published. One foxfarm recently visited by the writer on
the hanks of the St. Lawrence contained
■eighteen animals, for which the owner
demanded $75,000.—From “Fox-farming” in The Strand.

pups,

log.

THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR SMALL
BOYS OR GIRLS.

rest,’

as

well

as

down the table expenses.

‘‘Smothered Round Steak—Try out in
hot iron frying-pan three slices of fat
salt pork, three by four inches. Add
one onion peeled and cut in thin slices,
and cook, stirring constantly, until onion
is brown.
Wipe a two-pound slice of
round steak, put in pan, sear on one side,
and
sear
on the other side.
Pour
turn,
over one and one-half cupfuls of cold
water, bring quickly to the boiling point,
add one-fourth teaspoonful of salt, cover
closely, remove to back of range, and
let simmer until meat is tender. Remove steak to hot platter and strain
stock, of which there should be one cupful. Melt one tablespoonful of butter,
add two tablespoonfuls of flour, and stir
until well blended; then pour on gradually, while stirring constantly, the hot
u~:i:

*„

arniinH

pepper, and

salt and

with

son

ctoau

“Fried Salt Pork, 1912 Style-Cut fat
salt pork in eight thin slices, and slices
Then gash each
in halves crosswise.
rind-edge four times. Dip in a mixture
of corn-meal and flour, using two parts
of corn-meal to one part of flour. Put
in a hot iron frying-pan, and cook until
crisp and well browned, turning frequently. Remove from pan and strain
fat through a double thickness of cheesecloth placed over a fine wire strainer.
Put one and one-half tablespoonfuls of
the fat in saucepan, add two and onehalf tablespoonfuls of flour, and stir until well blended; then pour on gradually,
while stirring constantly, one cupful of
milk. Bring to the boiling-point and add
one-fourth
teaspoonful of salt, oneeighth teaspoontul of pepper, and one
tablespoonful of butter, bit by bit; then
add one and one-half cupfuls of hot boiled potato cubes. Pile in center of plat-

ter.”

MEN WILL GET MEDICINE IF THE WOMEN

Ed. Howe, the famous Kansas funny
man and story teller, has an article in
the December American Magazine in
which he says;

charge of a sick
man, she feels as important as the marshal of the day at a country Fourth of
July celebration and however amiable
she may be at other times, she is very
‘bossy’ when she has medicine to give a
man, or lotions to put on him; if he wants
a drink of water, she expresses the opinion that he is drinking too much, and remembers that her aunt Harriet’s husband once drank a great deal when he
was sick, and had convulsions.
If the
sick man becomes impatient, and says
the medicine is doing no good, she reminds him curtly that ‘time’ is necessary; she has even been known to dip
into the classics, and say that Rome was
not built in a day.
The air of wisdom
with which she examines the doctor
books convinces the sick man that, however intelligent his medical adviser may
have been, after his recovery he will be
informed that he would have been sick
much longer had she not used her homemade lotions.
Whatever she does at
night, the doctor will agree in the morning that it was very good.
“The sleepiest woman in the world will
stay up all night cheerfully if she can !
get a chance to doctor somebody, and if
a man has medicine to take at an unusual
hour he will get it, if there is a woman
around."
a

woman

has

“CELEBRITIES I HAVE NEVER MET."
The December American Magazine
contains a series by Oliver Herford entitled “Celebrities I Have Never Met."
Pictures by Mr. Herford go with the
rhymes, two of which follow:
MR.

J.

PIERrONT

to

town,

Will always equal the demand.”
GEORGE

ADE.

“Somehow I always like to think
Of Georgeade as a Summer Drink,
Sparkling and cool, with just a Tang
Of Pleasant Effervescent Slang;
A great Collector! Once his Fad
And Cure for Moral

Indigestion.

In Summer-time, beneath the shade,
We find Refre-hment in Georgeade.
And ’mid the Scorching City’s roar
We drink him up and call for more.
I often wonder what the ‘Trade’
Buys half so precious as Georgeade.”
OUR NATIONAL SIN.

We are continually reminded of the
need of conservation of our natural resources—forests, mines, water powers
and the like—and action in this direction
is highly desirable, if not even now abso-

Given sufficient time,
The December Woman’s Home Com- lutely necessary.
the forests may be increased, the water
panion contains an excellent article enextended from a few months to
titled "Christmas Gifts That Grow,” in powers
the entire year, and dying soils revived.
which the author shows how a little
But there is a yet more important waste
■money given to children, if properly in- that is
nation-wide, and is found where,
vested, will grow into a larger sum and there are
neither forests, nor mines, nor
also keep the young folks interested in
water powers. It exists in every State
somethirg worth while. Following is an and is
all
extract:

‘‘Christmas before last

a father who
lot gave his oldest
son a bank-book that recorded the deposit of two dollars to his account. Then
he told the boy that he could have the
use of that lot the
following year, and
when spring came he would have it
plowed ard harrowed and made ready
for the seed. Long before time
forplanting came the bey had decided to put the
entire patch of ground in potatoes. He
had ui usual success, because he had
selected geed, smooth,
mealy potatoes
for seed, and. having city water on the
next lot, he was able to water his
plants
when they needed it. The
youngster
early learned that there was a scarcity
of potatoes that year, and when the
price was high in the fall he decided to
hold his yield until he could get the
highest price for it. As a
consequence, in
the spring he added quite a sum to his
original bank account, and enthusiastically made preparations for planting the
ground to onions this year.

owned

a

vacant

city

“Another little fellow, about twelve
years old, persuaded his father to lease
the empty lot next to their house for
him, and he raised cucumbers. A seed
firm supplied him with all the seed and
information he needed for making the
project a success, and at the end of the
season bought the seed from him.
His
success was so
sister was allowed

easily

attained that his
to make use of an
lot the next year. Their read-

adjoining
ing has developed along more educational lines, because they are so interested
in finding out the best methods for
growing things. They are planning to raise
cabbages next year, ‘to give the land a

cans.

the time, not only by
growing
of larger population, but at an increasing percentage as well.
reason

This is the waste in the home kitchen.
As a nation we have practiced extravagance from childhood; really a natural
and logical sequence in a land of
apparently inexhaustible resources, where
valuable hardwood trees were burned to
clear the land for cultivation, which
same land later produced so
bountifully
that corn was often used as fuel because
it was too cheap to sell. Those
days
have passed, it iB true—never to return
again in the United States.
But the
condition named was only one of many,
incident to the growth of this country;
and however justifiable such wastes
may
have been in their day, and while not
practiced at the present time, they nevertheless contributed to the growth of a

uounu.

ne nas maintained

titude in the presidential campaign ou
of respect to Bull Moose sensibilities
He is recognized in Washington and else
where as the man best fitted to repre
sent Maine in the Senate. The Republi
can members
of the Legislature wht
may be ordered to bolt him in favor ol

Senator Obadiah Gardner, Democrat, 01
Chairman Halbert Gardner himself, it
defiance of their popular primary results,

m
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after

a

the Maine voters

ONLY A FIRE HERO

as

near as

the State law

THE

WEATHER

As to the Journal’s reference to the November elections, it must be remembered that
there is no provision in the primary law for
setting aside at the Presidential election the

BUREAU.

[Written by a girl of 12 years.]
decision reached by the primary election. All
I don’t suppose anybody knows the I
j the more ridiculous to claim that the results in
real truth about the weather bureau. II
other States should change the decision reachi;

just

seven

like

I

fair weather, the next hot, the next cold
the next

hail,

rainy,

the next snow, the nex:
cloudy. A great many

and the last

years ago this bureau was owned by
little old man. He kept it locked up anc

thought it
it

a

ed in this State.

ordinary bureau, witi I said, in the
The top drawer contain: i they want

any

drawers.

great responsibility, and

He lived in

si

small

make the dainty
cake or luscious pic
or the good, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will l e a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest iu
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, because it is milled by
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^B
M
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The voters of Maine have

a

>

offered a reward of one hundred dollar
to the person or persons who should ge
it and deliver it up to them. One nigh
the little old man went to bed as usua [
and locked the door of the room when
the weather bureau was and left the fai
weather drawer open. This
happened ti )
be the verv nivhl, that thu villnnrorc nror,

where

and he rushed
weather

into th<
ha<

bureau

been,
badly

but it was gone.
He felt so ver;
that he committed suicide righ
then and there and the people of Wash

ington still

ha^B

hall, Palermo, Nov. 15th,
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Limited tickets for Bost*
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Vice President A:
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Birds

B. B. For SPRAINS,

the Farm
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Lameness, Rheumatism.

C. C. For SORE Throat,

Epizootic. Distemper.

WORMS) Dots, Grubs.

E. E. For COUGHS, Colds, Influenza.
COLIC. Bellyache. Diarrhea.

Prevents MISCARRIAGE,

H. H, For KIDNEY and Bladder

disorders,

I. For SKIN DISEASES.

Mange, Eruptions,
J. K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
60 cts. each bottle.
Oil for Hoofs Ac. $1.00.
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
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The Tribune Farmer
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9

weekly.
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reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known [veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or w oman in
city or town who owns a
horse or cow.

and

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifies.
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citizen.
You know the old saying is that there is
“honor among horse thieves,” but soon one
will be compelled to believe that such a com-
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cheap
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days, Wednesdays, Thurs
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m
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whine. Don’t go back on your pretty machine just because it turned out something
you don’t like the taste of. Take your medicine.—Lewiston Sun,

On the treatment of Horses,

was well at
tended and a success, $85.50 being cleared. Much credit is due the committee
in charge of the several attractive

bath.

a

:'-^Bj
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Piano for Saio

go monkeying with election methods that were
already better than you can invent. Don’t

Fair and Sale in Palermo.

Grangt

and

Chas. F.

.^Bj

_jh*46_SARAH

provided by law, whom
S. Senator. Their only
authoritative decision on that question was
given at the June primary. The Presidential
election has no more to do with it than has the
decision of the British Parliament as to home
rule for Ireland.
The rules of the game have been adopted;
rules that both parties toadied to; now if you
have any true sporting blood in you, play the
game according to the rules. Take your medicine.

have the weather bureau.
Helen Merriam.

The fair and sale held at the

rooms

I
^E
grag

U.

any

the

ri—•

resi-

Belfast—containing

W^B
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imagine,
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Heavy

!

conveyance being subject to alleged rights of
way to certain meadows.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage
has been broken, now therefore by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
November 14, A. D. 1912.
A. STORER.

piano

■

j

1\T 1 i EAS. Wilfred E. Jones of Morrill, in
VV
the County of Wald > and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed, dated the fir*, day of
and recorded in Waldo
1910,
July,
Registry of
Deeds, Book 291, Page 234, conveyed to me, ;
the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land •;
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Mori ill and bounded as follows:
Beginning at
r stake and stones at the southwest corner of j
Townsend’s land on Bowen’s north line; thence
westerly on said Bowen’s line about seventyfive rods to stake and stones; thence northwesterly on said Bowen’s line by the head of
the meadow about one hundred rods to the
channel of the brook; thence down the channel of the brook to the mill yard known as the
Smith mill yard; thence
southeasterly about
ten rods to the southwest corner of the mill
yard; then easterly by the mill yard about
eight rods to the road; thence southeasterly
on the line of the road to Beal’s
land; thence
southwesterly on land of said Beal to his
northwest corner; thence
southeasterly by
Beal’s, Winchenbach's, Thompson’s and Townsend’s lands to the place of
beginning. Said

A square
Appiy at

the finest

of

stable connected.
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For Sale
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No better materials in cloth and rubber can be obtained than are
manufacture of GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS —made in all
sizes but only one grade—the BEST.

rooms.

hlR
4BK

special process

NOTICE OF

variety

wearing quality.

or

:

fr-uu the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just §ay
send me
(16)
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manner

for

The EnteFpfi se has been* Is now and probably will continue to be opposed to Edwin C.
Burleigh as U. S. Senator. We have our reasons for this
but at the same time
going to get the weather bureau. Well it would seemopposition
that Mr. Burleigh has been honand
estly
properly nominated and in all sense
they crept up to the window and got ii , of
fairness ought to be the choice of the Legthe very room where the weather bu
islature for the position.
But the party who is shouting about the
read was and had got it most out of thi
window without waking up the little oli “square deal,” seems only to practice that
principle when it seems to be policy so to do.
man when they gave it a jar and all o ; The State election was fought and won bethe drawers fell out, and it commence! I fore the Bull Moose party came into existence,
end the men who accepted the election to the
to rain, snow, hail and be hot, cold
Maine Legislature on either the Republican or
Democrat platforms and will now desert either
cloudy and fair all together. This woki of
these parties to support Bull Moose schemthe little old man up in a hurry, as yoi L ing isn’t
decent
worthy the support of

may

Mere bulk does not give strength
are usel ss.

and cold water in six

.1

I

ARCTlCs

crack and crumble

I

imWiamM-

village am
all of the villagers were very jealous ti
It belongs to Burleigh. If you don’t like
think that he had perfect control of thi !\
Burleigh, it’s good enough for you. If you’ve
so
that
t
weather;
jealous
they told thi got your fingers pinched in your pretty newfangled machine, till you are sick to your
people in Washington about it and the; stomach,
it’s good enough for you. Shouldn’t
was.

our

—

H|

now

Senate.

greatest
models.

12

H

to

|fl[

can

provide. When Democrats join with disbut the crowd cheered, as, with burned hands
loyal Republicans to defeat the will of the
he held up a small round box. “Fellows!” hi people as expressed in the manner the Demoshouted, “this Bucklen’s Arnica Salve I hold crats helped to devise, they display Democratic bad faith to those theories of popular
has everything beat for burns.” Right! alsi control
they have advocated so loudly.
for boils, ulcers, sores, pimples, eczema, cuts
only way to carry out the purpose of
[ theThe
laws
of Maine as they stand today is to
bruises.
Surest
cure.
It
subdue:
sprains,
pile
elect Edwin C. Burleigh to the United States
inflammation, kills pain. Only 25 cents at a]

the

|Bi

When you start

'^B'.’
^B

Nor do we believe it will profit the Democratic party of Maine to get their candidate
elected by a deal with the men who were elected as Republicans and now choose to call themIt was a Democratic
selves Progressives.
Legislature that passed a primary law; the
primary law now in force was adopted by the
referendum which had been urgently approved by Democrats. Democrats have been advocates of popular election of U. S. Senators.
Edwin C. Burleigh had the popular election of

hard campaign it
which they begged for and were giver
substantial financial help from the Re
publican national committee. Maine Pro
gressives should recognize that the Re
publican party truce of last summei
covered the senatorship. —Boston Herald
elected

were

You Want
More than
Just“Flour”

s»

In accepting the nomination
to vote for Burleigh.
As
bound in honor to vote for Burleigh as the
express company is bound to deliver the pack
age to the addressee.
At the September election a majority of the
Republican nominees were elected. That is,
it is a Republican Legislature.
It is not permissible to those men elected as Republicans
to say that since the election they have got
converted, and now are not Republicans, but
Progressives. No more than the express company can say that since accepting your package it has got converted and has decided to
turn over your package to your enemy. The
Republican members of the Legislature of
1913—that is, the men elected on the Republican ticket in September—are in honor bound
to elect Edwin C. Burleigh to the United
States Senate.

a neutral at

HEAVY

dences in

I

H

They look well—f«l
Wel)
wear weU-and

One

ifBB
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GLOVE BRAND

I
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imposters.
they undertook

As for the senatorship, it will be a rav
breach of political faith if any mar
elected to the Maine Legislature as ;
Republican fails to vote forex-Gov. Bur
leigh. He won an overwhelming victory
at the
preferential primaries in whicl
those who now call themselves Progres
sives participated as Republicans, ant
by the result of which they are morallj

spirit of reckless wastefulness which has booths, containing quilts, fancy articles,
pervaded all classes. Even the most aprons, home-made candies, surprise
thrifty immigrants, born and reared to packages, etc. There was also a gooc
exercise the most extreme economies, display of vegetables,
fruit, jellies anc
soon lose much of it after a few vears in canned fruit.
Will Cole guessed nearesl
America, which throws away every day the number of seeds in a pumpkin exin the year enough food alone to
feed, hibited by Ernest Parmenter. It weighed
and feed much better than some are now 47 1-2 pounds and contained 1133
seeds.
fed, a nation of 16,000,000 souls; as for Lawrence Crommett exhibited the largthe
combined population of Eu- est potatoes.
instance,
Mrs. Henry Tyler helc
ropean Turkey and Persia, or al! of Man- the fortunate number that drew the
churia. Perhaps we will comprehend it quilt, and the sofa pillow was drawn
bj
better in terms of our own cities; that is, Mrs. Frank Young. Mrs. Clara Worthenough is wasted through carelessness ing and Mrs. Emma Finley guessed nearor ignorance in
preparation, or thrown est the number of candies on the fudge
away after cooking, to actually feed— doughnut. The entertainment was well
though perhaps not quite as well as they patronized, Tozier’s orchestra furnishing
are fed, but to
sufficiently feed—the com- music. The program consisted of the
bined population of the following cities; farces "A Paper Match” and ‘‘At the
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cin- Junction, “and character
songs'and solos.
cinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco, New The entertainment was repeated, SaturOrleans, Los Angeles, Omaha, Denver, day evening, Nov. 23d.
now

I

or

i druggists.

A great Collector! Once his Fad
Was Coins, but when in time he had
Collected all the coin in sight,
To Europe’s Art his thoughts took flight.
But let not Europe palpitate
For fear of an Art Syndicate.
There are more Rembrandts, strange to say,
Than ever were in Rembrandt’s day;
And statues ‘planted’ in the sand
MR.

In June of this year a primary election was
held, under the new primary law adopted in
1911. At that primary election Republican
candidates were nominated for the Legislature, and a Republican candidate was nominated for United States Senator. All the men
nominated by the Republicans at that prim-

rrood, and tt^ey are laying out a legislative program which fills the Democrats
with great cheer. The State committes
of the Progressives met in Bangor the ary were Republicans; or they were playing a
t>__A
otner aay ana alter a long session Denmc
the primaries law.
closed doors made public their determin
Of
course
the
ation to go it alone when the Legislaturt
theory of the primary law is
assembles in January, to hold a caucui that at the primary the voters of each party
for Senator.
They
for State officials and for the officers ol express their preference
instruct the candidates of their party who get
the two branches, and to act as a dis
elected to the Legislature to vote for that man
tinct party upon all measures to comi and no other for Senator. That is the
people’s
before the Legislature. There was n< 1 way of electing their Senator, As plainly as
specific mention of the United Statei possible the Republicans of Maine, in that
primary, directed the Republicans they
senatorship in the resolutions which wert June
made public, but everybody in Maim nominated for the Legislature to vote for Edwin f. Burleigh. They were as much bound
knows that this is the big prize at stake
to vote for Burleigh as the Wilson Presidential
Nobody knows how many Progres Electors elected in November are bound to
sives there will be in the Maine Legis
vote for Wilson.
lature. No member was elected undei
that designation, for a truce prevailed ii
Suppose the Presidential election had been
close, like that of 1876; so close that one electhe State campaign and the Republican:
toral vote changed would change the result.
were united at the September elec
suppose one of the Wilson electors electtion. The Republicans will control botl Then
ed in Maine—elected by Democrats to vote for
branches, and have a majority of H a Democrat—suppose one of those electors
on joint ballot, but if a dozen or a scori
had given his vote to the other party and so
of the members who were elected as Re betrayed the trust entrusted to him. Plain
are
!
publicans
willing to take their order; bad faith; as dishonorable as taking one man’s
As disfrom Chairman Halbert Gardner of thi
money and giving it to another.
honorable as to take a man’s money and refuse
Progressive machine, it will mean : L to
turn over the goods for which the money
deadlock on organization, State official; I
was paid.
Bad faith. And of all the wrongs
and the United States senatorship. It i
one man can do another, bad faith is about the
more likely that the Progressive leader;
worst. Bad faith strikes at the foundation of
—they much prefer not to be callei 1 society. It is on good faith that civilization is
bosses—are putting themselves in a posi built up.
It doesn’t make the bad faith any less bad to
tion to make a few advantageous trade:
say that those candidates for the Legislature,
for the fat plums and then to arrangi
when they got the nomination, were not really
another truce with the regular Republi
Republicans. They were either Republicans

MORGAN.

Rome, when Morgan comes
They nail the Colosseum down.
“In

from Maine to California where the progressives have beaten both the old parlies united.
—Lewiston Journal.

J

ARE AROUND.

“When

The word demagogue is derived from
Greek “demos,” the people, and
“agogo%” a leader, literally meaning
Progressiveism has come to stay, Mr. Bur- “A leader of the people.”
leigh, Col. Hale and Mr Peters in Maine to the
Historically, a demagogue was a leader
contrary, notwithstanding. Should the Steam of the people who swayed them by oraRoller overthrow what is a natural plurality of tory or persuasion. It has come to be
62 progressives in joint ballot in the Maine used to designate an unprincipled popu- |
lar orator or leader who endeavors to
legislature-elect, such outrage would but only
favor with the people by catering
intensify the progressive protest of Maine curry
to their prejudices or by playing on their
against those bent on rule and ruin. They ignorance or
passion, an unprincipled
will parceive in 1914 and in 1916, as they have
political agitator.—Boston Globe.
ascertained already that the steam roller is
Twins a Family Habit.
devoid of practical reason and political common sense.
How absolutely the nation ad*
Mrs.
Anthony Wroblesky of Adams, Mass.,
heres to progressive ideas is shown in the fact
that the Burleigh-Taft candidate for the pres- one of a family of 18 children, of which there
were two
of twins, herself being one of
idency got but about 33 per cent of the coun- them, gavepairs
birth Tuesday to twins, a boy ard
try’s total vote. More significant yet, is the a
of Mrs. Wroblesky’s sisters are
Four
girl.
fact that after suffering defeat at the hands of
the mother of twins. A photograph of the
Taft, Wilson co-operating, the progressive five sisters and the five
of twins is to he
party and the progressive platform never stood sent to Col. Roosevelt. pairs
so strong as today, as shown at the ballot box
the

_

pour

Keep your feet warm, dry and comfortable by wearing a pair of
\

Cambridge.

MAINE SENATORIAL CONTEST.

Maine was one of two New Englanc
States where the Progressive party rat
second at the recent election In Ver
mont Roosevelt closely followed Taft ir
the poll, while in Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Connect!
cut it was Taft who was second to Wil
But in Maine Roosevelt was secont
son.
to Wilson, and received 40,000 votes tc
26.000 for Taft.
This result, which was not unexpectec
to those familiar with the peculiar situa
tion in Maine, has put the Progressive
leaders of that State in a decidedly cockj

*Don^GetColdFeet

1

Editor People’s Column—Is this the
proper definition of demagogue, “A man
who considers himself above the ordiJ. Coles.
nary man?”

What the Democratic Lewiston Sun and the
Independent Republican Lisbon Enterprise Say of it.

MAINE PROGRESSIVES.

a

Demagogue.

THE UNITED STAT ES SENATORSHIP.
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ana a large commerce
up and down the we
took the train for Boulogne, which is
river for a long way*.
They were havAn Offer That Involves No Risk For
ing a fair in Mayence while I was there, a very pretty and charming city with
many points of interest. The next day
such as I had heard of in the old
Those4 Who Accept It.
coum
we took the steamer for Foulkstone,
but
had
never expected to see.
We are so positive our remedy will relieve trie*,
England, 30 miles across the channel,
constipation, that we offer to furnish it free of There were ware* and good* of all
kind* and
all cost if it fails.
after two hours of a very rough
to sell, games and
amusements, side
Constipation is caused by weakness of the
we stepped foot oh old Engpassage
nerves and muscles of the large intestines or
shows, theatre*, and music of all kinds;
land’s soil and boarded the train for
descending colon. To expect relief you must big crowds and lot* of
fun
and
therefore tone up and strengthen those organs
exciteLondon. It was a trip of 70 miles
and restore them to healthier activity.
ment.
We want you to try Rexall Orderlies on our
a fine looking country, dotted
through;
The next day, Aug. 27th, we took
the with
guarantee. They are eaten like candy, and are
neat villages and farm houses. The
particularly ideal for children. They act di- steamer for Cologne, a trip of 120 miles
fields are all parted off by hedge rows,
rectly on the nerves and muscles of the bowels. down the beautiful and historic
Rhine, and on each side of the roads are green
They have a neutral action on the other organs
or glands.
They do not purge or cause any in- with its many points of interest, picconvenience whatever. They act to overcome turesque old castles and
hedges, about all the kind of fence
charming scenchronic or habitual constipation and the myrithey have here. In two hours we were
ads of associate or dependent chronic ail- ery. Many beautiful villages and cities,
in London, the largest city in the world.
ments. Try Rexall Orderlies at our risk. Two dot its shores,
Weisbaden the
including
It is a mighty city, indeed, and stretches
sizes, 10c. and 25c. Sold only at our store—The famous summer
resort, Bonn the seat
Rexall Store—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilof
the
famous University of Bonn, and far out for miles in every direction.
son. Prop., 93 Main street.
We arrived in London Sunday, Sept. 3rd,
and Bingen, “Fair Bingen on the
Rhine,” and that
evening I attended divine serthat
I
used to declaim in
my boyhood
pressed with them and with the country,
vices
in
the
Cathedral of St. Paul, which
days, but never expected to see. There
which exceeded my expectations.
is famous the world over.
They had
is
a great deal of commerce
carried
on
We took the train for Zurich, Switzergrand music and speaking. We went to
on the Rhine and steamers are
land, a ride of 8 hours. We soon came
coming
Buckingham Palace, the residence of the
to Como Lake, a very beautiful sheet of and going all the time. We arrived in
King, and all over the large and fine park
at
due
season
the
of
city
water. Como is a very fashionable reCologne, which and
grounds connected with it. At the
the
is
famous
world
over as the
sort and the banks of the lake are coverplace
parade grounds we saw British soldiers
ed with fine residences, the homes of where they manufacture cologne, and
go through their drill and parade, which
the wealthy.
We passed Lake Lucerne, also for its beautiful cathedral, which is was
very interesting. Then we went to
which is nestled in between high moun- grand beyond description.
the famous Westminister Abbey,
a
Aug. 28th, my birthday, we took the
tains and is very picturesque and lovely.
church, where their Kings,
grand
large
for
train
Amsterdam, the largest city in
We went through the famous St. GothQueens, warriors, statesmen, poets and
ard’s Pass and several long tunnels, and Holland. It is a city of 600,000 people,
other illustrious people are buried; such
and
is
and
cut
quaint
curious,
arrived in Zurich, the largest city in
up by as
Cromwell, Shakespeare, Dickens and
Switzerland. It is as fine looking a city numerous canals and waterways and other famous men and women. We then
Most of the went through the Parliament buildings,
as I have seen in Europe, or anywhere. crossed by many bridges.
where the houses of Lords and Commons
traffic and freighting is done
It has
water.

WHY HESITATE?

Europe.

^Ramblesjn

magnificent Duildings of Swiss
architecture, which has no superior for
beauty and variety. Zurich is situated
on Lake Zurich, a beautiful sheet of
water. The scenery through Switzerland
is simply grand and has no superior for
beauty and variety, with its pretty buildings, neat farms and lovely villages,
grand and majestic mountain scenery.
Our train winds through gorges, through
many tunnels, around mountain sides,
over precipices and alongside of rushing
rivers, with lofty mountains rearing their
heads'on high.
All around us are these peaks, covered
with eternal snow. The view of the Alps
is grand beyond the power of tongue to
tell. The people were busy cutting their
hay and grain. The women were out in
full force, mowing, raking and pitching
and carrying it in large baskets on their
backs. It was amusing to see them at
their work. Everything here seems to
be done by hand in the good, old-fashioned way. Their pitchforks are all made of
wood, their scythe snaths are straight
sticks. They do not seem to have many
of the modern implements and tools that

by

There are main canals and branches in
every direction, and barges, boats and
steamers are going and coming all the

time.

The buildings are close to the
edge. Amsterdam is a city of
fine and beautiful buildings, is the seat
water’s

of the government, and the
fine palace here.

Queen

has

a

We went from here to Hague, where
the Peace Conferences of the world are
held.
There is a magnificent Peace

Palace here that

negie at
Hague is

a

was presented by Carcost of ten million dollars.

very fine city with many
beautiful buildings. Holland is a very
low, wee country and it is a constant
fight with the people to keep it from being under water. It is full of canals,

dykes

a

and

whichever way
ditches,
you turn you will see steamers or boats
of some kind crawling up through the
and

land in all directions at a snail’s pace. It
is very odd and amusing to see them.

meet to pass their laws. It is a very
and magnificent structure. In the
famous old London Tower we saw the
Crown jewels of England, a dazzling and
beautiful sight. We also saw the scaffold where Lady Jane Gray, Queen Anne
Boleyn and many other famous people
were executed, the block where Charles
the 1st was beheaded, and a great many
curiosities and objects of interest of the
bloody tower.

large

[to

be

concluded.]

A GENUINE SERVICE.
“I believe,” says an old subscriber,
“that every time The Youth’s Companion enters a home it does that home a
genuine service.” That describes the
The
purpose of the publishers exactly.
paper is not filled with mischievous or
idle thoughts to fill an idle hour. It provides healthy pastime, recreation that
builds up. It is to the minds of eager
and impressionable young people what
sound athletics are to their bodies.
At a cost of less than four cents a
week The Youth’s Companion opens the
door to a company of the most distinguished men and women in America
and Europe. Whether they are revealing the latest discoveries in science, or

They have windmills all over the country
pumping up the water from the land into
the canals. There are large herds of describing
great industrial achievecattle, sheep, hogs and horses grazing. ments, or telling of their wanderings in
corners of the world, or feeding
They are a great class of people and are strange
we have in this country.
the imagination with rare stories, they
very neat and nice. They have some are giving Companion readers the best
TVlu nnvf rlorr
aaIIkn tenin
fine buildings and I was very favor- of themselves.
Lucerne. It is a great summer resort
Seven serials at least will be published
with the country and
for tourists from all countries and a very aDiy impressed
by The Companion in 1913, and nearly
people.
200 other complete stories, in addition to
fashionable place for the wealthy. It is
We now take the train for Rotterdam, some 50
special contributions, and a
a lovely city and has many attractions.
a ride of two hours.
It is a fine, large treasure-box of sketches, anecdotes, exIt is situated on beautiful Lake Lucerne,
as to athletic sports, ideas
advice
city, and one of the leading seaports of pert
with its many pleasure boats and steamfor handy devices round the house, and
with
lines
the
to
Europe,
steamship
so forth—long hours of companionship
ers going and coming all the time with
United States and all
of the world.
tt* .1

fine bands of music

a*«

on

board and

parts

on

with the wise, the adventurous and the
entertaining. Announcement for 1913
will be sent with sample copies of the
paper to any addres on request.
Every new subscriber who sends $2.00
for the fifty-two weekly issues of ISIS
will receive as a gift The Companion
Window Transparency and Calendar for
1913, the most exquisite novelty ever
offered to Companion readers; also, all
the issues of The Companion for the remaining weeks of 1912, free.—The
Youth’s Companion, 144 Berkeley St.,

All through Holland, and Europe generalpleasure ly, we saw women
working in the fields,
seekers of all nations on the walks and
all kinds of hard work, such as the
doing
jsk
more lor
meir
piers. With the August sun beating women in
our’country would rebel at, I
down so warm and lovely, the beautiful
think; but they seem to think nothing of
ter’s Church, a mag- steamers going and coming, the sweet
it, and work as much and as hard as the
which will fill anyone music floating over the water and the
men at all kinds of toil.
t-ration at its splendor gaily dressed crowd of people promenadAugust 29th we took the train for
It is said to be the ing, the scene was most attractive. And
Antwerp, Belgium, a fine looking city.
in the world.
Words only a few miles away the lofty Alps
After a short stop there we went
grandeur and beauty, reared their hoary heads on high, all to Brussels, Belgium, the capital and Boston, Mass.
high mass when I was white with eternal snow. It sureiy was largest city in the country. It is a
Married 60 Years Ago.
fine,
,■ from the great organ
a grand sight and seemed almost like
handsome city with wide, paved streets
East Boothbay, Me., Nov. 15. Mr. and Mrs.
..eing to mortal ears. Paradise here below. It would quicken and shade trees. I took a trip of 20 miles William W. Seavey were tendered a post card
n
and grounds and the pulses of the most cold-blooded to
shower today in honor of their 60th wedding
to the famous battlefield of Waterloo,
anniversary, which they observed at their
It was very inter- see and hear such beautiful sights and
met
his final defeat. home.
where Napoleon
them to :xfriends called
if you make a
beforehand on some
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A NEW BOOK BY F. F. PHILLIPS.
Idylls Beside the Strand, by Franklin F. Phillips, author of “The White
Isles.”
“As with every poet, Mr.
Phillips finds inspiration for song in
many things—child life, home, country,
nature and religion. It is not always,
however, that the inspiration finds such

WEAR WHERE OTHERS WEAR OUT

happy expression.
In his sea poems he has fallen under
the spell of the ocean, and she holds
him with the loving, terrible fascination
of

her

•

unconquerable, ungovernable
changing beauty. She

power and ever

j

bends servile knee to no human will.
She entices her lovers only to hurl them
into the inscrutable deeps. With loving
homage the author writes of her many
phases—her beauty, her faithlessness,
her strength and bounty. It is a wonderful theme, well handled.
He has done well, also, in gathering
here in verse some Indian legends. Per-

haps

no

other one

thing

offers

a

NOTHING CAN SURPASS THE
CARE USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF MALDENS. EVERY
PAIR IS GIVEN A RIGID INSPECTION BEFORE IT LEAVES THE
FACTORY.

INSIST ON HAVING

MALDENS
YOU ONCE DISCOVER
THEIR WORTH,
YOU WILL
ALWAYS WANT THEM.
IF

THAT’S WHY WE ADVERTISE

SAVE MONEY
AND

I

more

HEALTH
BY WEARING

fertile field for the poet than this. Told
by father to son, they have come down
uncounted years. Now, with their tellers, they are fast disappearing, and

RUBBERS
WITH

THIS

MARK

Xmalden/
X. RUBBER/

their

perpetuation in good literary form
desirable, if they are not to be
lost altogether. This is, we
believe, the
first time that many of these
legends
have appeared in print.
is most

X.SHOE/
\C0 /

i

A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.

v
TRADE

Some

PORTLAND,

MARK.

titles which may prove suggestive of the contents of the volume are

“Unconquered,” “The Golden Wedding,” “Out of the Deep,” “Fort
Ticonderoga,” “The Gift of Indian
Corn,” “The Montagnais (Myth of the
Origin of Red Men),” “To an Old Soldier.” Paper boards; 12mo; $1.00 net;
by mail $1.08. From the Catalogue of
Sherman, French & Co., Boston, just
being issued.
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held Nov. 13th. Bates has not elected
There are three 1914 men eligible for the
place: Elbridge, fullback; Dyer, fullback and
tackle; and Danahy, end. It is generally conceded that one of the latter two, Dyer or
Danahy, will get the election.
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containing aloes!
Aloes aids in giving free and easy bowei
produces griping and piles!
Many people suffer from piles because
they use some laxative that contains aloes.

action—but it

no

law that requires aloes

ingredient in
guard yourself.

as an

a

to

they

Xg
jj

should'

They can do it if they buy their Furnishing
Goods; Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Inter-

2®

Everwerr),

Lamson & Hubbard Hats
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
Collars, Yale Union Suits—I am agent’for these
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps foonestle
woven or

St

£

W*

be

laxative,

you must
I solemnly swear that there is not any
aloes in Dr. True’s Elixir. So when you
need a laxative I advise you to take my
own medicine, Dr. True’s Elixir.

so

too bad, and([not too good,
to see men'Mress as

do; like

2®
£ DWIGHT P. PALMER, asonic Tern pie 2®
i•w&XtXt*#*# v2»

Beware of laxatives

There is
mentioned

>ot

But I

Paul

By

&

O. P. PALMER S

fFurnishing Goods Store f

Foot Ball Captains.

Beware of Aloes!

1

MAINE

FRED TIMM.

“The Seamless Vesture,” “A House by
the Sea,” “Song of the North Wind,”

“Ginger” Fraser, ’15, of Dorchester,
Mass., was unanimously elected captain of the
football
team at a meeting of the “C”
Colby

1

,

Men s Revere.
MFRS. AGENTS

>®CK

Dr. True’s Elixir is composed of the extracts, essences and juices of leaves, barks,
seeds and roots of known value for stomach
troubles and bowel troubles.
It sets the
stomach right and produces free, normal,
easy action of the bowels. Also, it expels
all worms and other parasites from stomach

bowels, except tape worms.
These wonderful remedial qualities are
combined with delicious, honey-flavored
syrup and other pleasant-tastingaromatics,
so that Dr. True’s Elixir is the nicest possible medicine to take. This makes it
easy to give to children also. They get
so tney really like to take it!
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perpendicular granite
high, and is wonder-
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ful and life-like.
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It is cut in the

take the train for Berne the
of the

We were in

Republic of Switzerland.
sight of the snowy peaks of

a

carriage

and with

went all over the battlefield.

a

They

guide
have

a museum of relics of the battle that is
very interesting. After stopping a day
or two at Brussels we took the train
for Paris, a run of 6 hours. Paris is the
most beautiful city in the world, and the

old saying is “see Paris and die;” but I
want to live as much as ever, if not
more, after seeing it. Paris is certainly

Alps the whole way. Waterfalls
dashing down the mountain sides,
r Florence, a 6 hours’
I rough vast vineyards sometimes falling hundreds of feet and
very beautiful; a city of a great many
f all kinds. It is a were a wonderful sight to behold. The attractions. I went to see the tomb of
the balmy air and fine mountain sides were covered with icy
Napoleon the Great. There is a grand
s a beautiful
city of glaciers. I visited the capitol building and beautiful mosque built over his reinement. It has many of Berne, a fine and attractive structure.
mains, which are in a sarcophagus of
the

sights

of Rome I

the

were

:

e

w

ho live in fine castles

There is a very
diedral, built of marble
b e finest in the council quite plain inside.
I
hut 50 miles from Florstates.

The street cleaners here are all women.

It seemed odd to

see a crew

of women

sweeping and cleaning

up the filth of the
When you order coffee or bread
streets.
here you do not get milk or butter with
it unless you pay extra for it. The bread

enough to knock a person over
and you can hardly break or chew it. I
seven wonders of the
Ur-rful and interesting do not like the living here in Europe
as well as I do at home.
The
to the top of the
tower, nearly
a good view of the
city food is so different. I didn’t see a piece
.:
country. The tower of pie, hardly a bit of cake, and not a
iated for its

leaning

is hard

1

topple

d
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are in the fine, strongly fortified city
Strasburg, which was taken from the
French during the Franco-Prussian war,
,s.
the Provinces of Alsace
ng scenery. We saw together with
iking in the fields as and Loraine. Strasburg is a fine looking
ts
It is famous for its large and
are all white. They old town.
Is-.-.
bar. their
magnificent
Cathedral, which is very
cattle, goats,
m*.
all tended by women grand, and also for*its fine museum. The
lt|,
»(‘by half the men in Italy milk dealers here, as well as the fruit
tste.
You see them on and vegetable dealers, are mostly women.
iytr,.f
1;i
is an attractive look- They haul it around in hand carts, someb
wide, handsome streets, times having a large dog or two to help
Hr
30ma fine parks. It
pull. It is a very amusing sight to see
fej6t^sand
Ur lts
and
lar£e
magnificent them. The next day we took the train
!»thec
W in,1, (i’0,h‘c architecture, which for Mayence, a ride of 4 hour's through a
"'a °1
minarets and towers beautiful and fertile looking, level counlift
?nse Hated columns. All the try, with fine crops, largely of tobacco,
Ita>y are built of stone, and hops to make their beer, for the GerMt
llJncrete.
and are solid and per- man must have his pipe and mug of beer.
hwu

agination or belief.
diian, about 200 miles
ide through a lovely
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IHem have stood for
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In all the cities and towns you will see
crowds on the sidewalks or in their beer
gardens, sitting at a table smoking and
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MAY AVOID
PERIODIC PAINS

every good
highly.
to read what your medicine has done for
my child.”—Mrs. Richard N. Dunham,

311 Exchange St., Rochester, N.Y.
I suffered from
Stoutsville, Ohio.
headaches, backache and was very irrefi"II.'"!Ular. A friend advised me to take
|| Lydia E. Pinkham’s
III
|| Vegetable Corndays
Ill
|l pound, and before I
:i the whole
I went to the celebrated Zoologitime.
|| had t
cal Gardens, which are said to be the
HI
|| of t\. bottles I
|| found relief. I am
largest and most complete in the world. HI
11 only sixteen years
There were animals of all kinds from all
old, but I have betthe
of
globe; birds of every
quarters
ter health than for
description in their gay plumage, and
two or three years.
shrubs
and
flowers
of
trees, plants,
I cannot express my
every kind from all parts of the earth.
thanks for what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
It was truly a wonderful, entertaining Vegetable Compound has done for me.
and instructive sight, of which you would I had taken other medicines but did not
Paris is a very find relief. ”-Mise Cora B. Fosnaugh,
never grow weary.
No. 1.
charming, and beautiful city, with wide Stoutsville, Ohio, R.F.D.,
of such letters from mothHundreds
and
and
fine
streets
walks,
buildings
ers expressing their gratitude for what
lovely parks. There is everything to Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comattract, entertain and amuse, and it is pound has accomplished for their daughhard to tear yourself away from such ters have been received by the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Company, Lynn, Mass.
fascinations.
France is a very fine looking country
William Lincoln
with picturesque farms, villages and Ex-Veterinary inspector Bureau of Aniraa
towns. The people are very polite and
Industry U. S. Department of Agriculture.
nice. The river Seine flows through the
VETERINARIAN
heart of Paris and iB crossed by many
TREATS ALI, DISEASES OK ANIMAL!
fine bridges. There are a great- many
Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,
boats and steamers passing up and
BELFAST MAINE
down the river all the time, which gives SPRING STREET,
Hospital Ecter tinted.
the river a very gay appearance. After
Residence 69-1:
Phones—Hospital 69-13.
a few days of pleasure in Paris,

lumber in Italy; drinking wine or beer.
stla(le trees. I did not s»e a
*®l in
Mayence is a fine looking city on the
*
wllole country. The people River Rhine, with fine quays up and
Italy te
c'v'l> polite and well be- down the river front for two or three
8n 1
wag very favorably im- miles. It has a great many steamers passing

•aij

norms

jasper, inlaid with gold and precious The Experience of Two Girls
His battle flags are around him
stones.
Here Related For The
and the names of the great batt.es he
Benefit of Others.
won are engraved on the marble floor.
It is the finest tomb and building ever
Rochester, N. Y. —“I have a daugherected over the remains of any mortal
ter 13 years old who has always been
it
is
and
visited
the world
in
by very healthy until recently when she
thousands of people daily. I visited the complained of dizziness and cramps every
celebrated Notre Dame Cathedral, which month, so bad that I would have to keep
is a very impressive and beautiful build- her home from school and put her to bed
ing, and went to see the famous Tuileries to get relief.
“After giving her only two bottles of
GarJens, one of the finest in the world,
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comwith its statues, fountains, flowers, Lydia
pound she is now enjoying the best of
shrubs, plants and trees from all quart- health. I cannot
praise your Compound
Words fail to describe
ers of the world.
mother
too
I want

that you almost baked bean in all my travels.
We now take the train for Basle, a
over with you,
It is a
for hundreds of years large city 50 miles from Berne.
stand hundreds more, fine place with many attractions. The its magimuuc ouu ucauujr. a Bitw tne
height of Bunker Hill city is divided by the river Rhine. After famous Eiffel Tower, the tallest and
ia also celebrated for a short stop here, during which our lug- most beautiful in the world. The Musel ower, in which if you gage was examined by the custom house um of the Louvre, which is said to be
di echo and re-echo for officers, we took the train for Strasburg, the finest in Europe and contains the
'''
i.mutes, until it grows Germany, and were soon over the boun- finest paintings and sculpture by the old
t. r and is lost in the dis- daries on German soil in the valley of the
masters, was also visited. It covers
River Rhine, a very level, fine productive acres of ground and one could
‘‘to be the finest echo in
spend
there with pleasure if one had the
-tartlingand wonderful looking farming country. In a few hours
bt over

Many
upon
tend congratulations, and they also received
many appropriate gifts. They were assisted
by their sons, William O. Seavey of Boothbay
Harbor and Philip Seavey of this village, and
their daughter, Mrs. Mary E. Blossom of
Boothbay Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. Seavey are in
eood health and vreatlv enioved the dav.
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Paints |

Winter is

Fuel is

^

Coming!
High!
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Make good your Cellar and
Outside Windows.
All regular sizes of Glass in
stock. Odd sizes cut to order.

AAHowes&Co.
DRUGS and,

J

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on \\ ashirgton street just oft Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.

j»

Wd

W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

ris57
SThey
£

LET YCUR CROPS DECIDE

$

is.o

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Kaitory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

E

|

GROCERIES

PRESTON’S

CCE-MORTIMER

COMPANY.

NEW

f

a

jg

JACKSON & HALL, Beliast Agents.

THE

1£

YORK.

lv

|

MEDICINES.

Dr. D. S. Min THE CHIPMAN MILL
Announces

to diseases

that he has limited his practic«

of the

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throal
m KLSRAGTION.
Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

no

and Seed irader

Helps Clearjthe Farm of Weeds.
M. J.

DOW, AGENT, BROOKS, MAINE.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephon connection.

23tf

H. C. HofTses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At[52 High

Street.
i«tf

Tel. 216-1;

J. WESTON DEANE,

! TRUCKING.

LICENSED AUCTIONEER.
Real Estate. Live Stock, Anything.
Terms Reasonable.

3m38p

FREEDOM, MAINE.

;

I am prepared to do all kinds of
trucking
Furniture and piano moving a
specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten*
tic n. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

The Republican

Jounral Knees Became Stiff

BELFAST. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1912
PUBLISHED

The

EVERY

THURSDAY

PY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

J Business Manager

For one square, one
Advertising Terms.
Inch length in column. 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
rear; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

Five Years of Severe Rheumatism
The cure of Hen^y J. Goldstein, 14
Barton Street, Boston, Mass., is another
victory by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
This great medicine has succeeded in
many cases where others have utterly
“I suffailed. Mr. Goldstein says:
fered from rheumatism five years, it
excaused
and
business
from
kept me
cruciating pain. My knees would betried
I
many
come as stiff as steel.
medicines without relief, then took
Hood's Sarsaparilla, soon felt much
better, and now consider myself entirely cured. 1 recommend Hood's.”
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

editorially,

Give thanks.

that he had

under the direction of
Hunters

are

killing

Bryan promises

off the bull moose.

to be the stormy

petrel

Mrs. E. M. Lancaster, West Main street.
left Monday for home.

From Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday afternoon:

M. Mc-

Dowell, agent of the United Brewers’
Association of Wheeling,” and that,

“According to Davis, Maine is a rotten
dump and not fit for decent people to
Harvard literally mopped the earth live
in,” and “the people of Maine are a
with Yale at New Haven last Saturday.
lot of old mutts and hypocrites.” West
The score was 20 to 0.
Virginia indicated what she thought of
If Dr. G. Stanley Hall is right in say- Mr. Davis by voting for State-wide proing that a man is what he eats, what’s hibition by a majority of some 75,000.
old

Bostonian?—Boston Globe.

We print in another column the

A has bean.

com-

ments of the Lewiston Sun and the Lis-

The best eggs are selling in New York
at 62 arid 64 cents a dozen, and it is predicted that within a few weeks they will
Hear the roostbe selling for 70 cents.

crow!—Boston Globe.
And the hens cackle! Also the

ers

owner

bon Falls Enterprise

the proposed

on

Progressives

to prevent the
election of Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh to

plan

of the

hand over
all the State offices to the Democrats,

they

of the hens.

are

said to be willing

to

Col.Henry Watterson invites President reserving only the Senatorship for one
Taft to hang out his shingle in Kentucky of their leaders. Both
papers quoted
when he leaves the White House, and are
admittedly hostile to Mr. Burleigh.
pays him a merited tribute as a gentle- The Sun is Democratic, the Enterprise
man ar.d a patriot.
Republican, with reservations. Viewthe matter from different standAn article in the December Wide ing
the Sun and the Enterprise agree
Wor'd Magazine on oyster shells says: points,
as to the duplicity and dishonor revealed
that
has
been
discovered
“It
they are
excellent to build roads with.”
That in the Progressive’s program. In this
The connection the following plank from the
was a discovery of the long ago.
‘‘shell roads” of New Orleans were platform adopted April 10, 1912, by the
Republican State convention is pertifamous in ante bellum days.
nent.

“They say” that the Pennsylvania
11.
We pledge allegiance to all Rerailway owns the New York, New publican nominees at the primaries,
Haven, & Hartford; that the N. Y., N. and with a united front count with confidence upon the overthrow of DemoH. & H. owr.s the Boston & Maine,
cracy in Maine.
the B. <Sr M. owns the Maine Central, and
The object of the primary law, as prothe M. C. R. R. owns, or will own, the
Bangor & Aroostook. That reminds one

the

people

the selection of candidates

sister-in-law, in their irreparable loss.

HOW
about
cut

pair of high storm
boots, ladies ? Not only
a

j

|
of

j

Men’s and

|

jg,
1

|

|

I

& SON.

Mrs. Lizzie M. Brown, employed as a nurse
cheaper pork is
favorable than for cheaper for Mrs. Almeda H. Rendell since her recent
shock, at the home of the Misses
beef, because of the hog cholera which apoplectic Church
Hichborn,
street, returned Nov. 19th
has prevailed in this country for some
from St. Stephens, N. B., where she was sudtime.
denly called by the illness of her daughter.
ume.

even

The outlook for

less

In New York

city

the

Progressives

have refused to fuse with any other party to defeat Tammany; or rather, that
is the orders from the head Bull Moose.
Of course the only result must be the

perpetuation in power of Tammany, admittedly the most corrupt, political organization this or any other country has
ever

known.

In Portland like tactics

prevail, thus ensuring the reelection of Mayor Curtis. The Republican
candidate, Col. F. E. Boothby, a man

are to

who

has done

much

for

Maine

and

Hichborn remains in a serious
small chance of improvement.
condition,
Unless under the influence of powerful opiates
he suffers intensely. His daughter, Mrs Ryder, is still with him. Deep sympathy is extended to the patient and anxious daughter.

Capt.

French
with

mr. anu

xvirs. cion

a. oaiiDorn,

^nurcn

street,

spent last week in Milo, guests of Mrs. S.’s
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat.
T his trip was in celebration of the twentieth
anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
Sa nborn. Congratulations to our neighbors!
be held
“masque
this, Thursday, evening in Denslow hall under
the auspices of the “furnace committee” of
the Universalist parish. A real Thanksgiving
occasion in social chat and merriment is anticipated by those planning to attend. Take
i n the pleasure and help the good work along.
Bear in mind the

ball” to

Portland, a man without personal or political enemies, whose zeal in
behalf of every worthy cause has been
demonstrated, is to be sacrificed that
disappointed aspirants for office, from
Stockton’s weather last week was as follows:
the presidency down to town constable,
Sunday, dull morning with a snowflirt in aftermay revenge themselves on the Repubnoon; Monday, cloudy, with intervals of sunfor

lican party.

The activities of Secretary of State
Davis in the interest of the liquor dealers, his addresses at brewers conventions
and his campaigning in other States
a

gainst prohibition,

have caused much

comment and criticism.

Mr. Davis is

shine, Tuesday, beautiful autumn day—very
mild; Wednesday, lovely day—mild, hazy atmosphere; Thursday, fine day, still rather hazy;
Friday, still mild and hazy; Saturday, another
lovely day—foggy in the evening. Such an
enjoyable “Indian summer” is not often surpassed in New England.
Mrs.

Josiah L. Lancaster of Cambridge,

salary derived from the people Mass., arrived Nov. 20th, coming especially to
of Maine for performing the duties of a attend the funeral of her particular friend,
Mrs. Charles Devereaux, at the home of the
S tate office, but neglects those duties to
deceased lady’s mother, Mrs. John M. Ames,
serve other interests abroad, and not
School street. Mrs. Lancaster was the guest
only that but goes about villifying the during her stay in town of her parents, Capt.
State. Of his stumping tour in West a nd Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle
street, and
Virginia the Parkersburg Advance said, her husband’s father and mother, Mr. and
drawing

a

past six months getting
a Christmas stock

gether

surpass any we

have

toto

ever

shown.
Long

experience has aided
our good judgment in selecting just such things as the
people of Belfast and vicinity like, and now we are
ready with our Holiday display to invite your inspection.
many of the goods
show have'been hunted
out from remote manufacturers, entirely unique and
distinctive, not to be found

Very

we

plspwhere.

Of course this has meant
a vast amount of time and
labor to us, but for you it
will mean an easv solution

vexing Christmas
problem, especially when
aided by our acknowledged
of

the

good

taste in selection.

early rounds of
Holiday shopping be sure to
In

the

include us in

your list.

M. P. Woodcock & Son

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even-

ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. Evening service at 7.30 p. m.
The services at the North church will be as
follows: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school
Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at
6.30 p.

m.

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,

WINTER

$15.00, and

none

less than $6.50.

Fur Coats and Fur Lined Coats

;

DISTRESS
AFTER

EATING
It’s such a simple matter to get rid of stomach
distress that its great prevalence can only be
accounted for by carelessness.
Keep a few MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets with
you all the time and take one with or after
meals. They will surely prevent fermentation,
heaviness, sourness or any stomach distress.
No matter how long or how severely you
have suffered from Indigestion, Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach or Dyspepsia, MI-O-NA
Stomach Tablets if taken regularly will end
your misery and put your stomach in first-class
shape, or money back.
Large box for 60 cents at A. A. Howes &
Co.’s and druggists everywhere. Free trial
treatment from Booth’s MI-O-NA, Buffalo,
N.Y.

foil,

u.

NECESSITIES
o

,1

Very Cheap.

!

Men’s White Handkerchiefs 3c.
Linen Collars 10c.: 25c Rubber Collars 19
50c. Neckties 39c.: 25c. Neckties 19c.

The cash we must have in exchange for these great valuegoods sold on credit at these cut prices.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO

1

THE

Ill..I

..Bill Bl B HI

WEDDING
Hills-Coggins.

Mary R. Coggins,

MAIN
III—II

STREET

CLOTHIERS, BELFAST.

HIM——I li Mlllll——1MBI1BilllBI M— —

■ — — him..

BELLS.

An

Up-to-Date Stock
—Holiday Goods

Milton B. Hills and Miss

Lincolnville, were
Methodist parsonage, Nov. 23rd.
Rev. D. B. Phelan officiated and used the single
ring service. They were unattended. The
bride was dressed in white embroidered mull
over light blue silk and carried a bouquet of
bride roses. She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Coggins of Surry, but her home ;
has been in Lincolnville for some time, where ;
she has made many friends and has their best
j
wishes for a happy and prosperous future.
1
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Melville
E. Hills of Northport, and has many friends in j
Belfast and in his native town who extend
congratulations and best wishes.
both of

married at the

Merriam-Cook. Edward C. Merriam and
Miss Addie Ardelia Cook, both of Rockport,
were united in marriage Wednesday evening,
Nov. 20th, at the Methodist parsonage in RockThe ceremony was performed at 7
port.
o’clock by Rev. T. S. Ross, pastor of the M. E.
church. They were attended by Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis H. Morrill. They went to housekeeping
immediately at Mr. Merriam’s home on West
street. They have the best wishes of many
friends for years of happiness and prosperity.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverw
UJ
7l]

In addition to the largest stock of regular goods ever carried
we call attention to Hull Umbrellas with DETACHABLE HAL

i

mounted in

I

..

of Boston is a visitor at C. J. Hillman’s_
Miss Iva Stone has gone to Lewiston, where
she has employment-Ben Bennett and Walter Seaver are in Blanchard on a hunting trip.

-Frank Thompson, Arthur Sargent, Roy
Stone and Arthur Cunningham went last week
a hunting trip to Holeb-Mr. and Mrs.
George Garcelon were in Pittsfield one day last
week-A church fair in the interest of the
church at Unity and Troy will be held in Odd
Fellows hall in Unity, Dec. 4th and 5th.
on

can

he

tngr.

NECKLACES and PENDANTS
demand is for plain effects in Watches, LocketButtons, Signet Rings and Sterling goods.
The

i

j

J

popular

We would advise the

EARLY PURCHASE of articles

English.

grams and Old

O

j

On account of work arising from
unable to engrave articles purchased elsewhere.
NOTICE.

TROY.
A most

enjoyable Sunshine meeting, with a
j large attendance, was held with Mrs. T. P.
Tyler last week. The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Lizzie Estes_Miss Marian Wyman of Colby college is a
Thanksgiving guest
of Mrs. M. T. Dodge and family
Ernest
Young and James Luce are making extensive
repairs on their buildings-Merton Wingate

Silver, Gold and Pearl, that

Ladies and Men.

;

!

of

All that is New and Exclusive

our

own

POSITIVELY NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOO

J

H. I. LOCKE &

[7

~Tjl^irolfcr—

'"UP I

New

:

Scallops
*€~AT*£-

|

Market
FINEST HAIR Bramhall’s
TELEPHONE 214
DRESSING
DR. E. H. BOYINGTOJi
FOR WOMEN EYE SPECIALIST
■

Perfectly Delightful—Full of Re=
freshing and Invigorating
Qualities that Put Life,
Lustre and Beauty

Twenty-four years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MMNE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

i

|

I

AT
Forest House, Monroe, Wed. p. m., Dec. 4th.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, Dec. 5th.
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m., Dec. 6th.
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m., Dec. 6th.
Bellows House. Freedom, Sat. a m., Dec. 7th.
I

WILL

BE

i

____

FOR SALE
Second-hand lumber, consisting of boards
and timbers. Apply to
CLARENCE M. KNOWLTON,
47tf

or

H. C. BUZZELL.

FOR

■

us

shmc you

Kitchen Utensils

THE UNIVERSAL

Tin, Agate and

Anyone who has friends has

a friend
who has a Ford. There are now more
than a hundred and sixty thousand
Fords in service—and thousands more
in transit. Its friends have created for
it the unprecedented Ford demand.
Every third car a Ford—and every Ford user a Ford
“booster.” New prices—runabout $555—touring car
$630—delivery car $655—town cat $830—with all
equipment. Get particulars from Carle & Jones, Agents.

Nothing Be
Heating or Cooking
Let

church.

NO MORE

^

Men’s and Boys’ 50c. Work Shirts 39.
$2.00 Soft Hats $1.29; $1.50 Soft Hats
and Boys Winter Caps 39c. and 79c.

small size garment left in a line is the
reason for this remarkable value.
one

Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: SunInto Hair.
day at 10.30, morning worship: Sunday school
Use PARISIAN Sage and your hair wont
at 12 m.; Epworth League prayer meeting
turng ray; won’t look faded or grow thin and
Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m. Praise and scraggy,
Dandruff will disappear, hair stop falling;
at
7.G0
service
m.
each
Sunday
Evangelistic
p.
the scalp will become immaculately
white, and
evening.
all germ life will be
promptly destroyed.
At dealers everywhere, 50 cents. Sold
Over thirty men attended the men’s meeting
by A.
A. Howes & Co. who will refund
at the Universalist church last Sunday and
your money
if you are not satisfied. The girl with the
Aumuch interest was manifested.
Criminology burn hair is on every
package of PARISIAN
was discussed and the subject closed.
Next Sage,.
Sunday the members will begin the discussion
of Immigration. All men are cordially invited
to this meeting at noon, Sunday, in the Univer.
salist

as

50c. Sweaters 39c.; $1.00 and 1.50 Sw
79c. and 1.19: $5.50, 6.00 and 7.(10
Shaker Sweaters $4.48, 5.48 and n
Men’s Best $1.00 and 1.25 Dress Shirts 7

I

I

line,

e
have 39 Odd Suits and
Overcoats in small sizes 34, 35, 36 breast, we are going
iere are some in this lot that
to sell at
3.95.
as

_

ages I

25c. and 50c. Heavy Wool Hose 19c. and
50c. Underwear 39c.; $1.00 Wool and Wr
Underwear 79c.

Having only

g

large Boys’ Overcoats,

$5.95

sold as high

9
9

Men’s Camel Hair and Cotton 15c. Hose,
only to a customer.

SPECIAL.

con-

|

|

Youths’

$8.00 value Suits and Overcoats,

—

I

Coats, 5.00; $8.00 Coats. 4.00; $5.00 Co
$3.00 Coats, J 50.

Young Men’s

Men’s and

ynf,

you;

These are odd Overcoats left from

$8 95

Also high cut shoes for
young girls and Misses—
button and lace
prices

9

At Half Price

to

Well Made $12.50 Suits and Overcoats reduced to

top.
Heavy serviceable soles.
Worth and sold everywhere
for $4.00. Our special price,
$3.00.

■

three years for cattle breeding to bring
ioack the supply of livestock to its old vol-

A small lot of

_

A Woman’s Russia Calf 11inch boot with straps around

give

1

;9

Special in Boys’ Overcoats

$11.95 and $13.95

Their

WE the markets for the

other good makes reduced

to

Lasting

W idow Jones $5.00 to $8.00 Boys’
Suits
coats reduced to
$3.95, 4.g5 and
Other good makes Boys’ Clothes
$1.95 ard

$18.95

SUITS and OVERCOATS

SPECIAL

|i

Mr. Charles Devereaux of Rutherford, N. J.,
Nov. 19th, called here by the
d eath of his invalid wife at the home of her
mother, Mrs. John M. Ames, School street. He
left Thursday for Searsport en route for home.

and

$16.50 and $15.00

|

9
9

Widow Jones Suits and
Over,
coats Must Go

MEN’S and YOUNG MEN’S

SNEEZE.

rrived in town

going

are

we

Make

Kuppenheimer

$13.95, $16.95

$6.00.

extremely moderate,
sidering quality.

bargains

Winter Suits and Overcoats

We are showing
four different styles from

$3.00

the big

$25, $22.50, $20, $18 and $16.50 grades reduced to

skirts.

to

of

some

Men’s

tt ey warm and comfortable, but they give just the
finishing touch to those
short, close fitting storm
are

Commencing Friday, November 29th, and
Tuesday Night, December 7th.

Days,

Here’s

DON’T

a

DOLLARS!
■

Ten

J

expected that the decrease in market
values of grain will be at once reflected in
the cost of beef and pork, as it will take

FIVE

TO

I

for public office. In the matter of a lived one is Leyond mortal grief or physicaln
suffering:
At a meeting of the Lyndeboro Cow United States Senatorship the primary
“Weep not that her cares are over,
Weep not that her race is run,
Testing association,held in South Lynde- | is State-wide. There were three Re- j
God grant we may rest as calmly,
toro, N. H., Nov. 22nd, a discussion was publican candidates, and Mr. Burleigh
When our work on earth is done;
Till then we will yield, submissive.
held relative to investing $1000 in cows was the choice of the Republican voters,
Our treasure for Him to keep,
and poultry, and it was decided that the and Senator Gardner of the Democratic
And rejoice in the blessed assurance,
|
SHIVER AND ACHE WITH
It only remains for the memHe giveth His loved ones sleep.”
money invested in poultry brought larg- voters.
Colds and Grippe when Foss’ Cold and
bers of the legislature to ratify the
er returns, it being shown that from 1000
Grippe Pills will stop it in ONE day. A box
nominations thus made—the Republicans
hens a net profit in one year was $680
mailed you for 25 cents. For sale only at
That must depend, of course, upon the to vote for Mr. Burleigh and the DemoCITY DRUG STORE.
crats for Mr. Gardner. To do otherwise
price of eggs.
would be to nullify the primary law.
The Churches.
We had supposed that “L. W. S.,”
«'rrrv/'M/’.,rrvf»T
onniXTr'O
UL
1V111UU.
the New York correspondent of the
OlUVIVIUi^
The Christian Endeavor of the Baptist
Portland Argus, was a dyed-in-the-wool
Church will meet next Sunday at 6.30 p. m.
Mr. Ferd D. Huse has moved his family
Democrat, but it appears that he is a
Rev. H. L. Olds of Dexter will occupy the
from Sylvan street into the Dickey place,
rock-ribbed Republican.
Referring to Morse avenue.
Baptist pulpit next Sunday morning and eventhe large Teddy vote in Maine, his native
ing.
Monday brought our first sight of snow-covState, he says: “I suspect that a great ered
The services at the First Parish Church
which
toward
fields,
rapidly changed
tidal wave of us old Republicans will
(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45
night, however.
a. m. Sunday school at noon.
have to go over to the Democrats as the
Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main street, enterleast of two evils. If Wilson pans out
SCOTT’S EMULSION im- @
It is expected that Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendletained the Currcn. Events Club, in regular sesas President, as I think he will, we old
ton will assist the choir at the first Methodist
the
milk
of
breast
proves
quality
sion, Wednesday afternoon.
|S*j
Episcopal church next Sunday.
Republicans who love honor betlei than
—it supplies the material for bone
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hendricks returned last
will
have
to
climb
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
the
fence
party name,
and
muscle—if
or
8
from
Frankfort
and
their
thin,
scanty
Thursday
opened
into the Democratic fold.
I for one am house on Middle street for the winter.
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
it makes it rich and abundant.
§
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
ready.”
The Ladies Aid Society will hold no meeting
For bottle babies a few drops |8
The services at the Universalist church for
this
as Thursday is Thanksgiving day—
week,
Zion’s Herald: Gathered about the fesof emulsion with every feeding
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Saturthe New England season of family reunions.
tive board on Thanksgiving day, sing
produces marvelous effects— || day night; preaching service Sunday morning
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins and son, Mr.
makes new, firm flesh and ruddy |f at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
out together, as devout and most
fitting
G eorge, motored to Belfast last Friday, the
“Grace,” our national hymn, “AmeriThe Christian Scientists hold services in
a remarkably fine one for Novemca.” Believe it, and let patriotic ardor day being
SCOTT’S EMULSION is the
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
ber.
cream of the purest cod liver oil P
and optimism swell in the lines. Sing
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Cam bridge, Mass, .arrived
the whole of the hymn, believingly, redelicately emulsified into tiny S o’clock, to which all are welcome.
i n town Nov. 19th, called here by the critical
particles resembling maternal 1
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
joicingly, with fresh patriotic inspira- illness of her
aged father, Capt. J. French
milk and each particle is coated
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
tion, and pour out especially that closing ! Hichborn, East Main street.
with glycerine—no alcohol or
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
prayer:
Mr and Mrs. Harry Kearney are occupying
stimulant—a wholesome, nourish- S
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
Our father’s God, to Thee,
t
he
on
street.
Staples cottage
Author of liberty,
upper Sylvan
school.
| ing, strength-making food.
To Thee we sing.
! M uch joy is w ished this newly married couple
“The Te Deum of the Nation” was the subLong may our land be bright
b y all Stockton acquaintances.
8- Mothers everywhere are en- l|
With freedom’s holy light.
8 thusiastic about Scott’s Emulsion. SB ject of the sermon preached in the North ConMrs. Benjamin Gary of Belfast was the
Protect us by Thy might,
|
Insist on getting SCOTT’S.
1
gregational church by the pastor, Rev. D. L.
Great God, our King.
guest of her brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.,H.
8 Scott & Bowse, Bloomfield, N. J. 12-64 k Wilson, last Sunday morning. It was a ThanksL. Hopkins, Church street, last Sunday. Mr.
James A. Patten, whose most famous H. took
giving sermon, and an able and inspiring one.
her home in his automobile in the afI
The union Thanksgiving service will be at the
operation w as the cornering of the cot- | ternoon.
I North church Thanksgiving evening at 7.30
ton market a year or so
ago, pronounced
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn of Camo’clock. The preacher of the occasion will be
the belief on his arrival in New
York, bri dge, Mass., are expected to visit his couRev. Charles Bulkley Ames, pastor of the UniNov. 21st, from Chicago, that the cost sins, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry R. Hichborn, East
tarian church. The offering will be for the
of living was about to take a
Main
for
Welweek.
street,
and
Thanksgiving
slump
work of the Girls’ Home.
that for a number of years to come the come to Stockton !
The Union Thanksgiving service in Bangor
Mrs. Susie A. Randall went to Belfast Nov.
prices of faim products in particular
will be held in the Pine street M. E. church this
en route to Brooklyn, N. Y., where she
would be materially lower than the
21st,
premorning at 10.30 o’clock and the sermon will
vailing prices of today. He based this will spend the winter with her daughter and
be preached by the Rev. Ashley A. Smith of
left
She
Mr.
Ginn.
and
Mrs.
husband,
George
opinion on the increase in farm acreage
the Universalist church. The offering will be
have
been
Belfast
for
Boston.
scouring
__a. /->_i c__tt_
Monday
all over the world, but said it is not to
be

I

BOUGHT A BIG LOT OF FINE WINTER OVERCOATS FOR THIS FALL’S TP a
,
and you all know what warm weather it has been, and also sickness in the famih
vented me from pushing and attending to business with the vigor it requires in a
like this. Now the wholesalers have got to have their pay. and rather than ask for an f
sion of time to pay for them in, I have decided to erive my customers the BENEFIT
my heavy winter goods at a near COST PRICE for

noble woman, gone from earthly surroundings
into Our Father’s Home, “where God wipes
Stockton extends heartfelt
every tear away.”
sympathy to the husband, mother, brother and

claimed by its advocates, is to leave to

of “the house that Jack built."

TWO

Charles Devereaux of this town, accompanying him to Brooklyn, N. Y. They made temporary homes in various locations accessible to
the husband’s business in New York, but a few
years ago bought a residence in Rutherford,
N. J., usually spending the warm weather in
Stockton, Maine. Early in the past summer,
accompanied by her husband and her mother,
who had spent the winter with her, Mrs.
Devereaux came to her old home for the summer, greeting dear friends with her characteristic cheerfulness and winsome smile, concealing, as had been her life habit, the weariness
and constant exhaustion consequent upon her
preying desease. Toward autumn she gradually failed and late in October was obliged to
take to her bed, prostrated by intense suffering, known only to the tenderly watchful
mother and unselfishly devoted brother and
wife, whose helpful ministrations, in a measure, mitigated the severe pains of dissolution
for this uncomplaining dear one. The funeral
took place November 20th at the Ames home,
Rev. A. A. Blair of the Universalist church
officiating very acceptably to the mourning
relatives and friends. The floral tributes were
numerous and very beautiful, mutely testifying to the deep affection cherished by the
family and associates for the companionable,

the United States Senate by a coalition
with the Democrats. To accomplish this

Now!

Overcoat

an

AND SAVE FROM

Obituary. The death of Mrs. Clara (Ames)
Devereaux, wife of Mr. Charles Devereaux of
Rutherford, N. J., Nov. 18th, at the home of
her mother, Mrs. John M. Ames, after years of
suffering from tubercular troubles, borne with
great fortitude and patience, brought sadness
to our entire community.
The deceased was
born October 7, 1875, the youngest child and
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Ames,
in Stockton village, where she grew to womanhood, beloved by all—teachers, schoolmates
and acquaintances—for her attractive personality and wondrously sweet disposition. Of her
it can be truly said:
“None knew her, but to love her;
Ncne named her, but to praise.’’
After her great sorrow, consequent upon
her father’s
death, December 13, 1898,
she perceptibly failed in strength, causing
great anxiety to her family. Later she recuperated, and April 27, 1902, married Mr*

of the Wilson administration.

a

Buy

Nov. 20th, steamer Millinocket sailed with
for New York, and sch. Herald
arrived, light, from Philadelphia. Nov. 21st,
sch. Edith McIntyre arrived, light, to load
lumber. Nov. 23rd, sch. Normandy arrived,
light, to load lumber. Nov. 25th, sch. R. B.
White arrived, light, from Milbridge to load
lumber for New York, and sch. Carrie Bucknam sailed with lumber of New York.
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public schools.
are solicited as to measand individual cases may be
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sure

Burgess, secretary; E. S. Pitcher, treasurer;
Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs. C. W. \Vescott,
Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Miss Charlotte
Colburn and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, executive committee. E. S. Pitcher, A. P. Good! ue, Robert
P. Chase, Miss Katherine C. Quimby and Miss
Anne M.

Kittredge

were

made

a

committe

to

and details of the Chapbe given in the Colonial

look after the tickets

concert, to
theatre, Dec. 21st.

man

The Giordano Concert. The artists to appear with Giordano in Belfast Dec. 21st will be
Miss Florence Anderson Otis, soprano, and
Miss Sue Winchell of Brunswick, ’cellist. The
former is described as a young New York professional of charming personality and beautiful voice. She participared last season in the
Ocean Grove Festival, appearing with Mme.
Schumann-Heink, Mme. Nordica and other
distinguished artists, and making a hit. In addition to her solos, she will render with Giordano the duets from La Boheme and Rigoletto.
Miss Winchell is well known in the western
part of the State. She was one of the first
’cello players in the Ladies Fadette Orchestra,
an organization that played frequently in Boston, Chicago and New York. This concert is
for the benefit of the local chorus, which
should be an additional incentive to give it a
liberal patronage.

The Chimes

of

Normandy. The Belfast Mu-

sical Society has had this opera under rehears
some time, with an excellent cast, and it
will be given in the Colonial Theater January
i Sth and 9th. The ca^t is as follows: Sertolette,
length of the excellenl a good-for-nothing, Miss Katherine C. Quim,udents in the High school
by; Germaine, the lost marchioness, Mrs. Bowee at the University o]
doin Pendleton of Islesboro; Gertrude, Jeanne,
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ng
diploma from schools Manette, Suzanne, four
village maidens, Miss
the Belfast High schoo
Alice Simmons, Miss Hazel Barnard, Miss
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Edna Bedell, Miss Anne M. Kittredge; Henri,
ina.
He explained the
Marquis of Cornville, Ralph I. Morse; Jean
■‘■•r work in music outside
Grenicheux, a fisherman, Arthur Johnson;
it was a source of grea
! Gaspard, the miser, a singer from Boston, who
pupils had succeeded ir
will also act as stage manager; Bailli, Charles
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Hammons; the registrar, (Greffier), and the ashe school work. The
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Gloves, Lined and Unlined,
MUFFLERS, SWEATERS, UMBRELLAS,
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York with 12,000 bushels of potatoes, all
grown by farmers in Bucksport and Orland.

repairs

larger and

Beautiful Neckwear,
Silk Hosiery 'n manv °f the
fashionable

—-

New

extensive

Furnishings

—

and all attempts to smother the flames

just completed

new

JAMES H.

j

proved unavailing. The vessel was brought
back to Rockland, where the fire was extinguished and th(|i cargo discharged by Capt E.
R. Nash, a retired seafarer.The schoonets
Elizabeth N., Capt. Forbes, and the T. M.
Nicholson, Capt. Lester Gilley, both of Capt.
T. M. Nicholson’s fishing fleet, have clear* d
from Bucksport for the Bay of Islands, Nfld.,
for cargoes of herring ...Sch. Lavinia M.
Snow, cleared from Bucksport Nov 23rd for

have

brings

express

er

they

the stock is

Never such a demand for Coats.
Never were we better supplied with
newest models in fashions’ latest
fabrics to supply this demand. Each

....Sch. Brigadier is at Atlantic wharf, Rockland, for a general overhauling.
The schoon-

The Consumers’ Fuel Company. October
2, 1911, The Consumers’ Fuel Co., a corporation, took over the wood and coal business of
the Swan & Sibley Co. Its officers are as follows: President, Clyde B. Holmes; secretary
and treasurer, William H. Widdefield; directors. Messrs. Holmes, Widdefield and William
B Swan. The new company succeeded one of
the oldest business concerns in the city. In 1869
Hon. William B. Swan, who had been in the
grain, flour and feed business for 14 years as a
member of the firm of Marshall & Swan,
bought the present stand at the foot of Main
street,and with A. Cutter Sibley as a partner,
founded the firm of W. B. Swan & Co. In 1877
Edward Sibley was admitted to the firm and
its name changed to Swan & Sibley Bros. Mr.
A. C. Sibley retired in 1878 to engage in the
manufacture of shoes, but the firm name was
not changed until 1891, when it was incorporated as the Swan & Sibley Co., of which Mr.
C. S. Bickford was a member. On disposing of
the coal and wood branch of their business Mr.
Edward Sibley retired and the Swan-WhittenBickford Co. was incorporated to continue the
flour, feed, and grain business, the new member being Mr Frank Whitten, formerly of the
grocery firm of Y hitten Bros. In taking over
the wood and coal business The Consumers’
Fuel Co. came into possession of the wharf
and all the buildings of the Swan & Sibley Co.
on the water side ol' the railway track, and

In Men’s

COATS

er,was in Portland consulting with an attorney,
in an effort to establish his claim to the craft.

ago

Slack

~~

$ZUU.

Shipping Items. The work of
repairing the
schooner Frederick Roessner is
progressing
favorably under the superintendence of Capt.
J. O. Hayes. A new forward house has been
built and her new masts are nearly
comple ted.
This schooner was dismasted and abandoned at
sea, and was picked up and towed into port
by
a revenue cutter.
Her cargo of lumber was
sold and Pendleton Bro's bought the vessel.
The schooner is 406 tons gross, was built at
Bath in 1890, and her hull is in good condition.
...There is to be more litigation over the proper
ownership of the schooner J. S. Glover, with a
prospect that the attending expenses will
equal the value of the vessel. The Glover is
53 tons net, was built at
Ipswich, Mass., in
1868 and hailed from Machias.
About two
years ago she turned turtle and was, apparently, abandoned. Capt. I. E. Archibald towed
her into Marsh island and later
repaired her.
He claimed the schooner became his as a result. Last week Alphonso Perry, former own-

Stairs. Oil Fell a.vs’

and Attractive Lines of Japanese and

Chinese Wares, Pictures, Books, Leather
Goods, Brass Goods, Novelties description.
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trying to get

to
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SALE]

Holiday line, which is larger
this season than ever before, and for that reason we are
making the
following prices for the next three days only—November 28th 29th
room

our

and 30th:
'-tA'R

Vjic.

ARTICLE in our

crockery

store will be 2 l-2c. and EVERY

10c. ARTICLE will be 5c.
Please think it

THINGS YOU CAN BUY:

AJTOV OF_THE

inch Glass Nappies, Vases, Lamp Chimneys, Cups and Saucers, Dinner
Plates. Mugs, Yellow Ware Nappies and Bowls, Fire-Proof Brown White

Eight

Lined Dishes, Knives and Forks, Milk Pans, Wire Coods, Flour Sieves,
Ena meled Ware, Dolls, Toys and more than a thousand different articles of
regular 5c. and 10c. goods—and remember that the 5c. articles cost you
2 l-2c., and that the 10c. are 5c.
This advertisement
instance, you can buy
THINK I" OVER.

a

a good deal to the careful housewife.
For
dozen of our thin blown Glass Tumblers for
30c.
Yours very truly,

means

|

CARLE & JONES,

early from the largest and

city.

DWIGHT P.

PALMER,

MASONIC TEMPLE,

1!

BELFAST, MAINE.
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carefully

for this sale takes in every article usually
sold by u= at 5c. and 10c. in both the basement salesroom and the
crockery
department-and for the above 3 days the price will be just 1-2 TO YOU.
over

gj
ft
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AFTER

|

the joyful meeting at Thanksgiving
comes1 the Xmas Greetings. In selecting your presents for

U

g
K

(A

j

MEN AND BOYS

3

g

jI

time

ft

\|

j

j1

cah at this store and look at our line of Men’s
and Boys’ Wearing Apparel. It will be a
great
pleasure to show you our many useful gifts for
Men and Boys. Remember the place,

j ! j.

Last week Mr. Charles S. Bickford
In Old Mexico. At the meeting of the j
stepped
Woman’s Ailiance, Nov. 21st. with Mrs. Thomas j on a nail which penetrated his shoe and entered
his
f
oot.
He
B. Dinsmore, the hostess gave a very interestpaid no attention to it at the
ing talk on Personal Experiences in Mexico. time but continued about his business as usual.
Mr. and Mrs. Dinsmore and Mr. and Mrs. R. P. It finally became so painful that he had to have
Chase of this city, when en route to California medical attendance and has been confined to !
last year, spent some time in Mexico, and Mr. the house, but will soon up and about again.
The next meeting of Seaside
and Mrs. Dinsmore had Drepared themselves
Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. Frank H.
for the visit by reading and re-reading Terry’s
Mayo, Northwork in Mexico, mapping out an itinerary of port avenue,
Monday afternoon, December
the places to be seen and acquiring a useful 2nd.
The lesson will be chapters three
and
vocabulary of the Spanish language They four from the C. L. S. C. book, “The Spirit of
were thus well equipped for what proved to be
French Letters," and from the November
a most interesting and instructive visit to Old
magazine, the "Reading Journey in Paris.”
Mexico, a country of present as well as his- Roll-call, selections from
Highways and Bytoric interest. Leaving San Antonio at 7.33 a. ways in November
Chautauquan magazine.
m. the party crossed the Rio Grande at noon
The Union Teachers’
Training Class met in
and stopped for an hour in Nuevo Laredo, Mexthe Baptist vesiry
Monday evening and orwas
examined
and
their
where
baggage
ico,
ganized with Mr. Clarence E. Frost, president
they changed their American money for Mexi- Mr. Harry M.
Prentiss, vice president; and
for
one.
can currency, receiving two dollars
Mr. Charles E. Rhoades,
secretary and treasurThere are no Mexican bills smaller than five
er.
Mr. William B. W’oodbury was elected
j dollars, and silver is used for lesser amounts, teacher, and Revs. A. A. Blair, D. L. Wilson
j Mrs. Dinsmore told of their sight-seeing in
and Mr. Clarence E. Frost were
made a com:
Monterey, Saltillo, San Louis Potosi, Quere- mittee to decide on a course of
study. Th<
describother
and
places,
regular meetings will be postponed until the
j taro, Gaudaloupe
etc.
Mexico
first of next year.
ing market places, cathedrals,
I City was of course the place of greatest inThanksgiving Poultry. Birds for the
terest and much time was spent there. Of
Thanksgiving dinner are in good supply, anc
! the cathedral she said: “The building was beprices but little, if any, higher than last year.
gun in 1531 and cost two million dollars, and
At Fogg s market only the best
native stock is
with its contents is estimated at $30,000,000.
carried and prices are as follows;
Turkeys, 3(
It contains many beautiful altars, one of which
cents, chickens, 22. fowls, 20, geese and ducks
was presented in 1600 by Charles the First,
24.
Monday night 100 turkeys had been sold,
and cost three and three quarters millions in
Hanging in the market was a 24-pound turkey,
gold. It is called the altar of kings and at it raised in
Thorndike, and a 12-pound goose,
Maxmillian was crowned. It is covered with
bought by Jeilison & Greer and to be served at
19 carat gold leaf. In the cathedral are also
their restaurant
Thanksgiving day.
many beautiful paintings, among them The
old.
J.
P.
300
years
Holy Family, by Murillo,
Morgan at one time offered $250,000 for it but
the Mexicans would part with their lives
ONE NIGHT
sooner than one of these sacred paintings.”
The National museum, which contains many in4
teresting, and horrible, relics of old Mexico
and the days of the Aztecs, was visited and
Mrs. Dinsmore gave a description of the National palace, the winter home of President
Diaz. She told also of the flower market, and
of a pawnshop patronized by the aristocracy,
who think nothing of pawning a horse or auto The
Mayer Co. offers America's Foremost
or other valuables to obtain money for a dinEmotional Actress
ner, ball, or box at the opera. The party attended a bull fight, or rather witnessed, and

and improvements, including the moving of
the wood sawing and splitting plant to a buildrand L. Davis will take the part of the notary.
ing specially arranged for it, with every faThere will be a chorus of about SO singers, and
this chorus will be especially drilled and made cility for receiving the cord wood, manufacit and sending it out to customers. A
a particular feature.
Elbridge S. Pitcher will turing
new splitting machine, the best in the market,
be the conductor.
has been installed and power is furnished by an
electric motor.
Every precaution has been
church parlors Wednesday evening, Dec. 4th,
taken to guard against accident, and by pulling
when Mrs. Lottie Edwards York will present
a cord the power may be shut off
instantly. It
Gene Stratton Porter’s beautiful Irish story,
may be said here that all the buildings are
;
in
five
as
follows:
“Freckles,”
scenes,
1
Scene I. Freckles comes to the Limberlost lighted throughout by electricity and there are
outside lights as well to guide the teams when
—a fight occurs.
Scene II. The coming of the Angel (intro- employed after dark. All the buildings have
Irish
Love
ducing solo,
Song.)
slate or metal roofs. The main building is’very
Scene III. Black Jack captures Freckles
and the Angel captures Black Jack.
strongly constructed. The coal is received
Scene IV. Freckles offers his life and re- from vessels in a building on the north side of
fuses love.
the wharf and wheeled through an overhead
Scene V. Freckles comes to his birthright.
passage into the third story of the main buildCHARACTERS IN THE STORY.
ing to be dumped into bins below. One bin has
Freckles, a plucky waif who guards the Lin> a
capacity of 700 tons and another of 300 tons.
berlcst and dreams of angels.
The swamp angel, in whom Freckles sweet- There are scales on this floor for weighing coal
that is to be shipped. A nice stable has been
est dream materializes.
Mr. McLean, boss of the gang clearing the fitted up on the ground floor of this building
Limberlost.
for the horses used in the business; well
The bird woman, collecting camera studies
warmed, lighted by electricity and supplied
for a book.
Lord and Lady O’More, who came from Ire- with city water. All over the plant there is a enjoyed, the preliminaries, the gathering of
land in search of a lost relative.
place for everything and everything in its the aristocracy in full dress, the parade, etc.,
W’essner, a Dutch timber thief.
Black Jack, leader of the gang of timber place, so that no time is lost when anything is but the fight itself was too much for Ameriwanted. The coal is run through shoots and can sensibilities and when it began a hasty
thieves.
Mrs. York will be assisted by Marsters C. screened at the same time, thus reducing the exit was made. A more pleasant experience
Edwards, tenor soloist. Miss Hazel Shaw, ac- cost of handling it to a minimum, and it can be was a visit to the wonderful floating gardens,
loaded directly into cars from the building.
little islands of perfume and bloom in the
companist.
The Consumers Fuel Co. intends to live up ;o
Virgin canal. They are now stationary, but
a oui;i;essml oa^h; aivu oirrEK.
me anthe
of
Swan
& Sibley formerly were floated down the canal to Mexthe deserved reputation
nual sale and supper by the ladies of the Unito
sell
as low as the
Co. for square dealing,
ico City, where the. flowers were sold in the
versalist society, held in Memorial Hall last
market will permit, and to give prompt atten- market. They are visited in little flat botFriday evening, was a success in every partomed boats, picturesque craft with thatched
tion to all orders.
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Christmas
Goods.
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shall show

bigger

and better line than
1 cannot tali you of all the
nice things we carry, you must call in.
1
will be only too happy to show you, whether
you
buy or not.
1 shall, as m the past, engrave all my
goods
free of charge.
Come early and select yours.

I

ever

even a

before.
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ticular.

dozen Wilson's Laxa

Great Christmas

trouble with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come

Woodbury M. Snow, of the Snow fleet, Rockland, has been bought by Capt. Tibbetts, for- g
K
The Belfast Musical society has re-elected merly of the schooner Red Jacket, who will
g
use her in the lime trade.
The
Snow’s
cargo
its officers as follows: Ralph I. Morse, presiK
of
lime
took
fire
in
Boston
some
weeks
harbor
dent; C. E. White, vice president; Miss Edith

The

Co.

\i:

they
day

they will refuse to work, and you wiil
be at their mercy. If you have the least

boro.

Brooks.

of

•r

story and

word of it.

The Methodist society will have a sale in
Memorial hall Wednesday afternoon, Dec.
11th. Supper will be served at 6 o’clock, and
an entertainment will follow in the evening,
the program including readings by Miss Alice
E. Simmons, songs by Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mr. A.
P. Goodhue and Mrs. B. N. Pendleton of Isles-

her way to Beverly,
between that place and
on

E:-;:

maieu

that your money
pays tor the Simon Pure
Holeproof, only to be had at
Be

ownei

a

on the roof of a shed and
had placed a
four quart can of tar on the kitchen
stove to
heat. It exploded, damaging the wall in
rear
of the stove and ruining the new
finishing on
kitchen.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Knowlton were
alone at the time, but were
equal to the
emergency. The doors were closed into adjoining rooms, rugs were used to smother the
flames, and Mr. Knowlton used the garden
hose with good effect. When the fire
department arrived they had the fire out. The
esti-

never

that make mosl

pieces,

■lower

loca

bush on a city lawn was found
the
bundle of perhaps 25 handbills
adan "Introduction
Sale," and that is
not an uncommon find due of
course to faithessness on the part of the
distributors.
a

work

resolve that

stockings. Six months with-

High

on

to your eyes; don’t treat them as if
were slaves, for if you do some

Northport avenue, formerly the Howard Murphy place. Mr. Knowlton was doing some

floleproof

two cars,

DO YOUR-DUTY

re-

Fire on Northport Avenue. The
out-ofalarm last Friday afternoon was
for a
fire at the home of Edward H.
Knowlton on

box of those celebrated

v?

re-

town

happen again,
and step in tomorrow (we
are closed today) and buy a

plCK'1
js.

a

Under

day
vertising

still make her mend your
stockings ?

willows of the season (nexl
eight to The Journal office Iasi
J.s. Fernald. They wen

Thanksgiving

cess.

other

ashamed, Mr. Man, to
be eating all the good
Thanksgiving things that
“Wifey” has cooked—and

improvements,
^ indews,

i

you

u

j, deer.

The schools closed
Wednesday for the
mainder of the week, the

BELFAST.

ItHENEVVSOF
|

The

The sale

candy

table

was

was

held in the

afternoon.

charge

of Misses

in

Frances Abbott and Sabra Dyer, who sold

table of the little girls club bore many articles
showing their earnest endeavor to help. Mrs.
A. A. Blair and Mrs. Eugene Ellis sold the
wares in the afternoon, several of the girls assisting later. The apron table, which was
liberally patronized, was in charge of Mrs.
Charles H. Crosby and Mrs. J. G. Paul. The
Social Aid table was in charsre of Mrs. E. L.
Cook and Miss Loula A. Mason. Mrs. John A.
Fogg,assisted by Miss Mildred Randall,displayed the advertising and sold the articles presented bythe Plymouth Rock Gelatine Co. The
supper was delicious,and there was a large and
jolly company to partake of it. The supper
was in charge of Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce and Mrs.
Charles E. Johnson, and the following ladies
had tables: Mrs. Henry Marden, Mrs. E. L.
Talbot, Mrs. Frank H. Mayo, Mrs. G. A.
Leavitt, Mrs. Perry Coombs, Mrs. Frank G.
Mixer, Mrs. Amos Partridge, Mrs. John
Knight, Mrs. Eugene Ellis, Mrs. S. G. Swift,
Mrs. Nellie Finch, Miss Edith M. Southworth,
Miss Loula A. Mason and Miss Elizabeth A

Kelley.

Wednesday, December

*
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DO YOUR SHOPPING

Store,

A large line of Practical Presents, Children’s Dresses,

Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Neckwear, Etc., Fancy
Ribbons of all kinds, Stationery. Fancy and
Cooking
Dishes, Up-to-Date Jewelry, Talking Dolls. Moving Toys
and Novelties for Young and Old.
;MY STOCK

•

GREATEST SUCCESS

IS

PLEASURE TO

Mrs. E. A.

“FIRES of

over them and propelled by little Mexiboys with long poles. Mrs. Dinsmore illustrated her talk with pictures and post cards
of the places described, and at its close answered the many questions asked by her interested hearers. Mr. and Mrs. Dinsmore
brought home many curios and other souvenirs
of their visit to Old Mexico, of which they
have most pleasant memories.

—

l

| Mudgett's Variety
JJ

1

Christinas

►I

Event oi £
the Season.

HER

—

-——

The Dramatic

IN

JEWELER.--

~

Colonial Theatre

PERSONALLY SELECTED AND IT IS A
SHOW GOODS. CALL EARLY.

MUDGETT,
*MS^*J*

78 Main Street,
S*§

|
$

^

5*
^
u

v*8

KA iVa 3*i M

rood's

ST. JOHN”

can

a

large supply of delicious home-made confectionery. A novel feature was an evergreen
tree loaded with golden oranges, each bearing
a number which was duplicated on a prize
package. Mrs. S. G. Swift looked after the
tree, and its fruit found a ready sale. The

-THE

NERVOUS?
All run down? Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Is a strong nerve tonic. No alcohol.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Ciias.R. Coombs

Good Orchestra
Seats at

UNDERTAKER,

Sold for GO years.

Ask Your Doctor.

WORLD^S~~" I
GREATEST
CATARRH

REMEDY
Just breathe Booth’s HYOMEI for five minand the penetrating antiseptic air from
the Eucalyptus forests of Australia will soothe
the sore Catarrhal membrane and give wonderful relief.
Being such an efficient remedy; absolutely
free from harmful drugs A. A. Howes & Co.
are willing, at the makers’ request, to guarantee HYOMEI for Catarrh, Croup, Catarrhal
Deafness, Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and
Bronchitis or money back The little book in
each package tells how simple it is to get rid
of all these distressing diseases.
Complete
HYOMEI outfit, including pocket inhaler, $1.00;
extra bottles, 50 cents
dealers
everywhere.
^t
utes

LICENSED EMBALMED.

CARLE &

JONES’

Mid-Winter Announcement!
JIJST RECEIVED

200

NEW

COATS

AH the latest fashion.

Expenses paid

on

!

j

0=0

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home Telephone 48-3
“
Office
48-4

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

approval.

LOST

one way.

Very truiy yours,

CARLE & JONES,

;

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

Pleased to show them.

Coats sent out of town

I

Within the last ten days, a very shaggy,
gray striped and white, male cat between two
and three years old.
A reward of $5 will be
given for any information .that will lead to his
return.

47tf

Notify

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

j

\A7"EEREAS, Albert H. Ward of Stockton
**
Springs, in the County of Waldo and

State of Maine, and Fred M. Ward of Somerville, in the State ot Massachusetts, by their
mortgage deed dated the ninth day of January,
A. D. Iy09, and recorded in Waldo Regis
cry of
Deeds, Books 289, Page 496, conveyed to me a
certain lot or parcel of land, situated on both
sides of Western Road on Cape Jellison, in the
town of Stockton Springs, aforesaid, bounded
and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at
the southeast corner of land of W. W. Parsons
in west line of said road; thence
westerly by
said Parsons land to land of the
Bangor Investment Company; thence southerly about
parallel to said road and by land of said Bangor Investment Company to the Eaton place,
so-called, now owned by the Bangor InvestCompany; thence easterly by north line
of said Eaton place to the town way; thence
crossing said town way, continuing on in same
course by land of Emma Eaton to an
angle in
said Eaton’s line; thence northerly by said
Eaton’s land to land of J. H. Collins; thence
westerly by said Collins’ land and land of George
H. Partridge to said town way; thence crossing
said town way to place of beginning, reserving
the right of way of said town as now traveled
across said lot, containing about fifteen acres,
with the buildings thereon standing; and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been
broken; now; therefo’O, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated this twentv-first day of November, A.
D. 1912.
CRAWFORD F. TREAT.
D. & M.
3w48
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DON’T BE BALD

Some New Books.

Nearly Anyone May

QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER, DETECTIVE.

of an office for the investigation
of crime are capably handled by the author.
The young detective proves his
a

series\of

have

Splendid

We have a remedy that has a record of retarding baldness and promoting hair growth in
93 out of every 100 cases where used according to directions for a reasonable length of
time. That may seem like a strong statement
—it is, and we mean it to be, and no one should
doubt it until they have put our claims to an
actual test.
We are so certain Rexall “93” Hair Tonic
will eradicate dandruff, act to prevent baldness, stimulate the scalp and hair roots, arrest
premature loss of hair and promote hair
growth, that we personally give our positive
guarantee to refund every penny paid us for
it in every instance where it does not give entire satisfaction to the user.
Rexall “93” Hair Tonic is as pleasant to use
as clear spring water.
It is delightfully perfumed, and does not grease or gum the hair
Two sizes, 50c. and $1 00. With our guarantee back of it, your certainly take no risk.
Sold only at our store—The Rexall Store—City
Drugstore, Edmund Wilson, Prop., 93 Main St.

qualities

intelligence by unravelling
startling mysteries which
baffled the city police.

becure a

Growth of Hair.

L. C. Page & Co. of Boston have recently published a volume by Charles
Felton Pidgin entitled Quincy Adams
Sawyer, Detective, chronicling the further experiences of Quincy Adams Sawyer. The possibilities in the establishment, by this clever, discreet and ever
entertaining person, of such attractive

long

| Other articles of interest are aa follows: SASANOA AND THE WOOL WITCH.
"Electricity Supplants the Auctioneer;’’
“Tongs for Handling Live Wires With A Romance of Legendary History by Rev.
Safety;” two pages of views of buildGeorge S. Delano.
ings designed for the Panama-Pacific exThis
in verse tells us in
position; “Remarkable Lion Hunt Pro- vivid beautiful story
who was an
posed for London;” “Funeral of Japan’s Indianimagination of Sasanoa

Emperor;”

“Balkan War Cloud at Last

Thunders;” The Zone System of the
New Parcel Post;” “Illuminated Aeroplanes Destroy Battleships;” “Playing
Golf Indoors/’ “Is Your Home Well

Heated?” “U. S. Submarine Breaks all
Diving Records;” “Woman Tours Rockies in Motor Camp Wagon.”
PORTO RICO’S NEW WONDER.

Princess at the time when the
Wool Witch held sway in the valley of
the Kennebec, from Kineo to Seguin,
and from the Bay of Fogs to Machigonne.
The Wool Witch was no mere necromancer; she was
prophetess, seer,
and priestess; her power was absolute
throughout the land wherever her name
was known.
She it was who turned
Indian cruelty and vengeance upon themand
selves,
by her marvellous insight
into Nature’s mysteries, brought about
the concentration of volcanic forces
which ploughed from the Kennebec to
Hockamock bay the path where now,
between Arrowsic and Wool witch islands, Sasanoa river winds its way
among marshes a d through Hell Gate’s
rock strewn channel.
Arrowsic," the
young Indian, was the Wool Witch’s controlled, visible power among the Indians.
Around him and Sasanoa, weaves the

vni
T
1 '-'U
v

CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
EARN $25 OR MORE WEEKLY

We Will Show You How!

It you have ideas-if you can

THINK-we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new profession. Positively
literary excellence necessary. No “flowery language” is wanted.
The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film'manufacturers are "moving heaven and
earth
their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are
[offering $100 and mori
single scenarios, or written ideas.
experience

or

From far away Porto Rico come reports of a
wonderful new discovery that is believed will
vastly benefit the people. Ramon T. Marchan,
of Barceloneta, writes “Dr. King's New DisWe have received many letters from the film manufacturers, such as
covery is doing splendid work here. It cut ed
me about five times of terrible coughs and
colds, also my brother of a severe cold in his
ETC. , urging us to send photoplays to them. We want more writers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets of sui
chest and more than 20 others, who used it on
will
my advice. We hope this great medicine
We are
written by people who “never before wrote a /,„
yet be sold in every drug store in Porto Rico."
for
”i
For throat and lung troubles it has no equal. A romance of legendary history of days
when Egyptian touched hand and heart
trial will convince you of its merit. 50c and
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you can think of only one good idea every week, and will write it
with Israelite in the land now Maine.
directed by us, and it sells for only $25, a low figure,
$1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by all
The volume is bound in Indian red
druggists.
cloth, stamped in gold on back and covMONTHLY FOR
YOU WILL EARN
er, with gilt top and uncut edges, and
Profane
they pography and binding do great
SEND YOUR name and 'addressat ;once for free copy of
credit to the publishers, Smith & Sale of
F AEiEi OU< ILLUSTRATED BOOK, “MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING."
It is put up in a neat slide
Some weeks ago Collier’s Weekly call- Portland.
ed public attention to the geographical case. Price, $1 net.
Don’t hesitate. Don’t argue. Write NOW and learn just what this new profession
may mean for
fact that there was located far in the
future.
your
13w36
wilds of Maine a beautiful ai d shimmerindigestion
NATIONAL
ML Relieves sour
1543
ing lake or pond, which bore the preten- *
stomach
tious title of ‘‘Penobscot Bay.” As the
palpitation of the heart Digests what you eat
NEW
real Penobscot Bay is some 60 miles
to
White
Head
from
across—reaching
I THINK OF THEE.
Isle au Haut, while the inland Penobscot
When do I think of thee?
Bay is a mere pond, no more than three
II AJ Hi 1st- —in of.it m
A little bird’s nest swinging
,
miles in diameter; as the genuine PenobIasi, on tl e 3 2th
On branches brown,
scot Bay is entirely composed of salt
I iaiik I l
endleton, at dim
Setteth
soul
a
H
is
at
my
singing
tie
ol,
M. Pendleton. i,
water, and the mock Penobscot Bay
1
Though cold skies frown.
deceased, havum
1
wholly of fresh or drinking water, there
«u d final account oi at
I think of tender spring time,
mu,
should be no great difficulty in distinfor aliowai.ee.
Of summer’s roundelay,
guishing the one from the other.
And a burst of glorious sunshine.
Ordered, Tliaf notice 11«
weeks successively, in Tl
Is over the darkest day—
a m w spaper
I think of thee.
) ubfishetl it
Fantastic, anomalous and entirely irt>. that all poisons iniere*;
relevant geographical names are not unProbate Court, to be held a: >
When do I think of thee?
known to Maine. According to an ofday of J)ecember next ai ,i
Low in the west is hanging
tht y have, why the said
ficial report prepared and published unA crescent moon;
allowed.
A few stars dimly shining.
der the authority of former Land Agent
GEOKOKE. f
And November’s as sweet as June—
Ak true copy. Attest;
Ring, there are more than a dozen
For I hear through the wonderful stillness.
Chas. P. Nazi
“Green islands” belonging to Maine,
The music of other days,
scattered along the Maine coast. These
With humanity’s best in its sweetness,
VI7 A 1,00 »SS.— In Court or r
islands belong wholly and exclusively to
H fast, on the 12th du\
And humanity’s faith in its praise—
Oscar
S. Ellis, admihi.vrat,
Maine, and are not for sale to any conof
I think
thee.
Pen in a S. Kills, late of
templative summer resident, who yearns
said Couuty, deceased, havi
When
do
I
think
of
thee?
to purchase a cottage site of his own for
account of administration
A steep rough path is winding
the exclusive use and occupancy of himlowanee.
All the way up hill;
There
friends.
self, his family and his
Ordered, that notice tliei
Weary my feet with climbing
work.
It
THE PANAMA CANAL.
means
a
lot
to
weeks successively, m The i;
are also a score or more of “Birch isLagging are courage and will—
a new spaper
published in c,
The world has long been familiar with
A glint as of gold on the hill tops,
Many stories and articles of an excit- lands,” “Spruce islands” and "Fir isthat ali persons interested d
your guests to find
A gleam as of angels wings—
the gigantic work which is being done in ing and informative character appear in lands,” to say nothing of Spruce Heads
bate Court, to be belt! at K.
a
The thought of a dauntless spirit,
of December next., and slm.
cosy,well-warmthe building of the Panama Canal, but it the December issue of the Wide World and “Yellow-birch inlets,” and other
And hope in my heart up springs—
have, why tliesaid accotio;
remained for Joseph Pennell to see, to Magazine. Jules Legrand describes “A needful repetitions and distortions in
ed room
eel.
I
think
of
thee.
Africa”
and
name.
picture and to describe this great work Gorilla Hunt in Equatorial
ceo. i:
R. T. Newell.
them.
AA,true copy. Attest:
from the standpoint of the artist. And tell how a monster gorilla which had
Down in an easterly direction from
Chas. p, Hazk:
he has done it well with pen and pencil, been devastating the plantations was Bangor, there are a chain of beautiful
A Perfection Smokeless Oil
the whole forming a choice volume en- slain by the natives of a Central African lakes, known as the “Dobsy” lakes.
II7 ALDO SS.—In Court oi
Herman Scheffauer gives a Within the middle lake, officially known
titled “Joseph Pennell’s Picture of the village.
Heater is the very
“*
to drive
fast, on the 12th dav
Cora E. Vose, administrati
Panama Canal.”
charming description, beautifully illus- as Sysladobsis-sis lake, there is a gravelin a
Charlie J. Vose, late ol Km \.
away chill and
of San Francisco’s open-air ly cove, which has borne the very wickThe pictures—28 of them—are repro- trated,
ceased, Having presented
ductions of lithographs made by the theatre, and Nichol Lee tells of an excit- ed name of “Hell before breakfast” At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
administration of said est mNo smoke or smell with a Perfection.
artist on the spot—or spots. These pic- ing visit which he paid some time ago to cove for more than 3o years.
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
Ordered, That notice th<
weeks successively, in i.
November, A. I). 1912.
tures give a far better idea of the her- our western “China Town.” "A Battle
The origin of the name is most obviwarmth at a minute s notice.
clean,
a
m-wspaper
published in I;•
narraa
remarkable
A
LVAS
W.
with
Bees”
is
Grandfather and
culean work which is being done on the
very
that all persons interest.-d
ous, when the circumstances are explain- A nearest heirTK1CKEY,
of the heirs at ’aw of Warren
hate
Isthmus than any photograph could tive by Frederick Lees. Clifford Halle’s ed. One morning years ago, when some J.
Court to be held
\
late
of
in
said
A
Weymouth,
Pro>peet.
Perfection Heater
County
nine hours’ com[lay of December next, .mi
give; for these are the wonder pictures account of how he took a motor car to hunters were taking breakfast on the of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
they h;.\ e, v by the said
made by a man sensitive to the pic- King Menelik of Abysinnia reads like a shore of Sysiadobsis-sis, a scow laden praying that George a. Goodwin may be ap
fort on a
of oil.
allowed.
yet
pointed administrator of the estate of said de“Two with hemlock bark from
turesqueness of the scenes and to the romance by Rider Haggard.
up-stream, came ceased.
GEO. K
Dealers
or write for
A true copy.
Attest:
great human struggle which the task im- Years in the Kulu Valley,” by E. A. along en route for the Princeton tannerThat the said petitioner give notice to
Chas. p. H.\/.
circular.
Joseph, describes a little known but high- ies. One of the scowmen leaped ashore allOrdered,
a
plies.
interested
of
this
by causing
persons
copy
The to converse with the hunters.
While he j order to be published three weeks successively in
It is well that this greatest of all hu- ly attractive section of India.
A 1.1)0 SS.—Id Court
fast, on the 12th <1
man undertakings
in the world should magazine is profusely illustrated—most- was busy talking, the hunters say his The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
!
Get a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater now, and be
Everett 1.. Goodrich, admin
have been so seen and pictured and de- ly by photographs.
scow was drifting away from shore and Court, to l>e held at oelfast. within and for said
>f
Melvin
W. Goodrich, !ai
comfortable tdl the rest of the winter
I
scribed while the work was in Tull swing
County, on the loth day of December,A. 1). 1912,
toward a cove on the further side.
County deceased. ha\
II.‘Rider Haggard commences a new
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
count
of
auininistialien
to
such
a
man
as
Pennell.
It
is
scowman
asked
the
As the hunters
Joseph
by
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionAlice.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
: story in the December Strand entitled 1
a kind of appreciation of such
a work
stay to breakfast, the hardy amphibian er should not be granted,
Ordered, that notice the*GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
which touches the imagination and vital- “Smith and the Pharaohs,” which prom- plunged into the lake, and began to swim
Albany
Boston
weeks successively, in
h
A true copy. Attest:
Buffalo
K
New York
izes the whole project in a sort of mov- l ises to equal in interest the best of his 1 toward the scow,‘sending back a reply as
fei
a newspaper puh i'sl:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
lormer ramous sior es.annur morrison,
that a 1 persons intei<•-!. !
follows:
ing picture that passed through the mind : F. St.
bate Court, to be held
Mars,Austin Philips,C.C.Andrews, j
of one sensitive to its full meaning.
“I’ll either be onboard that scow or At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
———n—*—■■tawnig
day of Decern he next.
E. Nesbit and other well-known fiction
•for the County of ^ aldo, on the 12th day ot
Philadelphia and London; J. B. Lippm- I writers also contribute stories. The in-before breakfast.”
Ihey have, why the
A. D 1912.
November,
cott Company.
Allowed.
while
As the scowman was drowned
articles are more than ordinarily inter11. WEBSTER, widower of Annie II.
ALVIN
At a Probate Court hem at iteltast, within an(l At a Probate Court held at Beliast. within and
GKO. E k
imthe
to swim, thus originated
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pious name of “Hell-before-breakfast Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition I day of November, A. 1). 1912.
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of
amusingly
subject
HP. K PHN N H V. adnunistr. ti ix >1 the estate
praying for an allowance out of the personal
certain instrument, puip* t ing to be the last
Colcord, is a queer and uncanny yarn “Stage Hands” while T- C. Bridges con- cove.
estate of said d* ceased.
or Benjamin Penney, >ate of Km \. in stu-i
I
II r A I.D<» SS.—111 to:
will and Testament <>f Fedinaml A. Max
which, in a measure, suggests Wilkie tributes a startling article on “Recordof Waldo, dec- ased, having pit-st n'ml a
VY fast, on the 12:1
County
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of
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Held,
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springs,
who
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Pierce,
for
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sell
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to
at
T. Flanders, ad:..
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William
Collins’ famous “Moonstone.” It is well Breaking Run Riot.” Herbert Du Parcq
all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis
public
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for j petition praying
d Geoige W.
Flanders
private sale and convey ceitain n a estate of
told—so well, in fact, that it seems writes on “The Early Days of the Brit- and died at Prospect Ferry, Maine, used j order t<> be published three weeks successively probate.
said deceased, described in said pi tit ion.
taid County, deceased,
to tell the following about the origin of in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubOrdered, That notice be given to ail persons 1
plausible enough. The author has the ish Chancellor of the Exchequer” and that
ind final account <»t
s. id
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProThat
the
!
nor
notice
Ordered,
to
petitii
give
most wicked name— “Pull-and-be- bate (
interested by causing a eop\ of this order to he j all
[ate for allowance.
knack of making the reader fasten his pays a fine tribute to the genius of Eneourt, to be held at Belfast, within and lor j
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a
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weeks successively in I
Republican
ewsjiaper pub“About the time the war of 1812
may appear at a Probate Court,to be he'd at Pelkeep it there until the finish of the story. George. “Fox Farming” is the history
iished at Beliast, that they may p!«■ •i at a Pro- i
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
newspaper
published
within
on
second
and
for
said
the
last,
County,
Like the gem in the Collins story the of a curious new industry w’hieh has broke out, and before the British war ! petitioner should not be granted.
bate Comt. to be 1 eld at Beliast. within ami tor
that all persi ns intei-Tuesday of December next, at i» n ot the clock
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge
diamond that drifted to and from Rodney lately sprung up in Canada and which, ships sailed up the river, an old uncle of i
Hate (dun. to bo h.• :<l
before noon, and show cause, it any They have, j said County, on the loth day ot Dem mher, a. I).
i
A true copy. Attest
1912, at ten of the clock before no;m. and show
)f December tiexl. an 1
Lane came from some wonderful Hindoo according to the writer, is more paying j mine, who lived in Bucksport, dropped
why the same should not be proved, at proved cause,
if any tln-v have, why the prayer of said
have, why the said
! and allowed.
I
Lieutenant J. P. j down river on the ebb-tide in an old
temple. It was stolen, of course, and than gold-mining.
petitioner should not be granted.
[owed.
GEORGE K. JOHNSON. Judge,
GEORGE K. JOHNSON, Judge.
Lane paid SIOO.O'JO for it, not realizing Muller, the crack athlete of the Royal dory to catch a mess of flounders from At a Probate Court heid at Belfast, within and i A true copy. Attest:
GEO. 1
A true copy. Attest:
\ true copy.
Attest:
:
the risk he was taking in buying stolen Danish Engineers, writes on “Fifteen Gundalow Cove. The flounders bit well
Chas. P. Hazeltikk, Kegist r.
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesChas. P IIazei.tine. Register.
( HAS i\ il
day of November, v. D. IW12.
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cert tin instrument, purporting to be the hist j \i,’ILLI\M EmKRSoN, widower of Sarah A.
it floated across the southern seas to the the birth of Christ, written by Washing- Point, as we then called it, —where the
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M
County, deceased, ha\
will and testament i*t Catharine McCorEmerson, late of Palermo, in said County
dual account of admit* ifeet of a savage chieftain and back again ton Gladden. It is a simple, straight river narrows in to make a final dive for interested by causing a copy of this order to be mick, late of Winterpoi t. in s- id County or Wal- of Waldo,deceased, having presented a petition
for allowance.
to the other shore of the Pacific, throw- narrative—interesting and full of an ex- Fort Point, my uncle met his match. He published three weeks successively in The lie- do. deceased, having been presented lor probate. praying for an allowance out of the personal
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
estate of said deceased.
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job.— Boston Globe.
Moses 8. Neal, late of 8earsmont, in said Conn
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in tbe County of W aldo, deceased. All persons that all persons interested may
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n the County of Waldo, dev
has been confirmed by the Governor’s every picture vividly portraying more were all badly affected and my liver was in bad In the County of Waldo, deceased,
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the
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bonds as the law directs.
having
if any
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than can be told in type. “Our National condition, but four bottles of Electric Bitters demands
ceased are desired to present the same for set- day of December next, and show cause,
Council.
against the estate of said deceased
leased are desired to preset
they have, why the said account should not be
Sin,” by which food sufficient for mil- made me feel like a new man.” A trial will are desired to present the same for settlement, tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested allowed.
lenient, and all indebted ihv
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or
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cussed by H. H. Windsor in words which stomach,
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Register.
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18,1918.
bring the matter home to the individual.
Searsport, Nov. 12,1912.

“LITERARY HEARTHSTONES OF DIXIE.”
La Salle Corbell Pickett, widow of
Gen. George E. Pickett, the Confederate officer whose name is associated with
the desperate charge at Gettysburg,
who has devoted her life to literature, is
the author of “Literary Hearthstones of
Dixie,” a volume full of side lights on
Poe, Sidney Lanier, Paul Hamilton
News and Notes.
Hayne, Henry Titnrod, Joel Chandler
Harris, Francis Scott Key, Fr. Ryan,
Owen Johnson began his literary caDr. George W. Bagby, Margaret Junkin
Preston and Augusta Evans Wilson, all reer at the age of 6, when he contribof whom are poets or authors of the uted a short story to St. Nicholas, for
j
South. The text is appreciatively writ- which he received the sum of $1.
ten and much of the material relating to
Norman Duncan, who discovered Dr.
the writers who are alive was gathered
! Grenfell of Labrador to the literary
in person by Mrs. Pickett. The fact that
u
i_
...._j
a__
some of the authors are but little known
his new
he
where
foundland,
completed
in this part of the country adds to the ;
sea story, “The Best of a Bad Job.”
value of the work.
Philadelphia, J. B.
Three very clever stories in which the
Lippincott Company.
main characters are boys are found in
“THE CRADLE OF THE DEEP.”
and Other Stories,” by James
There are more real adventures in “Wanted,
Otis. The author knows the juvenile
Jacob
fishers
The
Lracue oi me
character thoroughly and the manner in
Deep” than one finds ordinarily in sev- which he envelops them in difficulties
eral stories, and moreover they are not
and then extricates them is most ingentoo greatly exaggerated to take them
Each story is just long enough to
ious.
One
out of the realm of probability.
retain the interest from the first paragets a real whiff of the ocean in the
graph. New York: Harper & Bros.
story, which begins with a shipwreck in
which there is shown the true type of
Miss Sophie M. Swett, who wrote
manhood of Americans when the order, numerous books for juvenile readers,
“Abandon ship,” was given. From that died recently in Arlington Heights,
time on the hero, heroine, and the Mass., where with her sister, Susan
schemer are depicted undergoing hard- Hartley Swett, who died several years
ships that test the strength and charac- ago, the two were engaged in authorter of all thre\ and in which the traits ship. Miss Sophie wrote chiefly short
of the real man are shown in their true stories and juvenile books, and Miss
light when compared to the meaner dis- Susan was a writer of verse. Miss
position of the selfish fellow planning Sophie, who was at one time associate
for himself ail the time, even though the editor of a children’s magazine, has two
lives of all three may be jeopardized. score of volumes of children’s stories to
Eventually the hero overcomes all ob- her credit. Her first juvenile published
stacles and is rewarded for his courage was “Captain Polly” in 1889, and from
and manliness by winning the hand of that time on she had regularly written a
the young girl who shared his dangers. book every year or two, besides continuBoston, L. C. Page & Co.
ing her general literary and editorial
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arrived home Nov. 12th
: s. Helen Ryder is in BelMr. and Mrs. Frank
TRANSFERS IN RE XL ESTATE.
*ew days in Castine at
:.u»s, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
The following transfers in real estate Were
i;t Rose spent last week
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
rat id and Belfast... Mrs. ]
for two weeks ending November 25, 1912:
ter. Miss Ethel, are at I
Loranus F. Pendleton, Islesboro, to William
...Mrs. Charles
a week
E Hatch, do.; land and
buildings in Islesboro.
M r. and Mrs. Llewellyn
Henry L. Pendleton, Hampden, to George D.
and Mrs. D C. Warren |
Marden, V* interport; land and buildings in

1

|
t

\!

SIir.EfjC.n,mmlssloner of Health,

winterlraTn
efaema

**w3S.

?o°rUEciemlnOWn

Children

1

nu.y
eyes,
last for life. An oil
lamp is best. The light from the Rayo
Lamp is soft and mellow. You can read or work under it
for hours without hurting your
eyes.
The RAYO is constructed scientifically. It it the
best lamp made—yet inexpensive and economical.

^he

o{ "°iid tri33 nir! -l r’afsJ.
‘rl
Lighted witnout removing chunn ■/ ~>t
Easy to clean and rewiefc. t'.edJ in .nnl
styles and for all purposes.
I
Dealers Everywhere

Lamtt
^shade.

made

STANDARD Oil COMPANY OF

NEW

Albany

J

Nev

Urr e

■/

for

Boston,where they

York
i

j
:

Winterport.

James C. Aborn, Belfast, to Dayton F. !
Stephenson, do.; land in Belfast.
James C. Durham, et als., to Dayton F.
aam.a student at Bucksunday at home....Mrs. Stephenson, do.; land in Belfast.
Hattie C. Brewster, Belfast, to Lewis J. I
Hazel Nickerson, re- j
f; -moon with Mr. Damm Sanborn, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Charles E. Sherman, Burnham, to Charles A. j
they made a week’s
Milliken, Augusta; land and buildings in Burn- j
1 has been quite sick

j
j
?
I

ham.

and Mrs. A. S.
John M. Brawn, Palermo, to Frank W. Win- 1
ter with their daughKerson-The Pomona, ter, Auburn; land and buildings in Palermo.
Clara B. Newhall, Palermo, to Frank W.
amet Grange was a de-

i

Mr.

!

I

prettily
vegetables. The

ha.'

was

J

very

aud other harvest

l

tern.

ting.

|

'>1

more

of

the

.The

L.

A.

Winter, Auburn; land in Palermo.
Charles Littlefield, Frankfort, to Walter E.
Littlefield, do.; land and buildings in Frank|

with the Vice

Hartshorn.

SANDY P< MM
returned to her home
visit with relatives and
s.
I.-wena Rice arrived
.f:er several weeks’ visit in

i

as

I

[
\

|
!
Vi;
sh
s

I

Carmel

‘Aye

fry

Merrill, for

a

Lewis Winchenhaoh. Morrill

week.

to Ida M

r»nca

do.; land and buildings in Morrill
Lewis Winchenbach, Morrill, to Ella M. Littlefield, do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
.Several flocks of wild
Charles F. Bessey, Knox, to Harry B. BradThursday and Friday- I ford. Brooks; land in Brooks.
-r the deer in this vicinity
James M. Treat, Stockton Springs, to Ernest
n", seen.
O. Brewer and Oscar M. Grieve, do.; land in
s’
Stockton Springs.
Winterport.)
d Clarke of Winterport
Almond R. Gushee, Lincolnville, to T. E.
relatives and friends Gushee, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
12th. After the arLucy A. Plummer, Montville, to Jesse Ars. Emmie Thompson of
Hills, do; land and buildings in Montville,
: felicitation on the 42nd
(2 deeds.)
Frank L. Berry, Islesboro, to Eben G. Bab.rriage of the host and
first intimation given bidge, do.; land in Islesboro.
Caroline A. Shute, Biddeford, to Fred F.
f
that purpose. Con'hen
extended, and all Perkins, Stockton Springs; land and buildings
.k n.L it an event long to in Stockton Springs.
s and
Alpha M. Hall, Belfast, to Annette Brown
dancing were enareM for the amusements do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
-a! music the evening
Luciu3 A. Walton, Belfast, to Emma B. Wal
'f!'Those present from. ton, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Charlotte Small, Burnham, to Lizzie A. Mcand Mrs. W. A. Thomp'.in-5S
M rc
Pmmio
P
Allister, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
Charles Wetherbee, Providence, R. I, to
r and Miss Annie Beane i
'/eiirious refreshments of Mary E. Hall, Belfast; land in Belmont.
Hollis A. Dean, Lincolnville, et als., to Fred
coffee were served by j
1
by the younger members E. French, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnguests reluctantly de- ville.
Elmer E. Wiggin, Albion, to Eli Moulton,
wishing their friends
Unity; land in Unity.
nappy anniversary.
William W. Moulton, Unity, to Eli Moulton,
do.; land in Unity.
,;ai*ce was given
by Mr. and
W. H. J. Moulton, Unity, to Eli Moulton do.;

Monday in Belfast,
pent Sunday with his pai'.-nt

re

fee

!rSevr’,

!

j
I

|
I

|

|

■

Friday evening at the
rge company enjoyed the

Mr. Oscar Cushman
to his house and barn
ved of the birth of a son
...

■

:

Gilpatrick

I.
t™.
y

of

Danforth,
Miss Bertha Belmont; land and buildincs in Belmont.
ftn
Mrs. Marcia Gree- !
Alvin H. Webster, Belfast, to V. A. Simmons,
topping at Mrs. Volney j do.; land in Belfast, (2 deeds.)
‘ew days-Mr. and Mrs.
John Murphy, Searsport, to Charles G. Sarp'
Sunday at Mr. Nate Da- gent, Graniteville, Mass.; land in Searsport.
i Mrs. Frank Cushman
Alvin H. Webster, Belfast, to I. W. Parker,
services of their aunt,
do.; land in Belfast.
>f Knox, last Saturday.
Horace J. Morse, Brooklyn, N. Y. to Maitven by six
young men i land Alexander, Pittsburg. Pa.; land in Isles>
Berry, instead of the boro.
Benson Clement has
W. W. Hisier, Windsor, to W7. W. W'ood, Alell, to Mr. Leland bion; land in Liberty.
»n
and a doctor from
Wm. W. Wood, Albion, to James L. Dean,
^
uba Berry, Esther and W7inslow; land in Liberty.
removal of adenoids.
Wm. W. Wood, Albion, to Horatio D. Bates,
u'-ned to Rockport TuesWaterville; land in Liberty.
and Harden Erskine are
Horatio D. Bates, Waterville, to James L.
the Grange hall
Friday Dean, Winslow; land in Liberty.
Mrs. Burleigh Nash of
a
u-r'_
■J- C. Cain's
part of last H. Campbell, do.; land and buildings in WinterMrs F. B. Paul of Morrill
port.
A. Gordon.
Horatio D. Bates, Waterville, to James L.
Dean, Winslow; land in Liberty.
*** "l'a80n Nov. 13th....Wild
Mary A. Hayes, Winterport, to George H.
hg ®°uth
nearly every day.... Campbell,.do.; land and buildings in WinterPatrick

was

j

1

dements

_.

of

Searsport picked

a

port.

William R. Thurlow, Lincolnville, to Ray‘et,lNiov- 16th, from her garden,
different kinds of flowers.... mond A. Libby, Lincolnville; land and buildlvid
visiting her brother and ings in Lincolnville.
i
Wealtha A. Grant, Monroe, to James Wil^ert8on' *or a week or more.
•■od M
l-r°cker have moved into the lard Strattard, Roselle Park, N. J.; land and
°U8e for the winter* Mr. and
buildings in Monroe.
*re with
their daughter, Mrs.
John Wronski, Searsport, to Ella L. Buker,
tlarles Hustus has shot a deer, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
01 ’n
Howard W. Wallace, Winterport, to Chester
v>cinity-Mr. and
A U,4
rl8on an<l son
Ralph and Mrs. S. Curtis and Charles A. Campbell, do.; land in
vtfil
°f Mrs* John Balmer of
Winterport.
an<* Mrs. H. S. Coleman
William S. Kelley, Unity, to Isaiah Crowell,
^earsport visited her aunt, Monroe and Henry Crowell, Showhegan; land
Bfygj

*

M?e

*ard«r.R

■

Un<^ay.The neighborhood

^south' \- ,Jnroe

of

Herb

fitch

ly

a

n

a

80C‘al at

re8i“

valley last Saturday evenRreat success
socially and fie
K°ose was given to the one

Commences in the

t

December

j

Strand Magazine
The Most Powerful

♦

in

Unity.

Alvin H. Webster, Belfast, to Israel W. Parker, do.; land in Belfast.
Sylvanus B. Jones, Palermo, to Frank W.
Winter, Auburn; land in Palermo.

Story

Ready' November 21st B
Price 15 Cents

$1.50

a

Vear

H

l™r,ir.T.E,tT.^iorAt,,cont>ANv’^nuane *Newv®*\
Joseph W. Northrup, Palermo,
Winter, Auburn; land in Palermo.

to

Frank W

Powers, Harry Huntington.
Mornings with masters of art.
1912.:. 709 P 87
Sidgwick, Cecily Ullman.
Home life in Germany. 1912.
T 43 Si
Smith, Mabell Shippie.
The spirit of French letters. 1912. 840 Sm 5

Hiram Pattee, Jr., Monr e, to Ezra A. CarDenter, Brooks; land in Monroe.
Irving L. Perry, Belfast, to Charles W.
Hamilton, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Eben C. Dodge, Unity, to Charles E. Murch,
lo.; land in Unity.

FICTION

Springs, to L’acheller, Irving.
Charge it. 1912.
Haidee C. Townsend, Rockland; land and
Bacon, Josephine Dodge Daskam.
in Stockton Springs.
wildings
|
The inheritance. 1912.
James I
Frost, Winterport to Mary M.
land and buildings in Win- Bindloss, Harold.
j Flannery, Houlton;
The long portage. 1912.
;erport.
Horatio D. Bates, Waterville, to James L. j Daviess, Maria Thompson.
The melting of Molly. 1912.
Dean, Winslow; land in Liberty.
Chas. A. McKinney, Winterport to Edward Glyn, Elinor.
Halcyone. 1912.
3. Billings, Monroe; land and buildings in MonGrayson, David.
roe.
Adventures in friendship. 1911....
Leslie F. Simpson, Monroe, to Charles A. McECenney, Winterport; land and buildings in Kester, Vaughan.
The just and the unjust. 1912.
Monroe.
Lowndes, Marie Adelaide (Belloc.)
j
Mary Pechell. 1912.
Belfast Free Library
Peterson, Maud Howard.
John

McLaughlin,

Stockton

NEW BOOKS, OCTOBER 1912.
PHILOSOPHY

j

Marden, Orison Swett.
Self-investment. 1911. 170 M 3-3
Morris, Robert Clark.
International arbitration and procedure.172.4 M 83
SOCIOLOGY

AM)

EDUCATION

Hackwood, Frederick William.
Good cheer; the romance of food
394.1 H
and feasting.
Hyde, William DeWitt.
The college man and the college
378 H 9
woman.
1906.!.
The teacher’s philosophy in and
371 H 99
out of school.
Scudder, Vida Dutton.
336 Scu
Socialism and character. 1912.
SCIENCE

Darwin, Charles Robert.
Insectivorous plants. 1893. 681 D 2-2
ARTS; USEFUL AND FINE ARTS
Goldsmith, Elizabeth Eawaras.
Sacred symbols in art. 1911..
703 G 5
Scott, Walter Dill.
Increasing human efficiency in
658 Sco
business..
Waters, William George.
734 W 31
Italian sculptors. 1911
..

LITERATURE

Holliday, Carl.
The wit and humor of colonial days.
1912.. 817 H 72
DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Lansdale, Maria Hornor.
Vienna and the Viennese. 1902....T 43.6L 29
Mason, Caroline Atwater.
The spell of France. 1912.T 44 M 38
Muir, John.
The Yosemite. 1912.T 794 M 8
Smith, Bertha Whitridge. (The
Princess, Pseud.)
Traveller’s tales told in letters
from Belgium, Germany, England, Scotland, France and

Spain....

T4Sm5

Waddell, Laurence Austine.
Lhasa and its mysteries, with a
record of the expedition of 19031904 1905.. T 616 W
biography
Hare, Christopher, pseud.
The romance of a Medici warrior.
1910. B 6 M 46
Huddy, Mary E.
Matilda, Countess of Tuscany.

1906.:....B 6 M 428
Stirling-Maxwell, William.
Don John of Austria, or Passages
from the history of the sixteenth
B 6 J 6
century. 1883.
COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY
Hall, Granville Stanley.
Founders of modern psychology.
1912.
921.3 H
CHACTA l QUA BOCKS, 1912-13.
Ogg, Frederic Austin.
Social progress in contemporary

j

| J

25c and 50c

■

AM

B 13-9
D
B

26-11
512-16

J

G 52-3
G 792-2

K 48-4
L 95

R 25-8

Rice, Alice Hegan.
A romance of Billy-goat Hill. 1912.

R 36-6

Daddy-long-legs.

1912.

P 44-2

W 284-2
W 4-4

JUVENILE

Canfield, William W.

Direct

BOSTON
TO

Single

Excursion

Savannah, Ga.
$22.65 $37.30
Jacksonville, Fla. 26.15 43.30
Including Meals and Stateroom Accommodations

procured supply
Kidney
Drug Store. The benefit I received from their
use was gratifying.
They relieved my pains
and aches and restored my kidneys to a normal
condition. (Statement given January 2, 1905.)

j

The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine. 2.25
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.
The

publishers of the Woman’s Magazine

have advised

in thtir subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman's
Magazine are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
seat us this notice: “The subscribers may
select their free patterns w.thin 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by making
a request on an ordinary post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
which they are entitled.”
us

of

an

increase

the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

I

Here Is

McCALL’S
Is the

It is to be hoped that President Wilson can
ex-President Taft to accept some important position in which he can do first class
work for the nation. Are you hearing? Mr.
President Taft ia a good, sound, sensible upright citizen, and has been an excellent chief
Magistrate save only when Teddy has lied him
into something wrong.—L. W. S. in the Portland Argus.
coax

Bequests

of

Gardiner, Me., Nov. 13. The will of
George L. Rogers, filed at the Probate
office today, provides $60,000 in bequests.
Xhe sum of $3000 is set aside for a me-

morial fountain in Oak Grove Cemetery,
and $5000 is given to the Good Will Farm
Europe. 1912. 830,9 Og for Boys.

a

I

KtATMKNT.
Jsuits

absolutely

THE NEAL

MAGAZINE

of

McCall’s,

brim-

ful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short
and scores of

labor-saving

and money ideas

and

efficiency everywhere.

INSTITUTE,
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’When your food does not nourish you,
i •!
the l undi- thin or impu
Die
blood is pure, assimilat:* ,, *....•* i.nal
v.\-<
d
of
is
e
stop
digestion,
imp,
iiy
and the body poorly r.our;\
1
ry
day instances of lark of v. 'Urishnmnt because of thin or impure *>‘1 a:,
R-ni
in children, who cat alrno t •<> uinuaily
*m
in
!;
eon\\;
is
m
yet do not grow;
the grip, fever, or some :
serious
who
remain
w«ak
and
disease,
palm
debilitated; in persons who are run
down through overwork or worry and
are unable to get back tlieir siren :th.
Before the body can be properly nourished, the blood must first be cleansed,
built u]> and made lit to work. Dr.
'Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
will do this more quickly and effectively
than any other medicine. They contain
the very elements which the thin blood
lacks. Not only do they strengthen the
stomach but they build up the blood so
that it gets full nourishment from the
■•-

■

f_T

Mrs. Jennie Temple, of No. KV» North
NIii• 11 street, Fond du Lac, Wis says:
“I was a great stiffen1 r from stomach
trouble, caused by overwork, for about
two years. My appetite was very poor
and I could not eat much of anythin:*.
No matter what 1 ate, my stomach became sour and gas would form on it,
causing shortness of breath and Affecting my heart. I had to diet and cat
only the lightest food. For months I
did not know what a good night’s rest
1 had frequent u'.zy spells and
meant.
would faint, attholeastexeimment. My
head ached almost continually and my
heart action was slow and irregular.
I was weak and thin and in every w ay

!

was

extremely wretched.

“I had begun to despair of getting
well until I gave Dr. Wi liams’ Bink
Bills a trial. Before I bad taken the
pills a month I felt much hotter, both
mentally and physically. My nerves
became stronger, my heart action was
more steady and the distressing symptoms were lessened. My appetite increased and I soon became well and
Since using the pills I have
strong.
I can truthfully
regained my weight.
say that I thick Dr. Williams’ Bink
Bills are the very best medicine any
person suffering as 1 did, can take.’*
Send today for the free booklet,
“What to Fat and How to Fat.”
Dr. Williams' Bink Bills are sold by
all druggists, or will he sent, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50c.
per pox; six
boxes for $*J.50, by the ]>r. William!
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
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LAXATIVE

COUGH SYRUP

Bargain!
ALULN™R

Magazine,

1,100,000 copies

th« NK VI. 3-DAY'
No hypodermics used
Recertain. All dealings confi-

i

Genuine

Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable

happiness

$60,000.

DRINK HABIT

I

Steamer.

cember Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Leading

Each month

Eroi,n

KENNEDY’S

no

for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
McCall’s is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s

suggestion.

rJJS?1® eVV-

One Year,
j
The Republican Journal, One Year,'
Any I5-Cent McCall Pattern,

McCall’s

stories,
A democratic

3-Day Drink Treatment

tfr.jra the testimony that 1. have receiver?:
Uus cure seems to be
really marvellous, and
I sincerely trust you
may be able to reach and
help ruany who are now under the swav of thi«
cashier of First National
hank in a New Liiglaud
city. The

:

j
j

a

Boston

Bank Cashier Endorses
Meal

Longer than any transatlantic liner
that flies the American flag is a steamer
which has just been built for traffic on t
the Great Lakes to be operated by an
American company. The steamer is the
“Colonel John M. Schoonmaker,” and is
617 feet long over all, 33 feet deep, and,
with a draft of 20 feet, has a carrying |
capacity of 13,200 tons. In general, the j
design is similar to the modern type of
Great Lake freighters, with pilot house
well up to the bow, the engine rooms at
the extreme aft, and a long sweep of hull Vue
between, with 35 great hatches for loading and unloading cargo'readily. —De-1

to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

|

Lakes

Steamer

j

—

New Great

kidney medicine and I get immediate relief, I
w illingly confirm my former public statement
given in praise of Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosoffers apply only to subscriptions paid in adter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for

vance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:

on

Consult any Ticket or Tourist Agent or
JONES, N.E.P.A,
JO Atlantic Ave.

Marine experts who have looked over
the steamer Carolyn, now at Simpson’s
drydock, East Boston, are of the opinion
that it will cost at least 545,000 to make
From the Experience of Belfast People. the necessary repairs.
The steamer,
We are fortunate indeed to be able to profit which was given up for lost when she
at Metinic island,
struck on the
by the experience of our neighbors. The pub- will have to be ledges
practically rebuilt. She
lic utterances of Belfast residents on the folhas been taken out of drydock and is
lowing subject will interest and benefit many now moored alongside, but will be floatof our readers.
Read this statement. No ed into the dock again when higher
better proof can be had.
blocks have been placed in a position. It
Mrs. Mary M. Smith, 54 Union street, Bel- is reported that the owner, W. H. Johnfast, Me., says: “I had backaches and pains son, who succeeded in floating the vessel
after professional wreckers had given
across my loins, often so severe that it was
the job, intends to make the repairs
difficult for me to attend to my housework. up
instead of giving the contract to one of
My bladder was inflamed and I had trouble the regular repair companies. When
from the kidney secretions. Although I was the steamer was on the ledges she was
constantly using medicine, I was unable to get stripped of most of her fittings and it
rid of the trouble. Finally I heard of Doan's will cost a considerable sum to replace
a
at the City them.
Pills and

need of

|

Boston to Savannah

jiAPiiNG WmT

in

B

Boston, Mass.

First class
Fares from

i^ompamun.

am

8

Restful and Healthful Sea
Voyage of 87 Hours

nciru

Pills whenever I feel that I

8

Where you escape the cold blasts of
winter and bask in eternal sunshine.

A GREAT BUILDING FALLS
when its foundation is undermined, and if the
Later Testimony.
foundation of health—good digestion—is atSeveral years later Mrs. Smith was intertacked, quick collapse follows. On the first viewed and she said: “I still use Doan’s
Kidney
signs of indigestion. Dr. King’s New Life Pills
should be taken to tone the stomach and regulate liver, kidneys and bowels. Pleasant, easy,
safe and only 25 cents at all druggists.

I

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

TO

sense.
He has won and retains the cor- i State which is to be carried to the comdial respect and liking of the great mass pletion before 1920.
Maine has a most interesting history
of his countrymen.
For no unworthiness was he defeated.
His character and which runs back more than two centuries
his aims are appreciated already; he need before it ceased to be a district of Masnot worry about history nor wait for that sachusetts and became a separate State
lingering and tedious and often false re- in 1320. and one of the phases of the
corder to do him justice, though mighty coming celebration will be an emphasis
little of it has been done him by some of ! on that early history in order that more
his former friends.
A good many mil- I justice may be done t he subject by
lions of Americans do him justice now. future historians than has been done it
by most historians up to this time. AlItching piles provoke profanity but profani- i ready Maine has celebrated three terty won’t remove them. Doan's Ointment is centenaries—those at Popham, St. Croix
recommended for itching, bleeding or protrud- j Island and at Castine—before its •‘mother
ing piles. 50c at any drug store.
State,” Massachusetts, gets its
chance to celebrate its first one at
Sayings of the Little Folks.
Plymouth.
Maine was the tenth State to be admitted to the Union, and it has never
JOHNNIE GOES UP HEAD.
“Johnnie,” asked his teacher, “can failed to make its presence felt since
that time.
Its intense spirit of State
you give us a sentence, using the word
pride and loyalty is indicated by the fact
‘income’ in it?”
that
it
is
already definitely planning to
Johnnie hesitated a moment: then
‘The boy op- celebrate its statehood centenary in 1920,
“Yes’um,” he replied.
while four other states—Indiana, Missisened the door, and in come a cat.’
sippi, Illinois and Alabama—whose centenaries fall between now and that year,
FRENZIED ARITHMETIC.
are
few if any plans to observe
Three-year-old Amy, who had a very the making
anniversaries. But whatever Maine
lively little brother, was being put does in 1920, it is
hoped that it will not
through a lesson in arithmetic by her feel obliged to have
an exposition as a
uncle. She had successfully added one
part of the celebration. And the same
and one, but stuck at two and :ne.
may be said with even greater earnest“Your mama,” said her uncle, “has ness
in regard to the Pilgrim tercententwo children.
If she had one more, what
ary of the same year.— Boston Herald.
would that make?”
“Oh,” cried Amy, “ihat would make
The Wrecked S. S. Carolyn.
my mama cwazy!” —December Woman’s
nouie

D 285

The sanctuary. 1912.
Reed, Myrtle.
The white shield. Stories. 1912...

Wason, Robert Alexander.
Friar Tuck. 1912.
Webster, Jean.

\

muscular
etc.

everywhere

S. JOHNSON & CO.

j

of the Year

land in

Unity.
Maria A. Ordway, Swanville, to Charles E.
Walker, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.
Priscilla Dean, Jackson, to Perham W. Dean,
Fort Fairfield; land and buildings in Jackson.
Mary E. Hall, Belfast, to Gilbert A. Cobb,

p

Author of "She." “Kim Soterr's Mines,” Eic. i..

X

ville.

Jesse E. Staples, Belfast, to Faustina M.
Knowlton, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Wilbur E. Frank, Bangor, to Geo. WT. P.
Mr and Mrs. Zenas Grant
Magee, W’interport; land and buildings in
with
the
winter
’-'spend
Winterport.
Charles Merrithew made a
Geo. L. Hammons, Chicago, to Freeman W.
usport and Bangor recentClark, Monroe; land and buildings in Monroe.
Hiram Eaton of Brewer
Caroline E. White, Belfast, to Harry Dickey,
and wife several days last
do.; land in Belfast.
of Searsport was here
Emma F. Clark, Lincolnville, to J. A. Canfor F. F. Perkins
Miss
non, Somerville, Mass.; land in Lincolnville.
is here with her

l

I

Story By

|

H. Rider Haggard

1

Orrin P. Jackson, Searsrront, to L. P. Campbell, Belfast; land and buildings in Searsmont.
John G. Hammons, Monroe, to William D.
Smart, Searsport; land in Searsport.
Leonard N. Morrison, Freedom, to Jarvis B.
Woods, Bangor; land and buildings in Mont-

home
S. will

A New

4

fort.

It is much to

afiernoon

;

“Smith and the Pharaohs”

:

diarrhoea,

cramps,

£ From the ttfew tork San.j
The good sense, good taste and philo- 1
Maine’s centenary.
,
sophic good humor of President Taft !
have never been more evident or
displayThe announcement of the
ed to better advantage than since his
preliminary
defeat. The toast which he gave at the plans for a fitting celebratiop in 1920 of
Lotos Club Saturday night was worthy the tercentenary of the landing of the
of his straightforward, square and loyal Pilgrims is a reminder that another imnature:
portant anniversary will fall that same
“Health and success to the able, dis- year, in the celebration of which at least
tinguished and patriotic gentleman w o two New England States will be vitally
interested. In that year Maine will pass
is to be the next President of the United
its hundredth milestone as a State and
States.”
Health and success to the able, distin- for a year or two plans have been makguished and patriotic gentleman who is ing, under the direction of the State his- !
now President
of the United States! torical society and the State board of 1
And no matter what little scarcity of trade, for an observance worthy of the j
electoral votes he may have noticed the anniversary. The plans include not only i
other day, he is and will continue to be the celebration itself, but also certain !
successful in a high and satisfactory ! work for the general welfare of the I

!

Y0S3

r.nnn

I

ni«.

speedy relief from coughs, colds,

rheumatism, bruises,

C. W.
the

Boston

Buffalo

Used 102 Years lor Internal and
External

(Gives

Murch-Harper. Miss Mary Harper left Cas-!
tine Friday morning, Nov. 8 for Bangor where
|
3he met James Murch of Ellswurth. They were
united in marriage and went to
Millinocket,
where they will reside during the winter, Mr.
Murch having employment there. Mrs. Murch
is one of Castine’s bright and
energetic young
ladies and has a great many friends in her home
town, who wish her a life of happiness. Mr.
.Murch is well known in Castine, having been
there a great deal during the past several
years in the interests of the New England Tel.
Co. The couple have the best wishes of a
large number of friends in Castine.

Should Have Good Light lor Studyh}
A poor light strains the
!
and the injurious effects
»

I

Fuller-Herrick. A very pleasant home
wedding was celebrated Thursday evening,
Nov. 7th, at the home of the bride on Washington street, Camden, when Miss Tena Herrick
and Roy Fuller were united in marriage by
Rev. Howard Corey, who used the single ring
service. The bride was dressed in white silk,
and carried white carnations. Only the relatives of the two families were present, to
whom refreshments were served after the
ceremony. Later in the evening the bride and
groom went to the Fuller cottage at the lake, j
where they were much surprised and delighted
to find a chicken supper had been
provided for
them by their friends. Both bride andgioo.n
have the good wishes of a
large circle of *
friends.

!

--

|JOHNSo7s^ss2£lS!|MEN^1

was

Win. 0. Poor & Son, Druggists.

v

I
|

HalLt-Clarke. Min Mattie Clarke, daugh*
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Clarke of Caatine,
united in marriage at the home of her
parents Monday evening, Nov. lltb, to George
E. Hall of Unity. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Mr. Lowell,who used the single
ring service. It was a very pretty home wedding, with only the immediate family and a
few guests present. The bride was gowned in
white. Ice cream and cake was served and a
The
very pleas *nt evening was enjoyed.
couple have the best wishes of many friends
in Castine. Those present from out-of town
were Mr. and Mrs. Ladd of Brooksville, Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey of Belfast.
ter

Dr. Holmes, the well known skin specialist writes: “I*am convinced that the
D.D.D. PrescriptiormSj|as much a specific
1
for eczema as quinine for malaria.
have been prescribing the D.D.D. remedy
for years.”
It will take away the Itch
the instant you apply it*
In fact, we are so sure of what D.D.D.
will do for you that we will be glad
to let you have a $1 bottle on our guarantee that it will cost you nothing unless you find that it does the work.

•ays.
There is almost no
relation between skin diseases and the blood
Th«
•kin must be cured
through the skin
The germs must be washed
out and si
have long ago been found
fa>'-es The
worthless.
most advanced
of
this country are now agreed physicians
on this and
are prescribing a wash of
thymol and other Ingredients for
and all other skin diseases.
This com" D'D'D-

....

relatives in

visiting

en

Doctors Use lids for Eczema

by

date!

^y for a free sample.
;K CO
Portland, Me.

!

on

THORNDIKE.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis
Thompson of Unity
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Ward
-Mr. and Mrs.Charles Patterson
went to Waterville last Saturday night on the
special train
with several others to attend the
Wilson celebration ...Misses Vera and
Arlene Patterson,
who have been
visiting their grandparents in
Brooks, returned home Sunday... .Charlie
Wren has had a
telephone installed_The
ladies of the Helping club will have
a fair Dec
4th at the
grange hall. Don’t forget the
for it will be a big fair and
just the place to
buy your Christmas goods. They will have
me
cv^unng
neartcan wish; fancy work of
all kinds, an
apron booth, candy booth and
beds.
It will be a general
tulip
good time_
Mrs. Frank Philbrick has been
visiting friends
m Belfast this
week... Mr. Miller spoke
very
interestingly last Sunday from the 10th chapter of Matthew, verses
32-33; topic: “Why Join
the Church.”
Meeting next Sunday at the
usual hour-The Ladies Aid
meets next
Tuesday with Mrs. Cora Ward
Mrs. Arthur
Oliver who started last week for
Biscotasing,
Ont., has remembered her friends with very
pretty cards. She thinks she will like very
much...,The Ladies Aid of East Thorndike
plan to have a church fair in the near futu -e.
-Potatoes 55 cents at last reports_Mr.
Leroy Fickett bought a cow recently of Blyn
Hogan of Brooks.... Mr. Maurice Higgins sold
some of his pullets to Frank
Hogan.

stages.
p; Atwood’s Medicine, used
Here is one of
er t;0 years.

r<t

was wo

the number of beans
in a bottle. The first
prize for pinning on the
donkey s ta,l was won by Miss
Lucy Roberts
and the booby by Chester
Knowlton. A grab
bag caused a great deal of merriment.
Two
kinds of pie, doughnuts and
coffee.were served

Expression,

common

a

Mrs.Kelly by guessing

V

———
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WEDDING BELLS.

cj-i ja

Don t Miss this extraordinary utter
By special advertising arrangement

with the

pub-

|

lishers of McCall’s we are able to offer you this wellknown popular Home and Fashion Journal together
with our own paper for only a few cents more than
the

regular price of

our

paper alone.

The above extraordinary offer may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
The only retime ahead for the time mentioned.
quisite is that you pay in advance.
our big McCall bargain—
made—you may select free of

Remember, if you accept
the best

we

have ever

any one of the celebrated 15c. McCall Patterns from your first copy of McCall’s by sending a
postcard request to The McCall Company.

The publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications. Every issue will be full of delightful sur-

charge

prises.

scribe today.

Call at this office or send your order

by

mail.

Republican Journal Publishing to., beitast,

Sub-

j

me.

|

Mas A, are receiving congratulation* on the
birth of a son, Nov. 21st—Dana Erskine Dutch.

SEARSPORT.
Mrs. Ella Howry returned last week from

a

visit in Boston.

Harry E. Gross of Boston is spending a few
days with his family.
F. J. Biather of Boston was in town Friday,
the Searsport House.
Frank Zalinski has moved into the E. A.
Baker house on Elm street.

at

Mrs. Mary Kane returned Saturday from
visit in Boston and vicinity.
W. R. Hunnewell of Pittsfield
the Searsport House Saturday,

was a

a

The Bangor Y. M. C. A. basket ball team
will play the Searsport team at Union Hall,
Thursday evening, Nov. 28th. A social dance
& A. S. Trundy are making many improvements on the Merrill mill and grounds,
having built a new office on Main street and a
bridge in the rear of the mill connecting Main
street with Steamboat avenue.
A. E.

::

a

Mrs. A. G. Closson is visiting her husband in
the schooner Lizzie Lane at New York.
John G. Allen of Winthrop, Mass., was the
guest of C. H. Stevens and wife Tuesday.
H. N. Colcord shot a 225 pound buck deer in
E. L. Savory’s field last Thursday evening.
M. A. Cook has the Red Cross Christmas
stamps on sale at his store on Main street.

Searsport A. A., defeated Milo High,

37 to

a

I

MILO H. S. (28)
(37)
Flinton, rf 8..lb, Dupee

SEARSPORT

lb, Moore

j

Berry, If 3.rb, Pinkham 3 (1)
Trundy, c 5 (1).c, Daggett

Wilson, lb 2.rf, Owen 2

Gilkey, rb.If, Barrett 3 (8)
Referee, Trundy. Umpire, Moore. Time 20
min.

E. Savory, who has been confined to the
house for several weeks with pneumonia, is

improving.
gfc Mrs. N. J. Kimball went to Lowell last week
stoto spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
w^Lottie Johnspn.
r-

J. P. Butman, Jr., arrived last week from
York, where he had been at work for the
past six months.

stream.

Miss O. J. Lawrence went to Boston last
week to spend the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles G. Sheldon.

moving picture tent in Mosman’s
collapsed Monday morning early during
the northeast gale.
George W. Gardner of Thomaston was in
town Saturday visiting Mr. and ,Mrs. Fred
Lindell’s

field

Swift

on

Elm street.

Barge Nesquehorning arrived Nov. 21st
from Perth Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to
the

Penobscot Coal Co.

Mrs. Blanche Harris of Jonesport was in
last week visiting her mother, Mrs. N. J.

town

Kimball,

on

Park street.

i
"

ngements.

!

Mrs. Fred Smith entertained the Friday club
Nov. 22nd. The members present were Mrs.
N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. D. W. Nickels, Mrs. Amos
Nickels, Mrs. Henrietta Young, Mrs. John
Parse, Mrs. W. G. Goodell, Mrs. B. F. Colcord,
Miss Lida Curtis. Miss Curtis will be hostess
this week.

!;

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Anna C. Harriman ar.d Mrs. Edna M.
Harriman visited Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hill in
Winterport last Saturday and Sunday... .Morris Ginn arrived home from Rockland Nov. 23d
and w’ill stop a while with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. .Ginn. He was accompanied by
Miss Mildred Stevens of Warren... .Mrs. M.
C. Proctor and her nephew, Morris Brown,who
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Avery
the past week, returned,to their home in Melrose, Mass., on last Saturday’s boat... .Evander Harriman visited his sisters, Mrs. M. B.
Grant and Mrs. J. A. Peirce, in Sandypoint last
Sunday... .Mr. Morris Freedman of New York
was in this vicinity selling dress goods last
week. He carries a nice line of goods and
sells at reasonable prices.

The annual ball of the K. P.’s will be given
month.

next

Mrs. A. R. Huxford is
She has been very sick.

Mrs. Dana M.

Dutch of

Waban,

convalescent.

now

Melvin Cole from the State of Washington
is visiting friends in Waldo county.
Mrs. Fred Patterson from Thorndike has
been visiting her daughters in this village.

Thanksgiving services will be held at the
Congregational church this, Thursday, evening.
Stanley J. Roberts is running his hay
with a full crew,
week.

He is at the

pre&s
Dow farm th s

building put up by the Chase Co. is
for the storing of machinery, instead of potatoes as we erroneously stated last week.
Mr. Dow is now giving his personal attention
to his store, and will have a special sale each
The

new

in his

all with suppers and numerous ideas co earn
loney with which to assist in the different
ranches of church work. Many comfortables
ire being tacked at their meetings for the
mall sum of 35 cents, and it is a nice thing for
he busy housewives to turn over such work to
he Aid, it being of mutual benefit. Last week
he yearly meeting was held, and the Presi-

Milton Leonard has taken water from some
rods distant and piped it to his new house,
which is to be a nice one when completed.

The snow that fell last Sunday night made a
few hours sleighing Monday morning, the first
of the season.

The members of Harvest Home grange have
fitted up the stage of their hall and are preparing for the usual winter line of entertainments.

Evelyn Thompson,

who

has

Mrs.
employ-

Belfast, visited her mother and sisters
in Brooks last Sunday.
Mrs. Lena West of Haverhill, Mats., recently
visited her parents here in Brooks, Capt. and
Mrs. Stanley Perkins.

F. Stimpson is shingling and otherwise
improving his stable. He is personally busy
in his blacksmith shop.
B.

George

winter with her
in

Thompson is to spend the
daughter, Mrs. Fred Emmons,

A.

this village, and has closed her farmhouse.

Lawrence Estes, who is in poor health, is to
live in a tent this winter, as he has for the
past fewT months. He is taking the cold air
treatment.

The funeral of Mrs. C. O. Foss was held at
the Congregational church at 10 a m., Nov.
20th, Rev. F. S. Dolliff officiating, assisted by
Rev. H. G. Booth.

BELFAST

j1

;>

fill

Mrs.

some

barrels for charitable purposes.

quite recovered since
treatment in the Waldo County Hospital
ind is seen on the village streets once more
and gladly we.corned by her many friends.
Harry Brown and wife, who have been living
t>n the farm during the summer, came back to
keep house for the pater while Mrs. B. was in
Belfast, intending to return to the farm later
on, but the parents have prevailed on them to
remain in the village during the winter, and
we hope to have Harry’s grand bass with us
again in all musical affairs as soon as the rush
of fail work is over. These are busy days for
all the farmers, and the streets are filled with
their teams hauling produce to market.
Mrs. F. W. Brown is

aer

Rich Hair
Long, thick, heavy hair. Want this kind?
Ayer’s Hair Vigor promotes growth.
Does not color the hair.

“HELLO!

per

your cough with Wilson’s White
Pine and Tar with Honey, Horehound
Tolu. A large bottle for 25 cents.

It stops all coughs at once. Your money returned if not perfectly satisfied. It CURES
them all. For sale only at
CITY DRUG STORE.

j

j

bbl, 75&1.00 ii

Beet,forequarters,
Barley, bu,
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck.

I

H
lui;

Lan
Mu;t

«

Oat

8ii‘«

60
19

Round
Straw

20Turke.

’*8

18 Tallow
20 Veal,

Eggs,

44

Wool,

unw;

16 Wood
18 Wo-

Fowl,
Geese,
RETAIL

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

17 Lime.
Salt,
lb., 18a22 Oa- M,78 On
Cora,
Cracked Corn,
73 Oil,
Corn Meal,
73 Pod k
24 Pork.
Cheese,
Butter

14

CottonSeed,
Codfish, dry,

Hannon and Miss Donna Isabelle

Coggan, both of Union.
Hills-Coggins. In Belfast, November 23,
by Rev. D. B. Phelan, Milton B. Hills and Mis9
Mary R. Coggins, both of Lincolnville.
Merriam-Cook. In Rockport, November 20,
Edward C. Merriam and Miss Addie A. Cook,
both of Rockport.
SMITH-Wing. In Belfast, November 23, by
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Fred B. Smith and Miss
Hattie Mae Wing, both of Morrill.
Stinson-Smith. In Swan's Island, November
19, Calvin E. Stinson and Laura M. Smith, both
of Swan’s Island.

Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,

In

1.75 Plan
10 Ry
10 Short
28 Sugar
6.00a7.25 Salt,
4.50 Sw

I
j

1ftWh<

|

Notice of First Meeting
the District Court of the

«

the District of Maine.

In the matter of Harold,
A.

!

Wood, Bankrupt,

the Creditors of Hat
fast, in the County of V.
aforesaid, a Bankrupt
Notice is hereby given that
r
November, A. D. 1912, the
was duly adjudicated Bankr.it,
First Meeting of his Cr.
at the office of Dunton
M
Building, Belfast, Maine,
December, A. D. 1912. at
forenoon, at which time tk
attend, prove their claim.-,
examine the Bankrupt, ami
business as may proper! \
meeting.
JOHN

To

DIED

Cummings. In New York, November 20, Mrs.
Jennie Heal Cummings, formerly of Searsmont, aged 76 years, 11 months and 15 days.

~

Devereaux. In Stockton Springs, November 18, Clara Ames, wife of Charles A. Devereaux, aged 37 years, 1 month and 16 days.
Duncan. In Portland, November 20, Lucy
Helen Adams, widow of Alphonso A. Duncan
of Rockland, aged 67 years, 3 months, 7 days.
Hartford. In Orland, November 18, Seth
N. Hartford, aged 64 years, 4 months, 18 days.
Hill. In Rockland, November 20, Genevre

A. Ludwig, widow of Freeland O. Hill, aged 38
and 17 days.
In Ellsworth, November 14,
McIntosh.
James McIntosh, aged 42 years, 4 months and

23

PRICE (

dried, per lb., 7
3.00a3.25
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75
28a3b
Butter,
Beef, sides,
7£al0

years

STOP
and

Apples,

Bartlett-Bragdon. In East Sullivan, Nov.
19, George Frederick Bartlett of Sorrento and
Ruth Wood Bragdon of East Sullivan.
In Brooksville, November;
Blake-Wilson
23, Fred M. Blake of Bluehill and A. Grace i
of
Brooksville.
Wilson
In Bangor, November :
Burke-Mazerall.
20, ; John T. Buike and Miss Mary Mazerall,!
of
both
Bangor.
Gott-Rich. In Gott's Island, November 6,
Montelle D. Gott of Tremont and Miss Naoma ;
M. Rich of Long Island Plantation.
Hannon-Coggan. In Union, November 16,

Colby

!

1

PRODUCE MARKET.

MARRIED

Earle

|

Corrected Weekly for |

J

j

Carpenter, not wishing to serve
igain, Mrs. Belle Boody was elected for the
:oming year. Vesta Higgins continues as
Secretary and Treasurer. Plans are being laid

This week it is cheviot remnants.

Hugh Gordon is doing a good business shoeing horses at the old Jonathan Irving blacksmith shop.

Miss

1

Drusilla Roberts is at home from the

Bangor hospital, much improved in health.
She seems to be herself again
Charles E. Lane is closing up his business
preparatory to a vacation trip to the Pacific
coast, where he has a daughter.

week.

ment in

1

Abbie Irving is in Richmond visiting
Mrs. Thompson, whom we remember here as Bertha Allen.
Mrs.

her friend

Miss

Charles H. Forbes is loading his pressed hay
at the Forces siding this week.

Twombly proprietor of the Searsport faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugHouse, returned Thursday from Spencer Bay,
gists.
Moosehead Lake, bringing two deer.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

and

dearth of cars last week put our potato
buyers to much inconvenience. They now’ pay
Yi cents per bushel.
A

The News ot Brooks.

W. B.

Mr.

BORN
Staples. In Vinalhaven, November —, to
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Staples, a daughter.
Toothaker. In Belfast, November 24, to
Mr. and Mis. Harrison B. Toothaker, a daugh-

turn

-i! lent,

HOW’S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward

One way to relieve habitual constipation is
to take regularly a mild laxative.
Doan’s
Regulets are recommended for this purpose.
25c. a box at all drug stores.

Are prepared to purchase Oxen Steers, Bsef Cows. [j,
and Lambs, on the foot or dressed, also poultry and
kinds of country produce, for which they will pay ■,
market price and sell at bottom prices. They do a
It will pay you if you are in the mark,''
cash business.
to get in touch with them.
jw i,

store, and his mother was obliged
storekeeper, he being called out on
iveral long trips into the adjoining towns to j
istall furnaces or repair them, and other ter, Ruth Amanda.
Weed. In Deer Isle, October 30, to Mr. and
lumbing jobs. We all wish him the best of j Mrs Willis N. Weed, a son.
Woodcock. In Stonington, November 11, to
access in his business venture here.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Woodcock, a d mghter,
The Ladies Aid Society is quite busy this i
Marjorie Folsom.
me

Georgia L. Ford and Mrs. Jean M. for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
Stultz left Wednesday for Daytona, Fla., where cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
they will spend the winter.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Capt. W. R. West has secured a position on
for the last 15 years, and believe him
the steamer Kennebec and sailed on the steam- Cheney
perfectly honorable in all business transacer Nov. 21st for Newport News.
tions and financially able to carry out any oligations made by his firm.
Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Parmenter, finishNATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
ed discharging Nov. 21st at the Penobscot Coal
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actdock and sailed for Newport News.
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur-

R. & R. Lime Co. barge No. 7 arrived Nov.
1.600 tons of fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.

ROCKPORT, MAINE,

District convention of

embers of the order should send the word
ound. The District Deputy, J. W. Dean of
reedom, is expected to make all general ar-

►

boys.

IH. L. Shepherd Compand

of

Our plumber, Harry Hutchinson, is having a
busy time this fall. For the past two
eeks he has been able to spend very little

Miss

21st from Cartaret with

a

Pythias will be held with
olden Crown lodge on the 12th day of De>mber. The Sir Knights of Brooks will be on
As the time
e 8pot and ready for business.
very short for the notice to be circulated,
Knights

?ry

New

H. W. Marriner of Morrill, millman, is at
work for A. E. & A. S. Trundy in their mill on

I S. E.

ore.

ie

halves.
The Milo team was entertained at supper
before the game by the following young ladies:
Miss Evie Kalloch, Miss Annie Gilkey, Miss
Bros.
Miss Shirley Carter. The
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Colcord left Monday Elsie Gilkey and
was at the home of Miss Kalloch. After
for Worcester, Mass., to visit relatives and supper
the game a dance was enjoyed and the young
friends.
men from up the line were much pleased with
The first snow of the season came along
their visit to the coast town, although they
Sunday night accompanied by a northeast gale were beaten in the game by the Searsport
and rain.
Mrs.

Mrs. Martha E. Luce and her daughter
ertha have gone to Clinton to spend the winr with her daughter, Mrs. Caine. While here
e has been useful as a clerk in Mr. Dow’s
It is understood that

fast basketball game in Union Hall
Saturday night. The summary:

28, in

Sch. Gold Hunter arrived Friday from Ellsworth with 200,000 staves and headings to Pike

k)peechee

Blankets;

I
White, Tan, Gray, 69c. to $5.00.
|-CARLE & JONES.-

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church will hold
their Christmas sale at the vestry Thursday,
Dec. 12th. Entertainment in the evening by
Miss Hersey.

---

George M. Colson of New York is visiting
relatives in town for a few days.

\

Blankets!

after the game.

guest at

Earl Verrill and M. J. Tozier have opened
meat market at Stockton Springs.

1 Blankets!

The Bangor Y. M. C. A. basketball team will
play its first game of the season in Searsport
tonight with the Searsport A. A. five.

days.

Referee

v

:n

Bangor, Maine, Novemb.

j

;

---

In Rockport, November 20, ClarM. Moody, aged 60 years.
Robbins. In Rockport, November 18, Albert
A. Robbins, aged 62 years.
Staples. In North Deer Isle, November 12,
Eliza G widow of Corandre Staples, aged 76
years, 1 month and 9 days.

Moody.

enec

Caution Notice
I hereby forbid all person
liarboring my wife on mv
date. Nov. 26, 1912.
I
Belfast, Me.

$

|

\

--— -------

--GRAND OPENING OF--

NEW 5 AND
WE take great pleasure

in

announcing

to the

people of Belfast and vicinity of the Opening of

our

LOCATED AT 119 PHOENIX ROW,
and

urge you to attend our opening, as the management of this firm has made [a SPECIAL EFFORT in bringing together from
different parts of Europe and this country a GREAT VARIETY OF [MERCHANDISE TO BE SOLD FOR 5 AND 10 CENTS,
values that this firm gives are UNRIVALED, and the public throughout the NEW ENGLAND STATES are already convina
we

of the BIG VALUES

I

they

can

get at

our

stores.!

Nothing Over 10c.-Nothing Over 1
-

—.
♦

Company 5c. & 10c. Store, 119 Phoenix Row, Bel fast

Green Brothers
e

Open for Inspection Tomorrow, Friday, from

-♦‘Open

for Business

3 to

Saturday Morning

5, 7

to 9.

at 8 O’clock’

<

